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VOORWOORD

‘All beginnings are hard’ zijn de eerste woorden van een boek van Chaim
Potok. En dus nu ook van dit proefschrift. De paradox is dat ‘hard’ dus relatief
meevalt door een dergelijk citaat te gebruiken. En toch: de start van een
proefschrift (lees: het voorwoord) is niet eenvoudig, getuige ook de mijmeringen
van mede-promovendi. Onder meer omdat niet iedereen een naamgenoot heeft
in beroemde verhalen. In elk geval is het voorwoord een goed moment om te
reflecteren op het proces van onderzoeken.
Waarom begin je aan een onderzoek? Allereerst: omdat het leuk lijkt, leerzaam
lijkt en buitengewoon interessant. En inderdaad… het is leuk, leerzaam en
interessant. Niet alleen omdat je inhoudelijke kennis vergaart, leert snappen
waarom een financiële instelling zich druk maakt om eigen vermogen en
balansverhoudingen. Immers, daarvoor heb je het predikaat promovendus niet
echt nodig. Onderzoeken is vooral leerzaam omdat het lijkt op een puzzel. Je
ziet dat een stukje ontbreekt, maar je weet nog niet hoe het eruit ziet. Sterker
nog, als je dacht dat je ongeveer wist hoe het eruit zou moeten zien, blijkt het
een totaal andere vorm te hebben als je het eenmaal hebt gevonden. En juist
die ontdekking – steeds weer – maakt het leerzaam.
Het voorwoord is dus de start van een proefschrift en markeert tegelijkertijd het
einde van een periode van onderzoek. En – ook dat is al eens verwoord – een
dankwoord hoort daarbij. Een proefschrift schrijven doe je weliswaar zelf, maar
ondersteuning van anderen is daarbij van groot belang.
Inhoudelijke ondersteuning brengt je als promovendus dichterbij je oplossing.
Belangrijk punt hierbij: vaak bestaan oplossingen uit een grote hoeveelheid
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nieuwe vragen of problemen. Een eerste en belangrijk woord van dank aan
Pieter Emmen. Vanaf het allereerste begin hebben we inhoudelijke discussies
gehad. Hoeveel ook, altijd te weinig. Voor jou, maar ook voor mij, ook al hebben
we dat het laatste halfjaar wellicht minder gezien. Elk woord van dank schiet
tekort. Mijn poging in het tekort te schieten is enorm. Desondanks… dank!
Een welgemeend woord van dank aan mijn promotoren Jan Bilderbeek en Bert
Bruggink. Jullie ondersteuning in de laatste fase bracht ons vaak een
kruisbestuiving met ‘aanpalende’ onderzoeksgebieden. Interessant en
productief. Zeker ook dank voor het blijvende vertrouwen dat jullie in mij
hebben gesteld om een proefschrift te schrijven, ook wanneer het tegenzat. Het
schrijven van dit proefschrift ging niet over rozen. Bedankt voor het feit dat het
er toch mag liggen.
Dank ook aan de leden van de oppositie die in hun drukke agenda de tijd en
moeite hebben genomen om dit proefschrift te lezen en hun visie met mij te
delen. Het doen van onderzoek biedt kennelijk toegang tot hoogleraren en
tegelijkertijd captains of industrie, een bijzonder waardevolle ervaring.
Rabobank en Interpolis hebben gezorgd voor tijd en ruimte voor onderzoek
naast een baan in de praktijk. Hoewel vast niet altijd eenvoudig, ik heb veel
bewondering voor de flexibiliteit die jullie mij boden. Zelfs in de periode dat ik
tweemaal een kort quarantaine plande. De Rabobank en Interpolis dank ik daar
hartelijk voor in de personen Niek Vogelaar en Pieter Emmen en later Fred
Schuurman en Jan Engelen.
De morele steun van oud-collega’s bij CRG mag hier niet onvermeld blijven.
Beste allemaal, dank dat jullie Erg-Leerzame, Uitermate-Leuke collega’s voor
me waren. En gelukkig is er naast risicomanagement ook ander ‘werk’ geweest
binnen de Rabobank. De Old Dutch biedt toch altijd weer de beste kant van de
bar. Vanaf nu zal ik altijd heimwee hebben… Ook Interpolis-collega’s hebben,
soms zonder het expliciet te beseffen wellicht, bijgedragen met inhoudelijke
vraagstukken en morele ondersteuning. Ik kijk terug op een leuke en ook
succesvolle tijd. Een speciaal woord van dank ook aan Jan Engelen en Marian
Eberson. Jullie brachten me een compleet nieuw vocabulaire bij, waarvoor
dank, ook al kunnen we die vocabulaire eigenlijk niet in woorden vatten. Wat
dat betreft lijkt het op een mooie fles Bourgogne, toch? Hoewel: een fles wijn
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moet eerst rijpen voordat zij tot haar recht komt. Hopelijk valt dat bij mij een
beetje mee…
Gelukkig dan zijn er nog de vele vrienden die langs de zijlijn stonden. Dank voor
jullie vriendschap, volleybal-gezelschap, spelletjes, de glazen (flessen) wijn, de
gezelligheid en alle dingen waarvoor in dit voorwoord geen plaats is. En
Mortelaren: laten we er voor zorgen dat we geen martelaren worden. De
vrijdagen bieden uitkomst… en eigenlijk alle andere dagen ook.
Twee vrouwen verdienen een speciale plaats in dit voorwoord. Ten eerste, lieve
Frieda, zusje van me, we hebben elkaar misschien niet begrepen in de
moeilijkste fasen van ons leven tot nu toe. Maar weet dat ik je voor altijd in mijn
hart gesloten heb, en je altijd op me kunt rekenen als dat nodig is. En denk na
vandaag alsjeblieft nog een keertje aan vroeger (‘wil je de video zien?’) en lach!
Ten tweede lieve Erna, wegen kunnen zich scheiden en toch verbonden blijven,
dat hebben we gezien. En ik dank jou voor die verbinding en denk nog vaak
aan de rivieren… En juist daarom ben ik blij dat jullie beiden mijn paranimf
willen zijn.
Een goed gebruik in een voorwoord, lieve Alice, is om partner, steun en
toeverlaat, te danken voor (in dit geval) haar rol. Daarvoor zijn vele manieren
zoals we allebei weten, maar ze passen niet allemaal tegelijk in dit voorwoord.
Laten we dan vooral samen lachen om al die keren dat de berg boeken en
papieren hoger was dan Nam Tso en de sfeer bitterder dan haar wateren. En
ook dan was je steeds weer mijn vuurtorenwachter…
’s-Hertogenbosch, juli 2006
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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION, PROBLEM
DEFINITION, RESEARCH STRUCTURE
AND SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

The financial industry is undergoing phase of change. Risk management plays
an important role.1 The concept of Economic Capital has become the risk
management standard in banking. For banks, the Basel II proposals have been
an impetus to implement economic capital in their risk management practice.2
Within insurance firms, however, the application of economic capital has been
lagging behind.
Convergence in the financial industry is rapidly taking place. This has
consequences for Bancassurance and All-Finanz institutions.3 Such institutions
will have an incentive to develop risk measurement systems that adequately
and consistently take into account risk. The convergence within the financial
industry also has consequences in the area of Alternative Risk Transfer (ART).
ART products have characteristics of banking and insurance.4 The proper
management of risks in ART products require measurement of the risks. With
banks and insurers providing ART products, it is important that risk
measurement techniques are consistent across banking and insurance. Given
these two drivers for convergence within the financial industry (All-Finanz
institutions and ART products), discrepancies between banking and insurance
are undesirable. Mercer Oliver and Wyman argue that currently there are
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discrepancies in capital productivity between banks and insurers that pose
insurers at a competitive disadvantage.5 Therefore, we expect that insurance
firms will adopt the concept of Economic Capital as the standard risk
measurement system similar to banking.
The insurance supervisory area is currently evolving. The European supervisory
framework has remained unchanged since the 1970s6 and has consequently
become outdated. The Solvency II project7 aims to review the E.U. insurance
supervisory framework. In addition, insurance supervision is changing in various
countries around the globe (like Australia, Canada, the Netherlands, and
Switzerland). The new supervisory framework emphasises proper risk
management. Because changing regulation encouraged economic capital
implementation within the banking industry, we expect a wave of economic
capital implementation in the insurance industry as well.
The importance of risk management in the management control systems of
financial institutions is growing.8 Financial institutions increasingly become
aware of the risk in their business9, 10 and relate the risk to capital via the
concept of Economic Capital11 as the overarching risk measurement technique.
And through that, they include risk in capital allocation, performance
management, and pricing. Economic capital has become the technique to
allocate capital, as a buffer against risk, as a scarce resource within the
financial institution. Financial conglomerates, combining banking and insurance
activities, are currently unable to adequately allocate scarce resources across
all of their business, because insurance risk models are only gradually being
developed. Given the developments of supervision and convergence, we expect
that this will be an incentive for insurance firms to develop and implement
economic capital models.12
1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The previous section observed that economic capital has become the main risk
management technique for financial institutions. However, its adoption in the
insurance industry is lagging behind. The developments of supervision and
convergence will be an incentive for insurance firms to develop economic
capital models.

2
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1.2.1

Research Problems

From this, we deduce two major problems:
1. Insurance firms do not have an appropriate instrument for total risk
measurement and management;
2. Insurance supervisors do not have an adequate overview of the risks of
supervised institutions.
This research aims to resolve these two problems – it is our research objective.
Formulating a research objective has three goals:13 (1) it defines the direction of
the research; (2) it makes evaluation of the research possible; and (3) it has a
motivational function. Moreover, it should be as clear and informative as
possible14 as to guide the researcher towards the solution of the research
problem.
Our research objective is the following:
The research aims to improve the existing management control framework
for insurers by designing a risk measurement and economic capital method.
The convergence in the financial industry and the insurance supervisory
developments make this research objective extremely relevant and of current
interest. Academic research is commonly framed by a central research question
that, when answered, realises the research objective. From the central
question, the researcher derives sub-questions. This allows the researcher to
answer the main question in a systematic way.15 The total research is not more
but also not less than systematically obtaining and analysing information with
the ultimate objective of gaining knowledge or insight.16
1.2.2

Research Question(s)

Our central research question is:
What is an appropriate risk measurement and economic capital framework
for insurance firms? How can insurance supervisors use this framework for
supervisory purposes?
We derive the following sub-questions:
1. What is the concept of Economic Capital?

3
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Firstly, we will have to understand this new concept of Economic Capital before
we can elaborate on the application in insurance. We will see that valuation
rules are an important aspect of economic capital measurement.
This implies the following sub-questions:
2. What is an appropriate valuation method for insurance liabilities that
adequately takes into account risks?
3. How can we use this method to determine economic capital for underwriting
risk?
Chapter 2 answers these sub-questions. The first sub-question is answered
through a review of banking and risk management literature. As discussed the
concept of Economic Capital has emerged in the banking industry. Chapter 2
will investigate valuation methods for insurance liabilities by starting at modern
corporate finance theories and distilling how they include risk in the value.
Chapter 2 will show that fair value is the leading valuation concept to
adequately reflect underwriting risks. It combines the insights from the concept
of Economic Capital and fair value into an economic capital assessment for
insurance liabilities. Section 2.7 investigates how insurance firms are currently
designing their economic capital frameworks through a series of interviews with
leading experts from the industry. It shows that the presented approach fits the
developments in practice quite well.
In order to benefit from these insights for supervisory purposes, we will pose the
following sub-questions:
4. What are the developments in the area of insurance supervision?
5. What recommendations can we make to increase effectiveness of these
developments?
Chapter 3 is an assessment of these sub-questions. It provides an overview of
the current European insurance supervisory rules for solvency requirements
and concludes that they are unsatisfactory to take into account the risk profile of
a supervised insurance firm. By investigating four major supervisory
frameworks, chapter 3 is able to make the connection to the proposed
European Solvency II framework that is currently being developed. It draws the
parallel between the banking Basel II and insurance Solvency II frameworks
and then makes recommendations on the proposed Solvency II framework.
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The insurance investments are conceptually similar to banking assets.
However, practical aspects are likely to differ, like maturities, portfolio
composition and the day-to-day management. Therefore, we expect to apply
the valuation methods and risk measurement techniques that have already
been developed in the banking industry. In addition, management of the
mismatch position may differ from banking. However, we have seen that the
insurance investments have resulted in quite some problems over the last
decade. Therefore, we pose the following sub-question:
6. What is an appropriate method for the management control of an insurer’s
mismatch position?
Chapter 4 describes the current methods for insurers matching the liabilities and
assets. Firstly, it provides an overview of the most relevant theories of
Management Control. Then, chapter 4 reviews relevant literature on the
matching process of insurance assets and liabilities. It derives six problems
from the literature. Finally, it solves these problems by drawing the parallel
between banking and insurance.
Chapter 5 investigates whether the framework developed over the preceding
chapters works in practice through a case study research. The framework is
applied to a non-life insurance firm. For confidentiality, the data have been
anonymised. The case study determines the fair value of insurance liabilities,
the economic capital for the underwriting risks and the investment risks. Also, it
applies the method for managing the mismatch position developed in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 concludes that the total framework for fair value and economic capital
works in practice.
1.2.3

Innovative Aspects

This research aims to provide an complete overview of an economic capital
framework for insurance firms. To date, the insurance industry has lacked such
an overview and there have been problems to translate the banking economic
capital framework to the insurance industry. Moreover, chapter 2 shows that the
current accounting-based information is unable to capture the concept of risk
and therefore it develops a fair value measure for insurance liabilities. The
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discussion on such valuation framework has, to date, remained unresolved.
This thesis develops a valuation framework and argues how risk should be
treated in the fair value of insurance liabilities. A fair value measure as well as
an economic capital framework for insurance firms is new to the academic
world. Also, we relate these concepts to the supervisory framework that is
currently being reviewed through, amongst others, Solvency II.
Chapter 4 develops a framework for insurance investments. Current matching
practice results in management control problems that have received little
attention in literature to date. Insurance firms in practice face difficulties in
setting the right incentives for underwriting and investment units. Chapter 4
identifies and resolves these problems. This is the third contribution to the
academic body of knowledge.
1.2.4

A Brief Scientific Reflection

A Dutch PhD-research on Business Administration generally includes an
academic reflection on the research structure, method and objectives.17 This
especially holds for the more qualitatively oriented research18 as there is much
debate on the academic level of such research.19
The research object in this research is the management control system within
insurance firms. Chapter 4 defines management control as the process by
which managers influence other members of the organisation to implement the
organisations strategy.20 There are many ways for managers to influence other
members of the organisation. Our research focuses on economic capital as an
element in the management control systems of insurance firms. This concept
consists of a set of mathematical models and methods that are used to support
decision making and the other parts of the management control process.
This research ultimately contributes to the knowledge and insights of Business
Administration. The scientific area of Business Administration regards
organisations as an open technological, social, economic and information
processing system with, not necessarily economic, objectives.21 An important
characteristic of this area is that it is multidisciplinary, because it integrally
encounters organisations from multiple perspectives. Bos states that
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“…researching management control systems may be interpreted as an activity
of business administration. After all, a management control system addresses
management issues and management issues in organisations are preeminently the domain of business administration.”22
The multidisciplinary aspect of our research is that it observes management
control systems, and more specifically the element of economic capital in such
systems. These economic capital systems consist of a set of mathematical
models and methods that in turn are a number of related mathematical
formulae. Despite the beauty of mathematics, we will concentrate on the
relations between the models and the consequences for management control.
By keeping the overview of the total set of models in a multidisciplinary manner,
we aim to resolve our main research question integrally. And: in such a way that
it contributes to the existing body of knowledge in the area of Business
Administration.
Concept of Economic Capital
• In banking: VAR & EL-UL

Chapter 2

Valuation of Insurance
Liabilities
•Asset Pricing Models
•Fair Value: best-estimate (EL), market
value margin (UL)

Economic Capital
for Underwriting
Risk
• EL-UL based
• Fair Value based

Chapter 1

Introduction, Problem Definition
and Research Structure

Chapter 3

Evidence from
practice
• Expert interviews

Chapter 4

Solvency Regulation
• Current EU rules
• Initiatives (APRA, FTK,
SST, …)

Assets
• Management Control
• Investment & Matching
• Management Control Problems

Solvency II
• Process, Contents
• Comparison with Basel II

Marktzinsmethode
• Two responsibility centres
• Risk Measurement

A Case Study

Chapter 5

Conclusions & Recommendations

Chapter 6

Figure 1.1: Research Structure

1.3

THE CONCEPT OF INSURANCE

Ancient Chinese boats men23 employed the basic principles of insurance by
dividing their loads over each others boats. If one of the boats would crash, only
part of the load was lost. They shared risk through pooling, a principle that is
also predominantly used in insurance.24 In absence of insurance firms, market
participants can find others to share risks and perform transactions directly. This
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may be similar to the ancient Chinese boatsmen or by compensating each other
financially for the consequences of the risk under consideration. However, that
would involve significant transaction costs, including search, screening and
monitoring costs. Also, it introduces adverse selection and moral hazard, two
phenomena that are inextricable tied to insurance. Adverse selection relates to
the effect that people that especially need protection are buying it. For example,
less healthy people take out more elaborate health insurance. Moral hazard
refers to the effect that people behave relatively more hazardous when they
have an insurance policy and this increases the loss for those who have to
compensate the loss. Search costs are necessary because market participants
may not know from each others’ willingness to share the risks. Screening costs
are necessary to limit the effects of adverse selection and monitoring costs are
necessary to limit the effects of moral hazard.
Insurance firms exist because they can economise on these costs. Insurance
firms intermediate between the various market participants; they are financial
intermediaries. By selling insurance policies, their services are efficient
information processing, delegated monitoring, and risk reduction through
pooling.25 By doing so, insurance firms mostly absorb risks themselves. This
increases the need for risk management methods for the insurer. Financial
intermediation theories have focused especially on banks,26 but they hold
equally well for insurance firms. Whilst banks are exposed to systemic risk
through bank runs,27 insurance firms face systemic risk through their
investments. Firstly, insurance firms increasingly rely on equity markets for
investments. Therefore, a crisis for one insurance firm liquidating its equity
positions is likely to have effects on the real economy through the equity
markets. This creates a systemic risk for the insurance industry.28 Secondly, it is
extremely important that policyholders have confidence in the insurance firm.
After all, insurance products have a longer lifetime than banking products and
the client needs to rely on the insurers’ ability to honour future obligations.29 A
recent theoretical perspective explaining the existence of financial
intermediaries is that financial intermediaries provide risk management
services: risk absorption and risk transformation for clients.30
Theoretically, insurance firms have an incentive to take excessive risk because
that generates additional return for the shareholders in the short run. However,
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if the risks materialise, the risks may have long term effects for policyholders,
for instance because they cannot be compensated for consequences for which
they have an insurance policy. To prevent such behaviour, insurance firms are
supervised and regulated. Insurance supervisors, amongst others, supervise
the financial health of the insurance firms.31 Chapter 3 describes the evolution
that is currently taking place in insurance supervision.
The insurance market is broadly separated between non-life and life insurance.
Non-life insurance policies compensate policyholders against events like fire,
theft and personal liability, depending on the specific policy coverage. Life
insurance provides predetermined payments at death of the insured or at a
predetermined age. Generally, there are life insurance policies with one single
premium or a series of premium payments and with one single or a series of
payments from a predetermined age.
The balance sheet of a typical insurance firm consist of three components32 as
depicted in Figure 1.2: (1) technical provisions and (2) equity are the two major
liability categories and (3) investments are the assets. Firstly, the technical
provisions are formed at the moment that an insurance policy is sold.
Depending on the insurance form, the technical provision gradually increases
up to the moment of claim payment. The insurance firm sets technical
provisions with a level of prudence in order to be able to fulfil the claim payment
even under adverse circumstances. As a result, the technical provisions are
higher than what is normally expected. The level of prudence has traditionally
been included implicitly in the calculation methods. New developments in the
area of fair value require that the level of prudence is determined more explicitly
and according to consistent rules. In the fair value context, prudence is called
‘market value margin’ or risk margin. Most of the fair value discussions
concentrate on the methods to determine the market value margin. Chapter 2
discusses these issues.
Secondly, the equity is subject to minimum solvency requirements. Traditionally,
these have been relatively crude and therefore, they are currently being
updated in multiple parts of the world. The E.U. Solvency II project is most wellknown, but solvency requirements frameworks are also reviewed nationally like
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in Switzerland, the Netherlands, Canada and Australia. Chapter 3 discusses
current developments in the area of solvency requirements more in detail.
Thirdly, the assets of insurance firms are mainly investments. Traditionally,
insurers have allocated the largest part of their investments to bonds. The
increasing competition and the low interest rate environment have ‘forced’
insurers to allocate an increasing part of their investments to other asset
classes. This enhances the investment results of the insurer as a whole, but
brings with it a management control problem: how to relate the additional
investment risk and return to insurance products? Chapter 4 investigates this
problem in detail.
Insurance Balance Sheet
Equity
Equity

Prudence
Prudence
Assets
Assets

(government)
(government)
bonds
bondsand
andother
other
asset
asset classes
classes

Liabilities
Liabilities

Figure 1.2: A Typical Insurance Firm Balance Sheet

1.4

INSURANCE RISK TAXONOMY

Before discussing risk measurement more in detail throughout this thesis, this
section develops a risk taxonomy for insurance firms for the purpose of
economic capital. There is extensive literature of banking risks and risk
measurement methods:33 credit risk for lending, market risk for trading and
interest rate mismatch risk for the treasury. All these components can be further
sub-categorised in their risk drivers.34 Rouyer et al.35 distinguish customary,
cyclical and event risk on one hand and six risk exposures on the other hand:
market, interest rate, funding/liquidity, credit, operational, and business risk.
This provides a matrix classification of risks. Generally, we can state that most
banking risk management frameworks have adopted this classification, but only
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one-dimensional. An important example is the Basel II framework.36 The three
natures (customary, cyclical and events) of risk are mostly not explicitly
addressed for instance in capital requirements or risk measurement methods.37
A similar matrix structure for insurance is provided by the International
Association of Actuaries (IAA).38 IAA proposes a risk framework that has been
received extremely positively in the insurance industry, as a result of which it is
the basis for Solvency II. We expect the IAA framework to become the standard
risk taxonomy and will adopt it in this thesis.
The IAA-definition of risk is: “… the chance of something happening that will
have an impact upon objectives. It is measured in terms of consequences and
likelihood.”39 IAA distinguishes five main categories that can be further classified
into parts. The main categories are:40
 Underwriting risk: the risk associated with perils covered by the insurance
products and with the specific processes associated with the conduct of the
insurance business;
 Credit risk: the risk of default and change in the credit quality of issuers of
securities, counter-parties and intermediaries to whom the company has an
exposure;
 Market risk: the risk arising from the level or volatility of market prices of
assets. It involves the exposure to movements in the level of financial
variables such as stock prices, interest rates, exchange rates or commodity
prices. It also includes exposure of options to movements in the underlying
asset price. This definition includes ALM or mismatch risk.
 Operational risk: the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal
processes, people, systems or from external events;
 Liquidity risk: exposure to loss in the event that insufficient liquid assets are
available to meet cash flow requirements of policyholder obligations when
they are due.
In addition, we would like to add the following risk category as it is also present
in most economic capital frameworks.41 However, it is very hard to measure in
statistical methods.
 Business risk: the risk of losses due to unexpected changes in the
competitive environment of the firm or in the extent that it can flexibly adapt
to these changes.
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Measurement methods for operational risk and business risk have been in their
early stages since 1999.42, 43 This thesis will ignore these two risks because in
our view the relevant issues are equal for banks and insurance firms. We
expect that these issues are most likely to be resolved in the area of banking
firstly, because insurance firms are concentrating on implementing economic
capital models for the other risks at this moment. Liquidity risk is still an
unsolved puzzle in the economic capital framework. Generally, it is measured
through the use of scenarios rather than capital.44 Therefore, this thesis will
ignore liquidity risk.
We choose to focus on the investment risks and the underwriting risks in this
thesis, because they are the most important elements in economic capital
frameworks.

Risk

Investment
Risk

Market Risk
(incl. ALM)

Credit Risk

Underwriting
Risk

Non-Life Risk

Life Risk

Non-financial
Risks

Operational
Risk

Business Risk

Figure 1.3: Risk Taxonomy

In combination with the risk categories above, IAA defines three components of
risk:45
 Volatility: random fluctuations in either the frequency or severity of a
contingent event;
 Uncertainty: using an incorrect model (model risk), mis-estimation of
parameters (parameter risk) and inadequate treatment of changes over time
(structural risk). It is sometimes also called trend risk.
 Extreme events: fluctuations much greater than might be expected from
regular shocks.
Although these components are valid for all risk categories, IAA considers them
especially relevant for the underwriting risks.
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1.5

TERMS, DEFINITIONS AND A LANGUAGE COURSE

The concept of Economic Capital is a relatively new concept and given the
convergence developments, this thesis is relevant and innovative for both
bankers and insurers. Nevertheless, this thesis is specifically on insurance
firms. Therefore, this section provides a background on the concept of
Insurance and the related terms. Culp argues bankers and insurers consists of
two camps using different terms for the same aspects. “Despite the fundamental
similarities between what members of the two camps are trying to do for their
companies, often it is impossible to hold a conversation with both groups at the
same time without a translator.”46 But even within the industry,47 various groups
use the same terms for different things and vice versa. An extreme example is
the term ‘reserves’ which refers to the technical provisions (and thus, debt) for
actuaries and to equity for accountants. Adding to the confusion, reinsurers48
have their own specific terminology that is again different from primary
insurance. Examples are priority, retention, and attachment points.
Insurance firms absorb risks for policyholders in exchange for an ex ante
premium. This creates an uncertain obligation – uncertain with respect to timing,
frequency, and size of the future event. The Law of Large Numbers49 allows the
insurance firm to diversify and limit the total risk profile. Additionally, the insurer
can buy reinsurance or other ART products50 to limit the total risk exposure. The
uncertain obligation creates a liability on the balance sheet. They are called
technical provisions, technical reserves or simply reserves. We will use the
former term or refer to insurance liabilities in general. The sum of technical
provisions is by far the largest item on the balance sheet. Basically, equity and
technical provisions are the only liabilities.
Life insurance technical provisions are created directly after selling the
insurance policy, because it is certain that an amount will be paid somewhere in
the future. Only the timing is uncertain. However, this is not the case for non-life
insurance, because it is uncertain whether claims will occur at all. The actuary
tests the adequacy of technical provisions and does so prudently – the technical
provisions need to be sufficient to meet obligations when they become due with
a great amount of certainty. The principle of technical provisions is totally
different from provisioning in banking. Banks provision when there are concrete
signals that a loan will default. As a result, loss provisions are relatively smaller
13
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than technical provisions. The general loss provision in banking seems a bit like
the insurance technical provisions, but it has been abandoned in banking
recently due to IFRS.
The second liability item on the balance sheet is equity capital by accountants,
surplus by actuaries and capital by risk managers. We will use the term equity
or capital. More interesting are the minimum solvency requirements, or solvency
margin as it is also called in insurance. They exist for banks and insurance
firms. Because the solvency requirements are mostly unbinding, there is
additional available capital. Confusingly, this is sometimes called free assets.
We will use the term equity surplus in this thesis.
The risk terminology is also an area of much confusion. For a long time, risk
assessment in insurance was basically the annual adequacy test of the
technical provisions by the actuary. As a result, the focus was on technical
provisions. This thesis will develop another risk framework: economic capital.
Non-life insurance policies (also called Property and Casualty, P&C, Property
and Liability, P&L, or general insurance) compensate the policyholder for an
uncertain event in the coming period in exchange for a single premium. Mostly,
the period is one year. The risk of such policies is two-fold. Firstly, the total
claim size is volatile. There may be more claims than expected and claims may
be larger than expected, or both. This is sometimes called premium risk or
current-year risk. Secondly, the run-off is volatile. This is sometimes called
reserve risk or prior-year risk because it affects events from prior years and
therefore affects the technical provisions. Run-off is the claim payment pattern
over time. For complex claims, the run-off is an important aspect. For claims in
a particular year, claim payments may occur over multiple years before the case
is closed. This is called long-tail insurance and personal liability is an example.
Short-tail insurance is for instance fire insurance. The short-tail/long-tail
discussion is not to be confused with fat tails of probability distributions. The
latter is a banking risk managers’ term to refer to probability distributions being
skewed rather than normal. To add to the confusion: both short-tail and long-tail
insurance are likely to have fat tails.
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An overview of relevant definitions:
Risk
the negative consequences when reality differs from
expectations.
Credit risk
the risk of a decrease in value when counterparties
cannot fulfil to their obligations anymore or when bonds
decrease in value due to a decrease in the
counterparties credit quality.
Market risk
the risk of a decrease in value due to changes in the
market parameters like interest rates, foreign currency
rates or stock prices.
Interest rate risk
the risk of a decrease in value when interest rates
change. It is an component of market risk.
Underwriting risk
the risk of a decrease in value when underwriting
assumptions are different from the reality. It consists of
non-life and life risk.
Non-life risk
the risk of a decrease in value when claims are larger
than expected or the run-off is longer than expected. It
consists of premium risk and reserve risk.
Premium risk
the risk of a decrease in value when claims from current
policies are larger than expected. This is also called
current-year risk.
Reserve risk
the risk of a decrease in value when the run-off of
liabilities is different than expected because claims from
past years turn out to be larger than expected. This is
also called prior-year risk.
Life risk
the risk of a decrease in value when mortality
assumptions are different than expected
Economic capital
the minimum amount of capital needed to absorb
unexpected losses up to a certain level of confidence.
Statutory capital
Solvency requirement according to the regulator/
supervisor.
RAROC
Risk-adjusted Return on Capital. Central performance
measure in the concept of Economic Capital, expressed
as a percentage.
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Fair value

the price for which an asset could be exchanged or a
liability be settled between knowledgeable, willing
parties in an arm’s length transaction. In the context of
insurance, it consists of a best-estimate plus a market
value margin.
Best-estimate
expected value or outcome, the mean of a probability
distribution.
Prudence
an additional level of safety on top of the statistically
determined expectations. It is most often related to the
technical provisions.
Market value marvgin an element of the fair value of insurance liabilities to
reflect a compensation for bearing future risks.
Worst-case
in the context of economic capital, it refers to the value
of the probability distribution at a predetermined
confidence level, like 99.95%. The confidence level
relates to the desired rating of the (insurance) firm.
1.6

SUMMARY AND OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH

The subject of this thesis is risk management in insurance firms, and more
specifically fair value and economic capital. The concept of Economic Capital
has become the risk management standard in banking, but the insurance
industry seems to be lagging behind. Moreover, little is known on economic
capital models or applications in the area of insurance.
This research aims to improve the existing management control framework of
insurance firms by designing a framework for fair value and economic capital.
The overarching research question is:
“What is an appropriate risk measurement and economic capital framework
for insurance firms? How can insurance supervisors use this framework for
supervisory purposes?”
To answer this question, chapter 1 formulates six sub-questions:
1. What is the concept of Economic Capital?
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2. What is an appropriate valuation method for insurance liabilities that
adequately takes into account risks?
3. How can we use this method to determine economic capital for insurance
risk?
4. What are the developments in the area of insurance supervision?
5. What recommendations can we make to increase effectiveness of these
developments?
6. What is an appropriate method for the management control of an insurer’s
mismatch position?
Chapter 2 answers sub-questions 1, 2, and 3. The concept of Economic Capital
is a management control principle including risk measurement methods that
relate the amount of risk to the loss of the statistically determined worst-case
loss over a predetermined time horizon. In this manner, the concept of
Economic Capital measures different risks consistently, which, in turn, allows
apple-to-apple comparison of risks. In banking, two categories of economic
capital models exist. The EL-UL (c.f. Expected Loss, Unexpected Loss) method
relates risk to losses as they are presented in accounting terms. The VAR
method relates risk to loss in (fair) value. The performance measure RAROC
plays a central role in the application of economic capital for capital allocation
and risk-based pricing.
Relevant risk measurement instruments in insurance include loss distributions
and the loss triangle (for non-life insurance) and mortality tables (for life
insurance). Loss distributions are used to estimate the number and amount of
claims that may occur in a particular period. Loss triangles estimate the run-off
of existing claims over time. Mortality tables are used to determine the cash flow
pattern over time. These instruments have traditionally been used to determine
the technical provisions. The current accounting information inadequately takes
into account the concept of Risk. Risk has been captured implicitly by prudently
determining the technical provisions.
Recent developments focus on the fair value of financial instruments. Because
there is no liquid secondary market for insurance liabilities, the fair value cannot
be derived from recent transactions, which is the preferred measure by,
amongst others, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).
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Therefore, the fair value should be estimated through the use of models. The
presence of risk in insurance liabilities poses additional challenges for the
valuation models. Section 2.5 investigates three fair value models:
1. NPV models in which risk is included by adjusting the discount rate (i.e. by
adjusting the numerator);
2. NPV models in which risk is included by introducing a market value margin
on top of the expected cash flows (i.e. in the denominator). The expected
cash flows are discounted by the risk-free rate;
3. Arbitrage pricing models in which the fair value is derived by composing a
portfolio of instruments with the same cash flow pattern. Risk is treated
implicitly.
Traditionally, application of the NPV includes risk in the numerator by choosing
the appropriate discount rate, for example through CAPM. However, this
method is not possible for insurance liabilities for a number of reasons (see
section 2.5). The same holds for arbitrage pricing models like option pricing.
Therefore, section 2.5 argues that method 2 fits best to modern corporate
finance theory. As a result, fair value is the best-estimate (NPV of expected
cash flows, discounted by a risk-free rate) and a market value margin to reflect
prudence (Figure 1.4):
Fair Value =

∑
t

Cash flow at time t
(1 + rf ) t

+ Market Value Margin

The market value margin should be addressed as a compensation for bearing
the risk, but at the same time, it acts as a buffer to absorb risks. The latter
function is similar to the function of economic capital. To adjust for this
undesired effect, the market value margin should be considered a form of hybrid
equity capital on the balance sheet.
The Australian supervisor introduced a percentile approach to determine the
market value margin: a 25% percentile on top of the best-estimate. The total
technical provisions are determined as a 75% percentile of the probability
distribution (best-estimate is 50%, market value margin is 25%). The Swiss
supervisor introduced a cost-of-capital approach: the market value margin is the
cost of holding future risk capital. Section 2.5 argues that the latter approach fits
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the modern corporate finance approach best. And it fits in the concept of
Economic Capital, in which capital, and not prudence in the technical
provisions, acts as the primary buffer against risk.
Because the cost of capital and the calibration of economic capital are specific
to the insurance firm, this fair value definition results in an entity-specific value.
Insurance Balance Sheet
Equity
Equity

Prudence
Prudence

Market Value Margin reflects risk
(Unexpected Loss)

Liabilities
Liabilities

Discounting expected future
cashflows by risk-free rate
results in Best-estimate Value
(including Expected Loss)

Assets
Assets

(fair value)
(government)
bonds and other
asset classes

Figure 1.4: Fair Value of Insurance Liabilities is Best-Estimate plus a Market Value Margin

The above implies that economic capital should be determined as the worstcase decrease in best-estimate fair value. Section 2.6 develops an economic
capital methodology using loss triangles and mortality tables to extract the
expected future cash flow pattern (Figure 1.5). From there it calculates bestestimate fair value, economic capital and the market value margin. The total fair
value equals the best-estimate plus the market value margin.
We propose two versions of the performance measure RAROC, both are based
on fair value. The lifetime-RAROC is suitable for, amongst others, pricing, whilst
the one year-RAROC can be used for performance measurement.
RAROC lifetime =

Fair Value
× 100%
NPV(Econom ic Capital)

RAROC one- year =

Fair Value t =1 − Fair Value t = 0
× 100%
Economic Capital t =1

Chapter 5 applies a case study research to test the application of the framework
for fair value and economic capital in practice. The case study is a non-life
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insurance firm. We have chosen to apply the fair value and economic capital
methods to a non-life insurer, because there is less knowledge about a valueoriented framework than in life insurance (c.f. embedded value). The case study
shows how fair value and economic capital are calculated for the underwriting
risks.
Worst-case
Loss
Triangles
risk driver

Worst-case
Mortality
Tables
risk driver

Best-estimate
Risk Margin
NPV
expected
cash flows
cost
of holding
economic
capital

Worst-case
Risk Margin
NPV
cash flows
cost
of worst-case
holding economic
capital

Economic
Economic Capital
Capital

Market
Value
Margin
Risk
Margin
cost
costof
of holding
holding economic
economic capital
capital
Total Fair Capital
Value
Economic

Figure 1.5: Fair Value and Economic Capital for Underwriting Risk

Chapter 3 investigates supervisory developments and answers sub-questions 4
and 5. The existing E.U. solvency regulations are insensitive to risk and this is
widely acknowledged by the industry. The fact that firms internally apply
multiples like two or three to the E.U. solvency requirements illustrates their
crudeness. The solvency regulations are currently being reviewed through the
Solvency II project. Section 3.3 describes four national supervisory frameworks
that have been reviewed recently and, as a result, serve as an example for the
Solvency II project. The main findings are:
 There is an increasing attention for risk in the supervisory frameworks;
 There is a trend towards fair value for insurance liabilities in order to
adequately reflect risk. There are multiple approaches to determine the
market value margin;
 Internal risk models are allowed to determine the solvency requirements.
However, there are relatively little compliance criteria.
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The Solvency II project is designed around the three-pillar structure that is also
present in Basel II, the recently redesigned banking supervision framework.
However, Solvency II includes more aspects in pillar 1 and 2 than Basel II.
Additional pillar 1 elements are valuation of technical provisions and asset
management rules. Additional pillar 2 elements are harmonisation of
supervisory powers. Pillar 1 includes two capital requirements. The Solvency
Capital Requirement (SCR) is a target level of capital below which supervisors
intervene with gradually more powerful measures. The Minimum Capital
Requirement (MCR) is the absolute minimum level of capital. Setting explicit
buffers for risk introduces interplay between prudence in the technical
provisions and capital (see Figure 1.6). A higher market value margin in the
technical provisions could offset solvency requirements. However, a proper
definition of the market value margin in fair value as discussed above resolves
this issue. The market value margin is the cost of holding an amount of risk
capital rather than the buffer itself.
Insurance Balance Sheet

Assets
Assets

(fair value)
(government)
bonds and other
asset classes

Available
Equity
Capital

Solvency
Requirement

Prudence

Market Value
Margin

Liabilities
(fair
value)
Liabilities

Liabilities
(best-estimate)

Figure 1.6: Total Capital Requirement Related to Prudence and Solvency Requirement

We compared the Solvency II project to Basel II, its banking counterpart.
Section 3.6 concludes that Solvency II is lagging behind, but has more
ambitious objectives than Basel II. The Solvency II project is managed by the
Committee of European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Supervisors
(CEIOPS). Section 3.7 answers sub-question 5 and makes the following
recommendations to enhance effectiveness of the Solvency II project:
 CEIOPS should publish a concrete proposal as soon as possible;
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CEIOPS should prescribe an internal model structure for the internal model
approach;
CEIOPS should include long term scenario analysis in Pillar 2;
CEIOPS should not limit the asset management of insurance firms; and
CEIOPS should adopt a cost-of-capital approach for the market value
margin.

Chapter 4 answers sub-question 6. It investigates the investment process within
insurance firms from a management control perspective. Management control is
the process whereby managers influence other members of the organisation to
implement the organisation’s strategy. Systems theory provides a useful
framework to investigate management control problems. De Leeuw defines five
necessary, but not sufficient conditions for effective control. In addition,
chapter 4 investigates the phenomenon of goal congruence.
The investment and Asset- & Liability Management (ALM) process builds on the
matching strategy. The matching strategy describes the asset mix of an
insurance firm. Investment returns are transferred to the underwriting unit.
Underperformance remains uncovered when underwriting results are good
while investment returns are bad and vice versa. The focus of the matching
strategy is ‘liability-driven investment’ but the underwriting unit has no incentive
to sell products for which liabilities may be easily invested: ‘investment-driven
underwriting’. The current matching process violates conditions for effective
control and does not enhance goal-congruent behaviour.
Chapter 4 discusses how the Marktzinsmethode can be used to resolve these
problems. Two separate responsibility centres are designed (see Figure 1.7 and
Table 1.8):
 The underwriting centre is responsible for selling insurance policies at an
actuarially fair price and manages the underwriting risks only. Its liabilities
are invested internally at the investment centre.
 The investment centre is responsible for investing the internal transactions
and managing the mismatch risk.
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Investment Responsibilit y Centre

Underwriting Responsibility Centre

Assets
Assets

Assets
Assets
(mismatch)
(mismatch)

Capital
Capital

Internal
Internal
transaction
transaction

Internal
Internal
transaction
transaction
(noinvestment
investment
(no
risk)
risk)

Internal
transfer
price

Liabilities
Liabilities

Figure 1.7: Structure of the Marktzinsmethode in Insurance

The internal transactions are a central element in the concept of the
Marktzinsmethode. The transfer price should enhance the right behaviour.
Therefore, the transfer price should be the risk-free rate, without any reference
to investment risk or actuarial risks. In the Marktzinsmethode, only the
investment centre bears market risk and credit risk. Theories and measurement
models have been developed in detail since the 1990s. Therefore, investment
risks can be measured and managed with existing methods and models. The
separation of the risks and the choice for the appropriate transfer price resolves
the management control problems that chapter 4 initially observed.

Objective
Performance
Risks
RAROC

Underwriting centre
Investment centre
Managing underwriting position by Managing mismatch position and capital
selling insurance policies
base by investing in asset portfolio
Added underwriting fair value
Fair value investment returns
Underwriting
risk,
unhegdeable Market risks (predominantly interest rate
embedded options
risk) and credit risk
Added underwriting fair value
Added investment fair value
Economic Capital
Economic Capital
Table 1.8: Objective and Performance Measures within Marktzinsmethode in Insurance

Chapter 5 tests the application of the Marktzinsmethode in practice by
performing a case study. The case study shows how economic capital for the
investment risks is calculated separately from the underwriting risks.
By resolving the sub-questions in all subsequent chapters, chapter 6 answers
the main research question. An economic capital framework for insurance firms
should be built on fair value, because accounting information inadequately
reflects risk. Insurance liabilities should be valued at fair value, which is defined
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as a best-estimate and a market value margin. Economic capital should be
related to the best-estimate fair value. A proper economic capital framework
should uniquely allocate the market and credit risk to an investment centre
separately from the underwriting centre. This is possible through the application
of the Marktzinsmethode.
The Solvency II project should build on the fair value progress that has been
made in the area of economic capital. However, it should adapt its ambitions
and prescribe a model structure to guide insurance firms building their internal
models. In addition, the Solvency II project should publish concrete proposals
as soon as possible rather than discussing the basic principles.
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2

VALUATION AND ECONOMIC
CAPITAL FOR INSURANCE

LIABILITIES

2.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter develops a method to calculate the economic capital for
underwriting risk. As such it ultimately answers our third research question
(‘What is an appropriate method to calculate economic capital for underwriting
risk?’). However, before we can do this, we need to answer the first two
questions. Section 2.2 explains the method of economic capital and its
application for risk management. This answers the first research question:
‘What is the concept of Economic Capital?’ Section 2.3 discusses common
insurance risk techniques for both non-life and life insurance. It investigates how
these techniques may help us to calculate economic capital. Section 2.4
investigates the role of accounting information in a risk management framework.
It will conclude that current accounting information is of limited use due the
specific long-term nature of insurance products and the implicit treatment of risk
via various prudence levels.
Section 2.5 will answer the second research question ‘What is an appropriate
valuation method for insurance liabilities that adequately takes into account
risk?’ It discusses methods to calculate the fair value of insurance liabilities.
This is a very current topic as both the newly developed accounting rules and
the supervisory framework will include a fair value measure of insurance
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liabilities. Especially the so-called ‘market value margin’ to incorporate risk in
the liabilities is a topic of intensive discussions. Section 2.5 designs a method
that fits into the concept of fair value. After developing a Fair Value method in
section 2.5, section 2.6 determines methods to assess the sensitivity of the fair
value to the underwriting risk drivers. Section 2.7 investigates whether and how
insurance firms apply economic capital methods in practice. Section 2.8
concludes and answers our third research question.
2.2

ECONOMIC CAPITAL AND RISK MANAGEMENT

The economic capital method is the major risk management method within the
financial industry. It has emerged in the banking industry and rapidly spread
over larger banks in the 1990s. The introduction of Basel II accelerated the
adoption of economic capital even more. Now, every large bank is assumed to
have economic capital models in place. This section discusses the concept of
economic capital in the banking context only. With its origins in Value-at-Risk
(VAR) in the market risk area,1 its application now stretches over multiple risk
types. The basic theme behind the concept of Economic Capital is that for a
financial institution to be able to develop long term strategies, it should keep a
minimum level of capital such that it covers both normal losses and improbable
losses whilst still leaving the bank to operate at the same level of capacity2 or to
unwind the banking business properly without putting depositors at a loss.3
Common definitions of economic capital are:
 Economic capital is the potential loss in value of assets (or increase in value
of liabilities) over a given period, at a given confidence level;4, 5
 Economic capital is the amount of capital needed to cover unexpected
losses;6
 Economic capital is the amount of capital needed to protect debtholders and
policyholders against insolvency;7
 Economic capital is the minimum amount of capital that has to be invested
to buy insurance that fully protects the value of a banks net asset against a
decline in value.8, 9, 10
Although these definitions differ, there are important similarities. Firstly,
economic capital is needed to cover unexpected losses in value. Secondly,
economic capital determines a minimum buffer to absorb risks. Consequently, it
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is an important tool for risk management. Thirdly, economic capital is
determined through the use of statistical methods. Please note that any
application of economic capital in practice is accompanied by mentioning a
statistical confidence level and a time horizon.
Most institutions apply a one-year time horizon, but theoretically every other
time horizon may be used. The common reason for a one-year time horizon is
not so much that losses will not further accumulate after that year, but that the
institution is able to intervene within the period of one year: it can raise
additional capital, arrange stop-loss measures, or limit other risks. As an
institution is never completely certain about the maximum amount of losses
within one year, it is common to apply statistical confidence levels: with e.g.
99.9% certainty the institution will remain solvent within one year. The
confidence level is derived from the desired credit rating, provided by rating
institutions like Moody’s or Standard & Poor’s, publishing the credit standing of
most financial institutions. As an example: an AA-rated institution like ING Bank
uses a statistical confidence level of 99.95% while AAA-rated Rabobank Group
applies 99.99%.11 In this thesis, when referring to the worst-case losses for a
certain risk category, we mean the maximum loss within the predetermined
confidence level.
The definition of economic capital is: the minimum amount of capital a financial
institution has to hold to avoid economic insolvency within one year and with a
predetermined amount of certainty? Figure 2.1 provides a graphical
representation commonly used in literature.
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Value Probability Distribution
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Figure 2.1: Economic Capital Covers the Worst-case Decrease in Value

The economic capital method can be applied to all risk categories by using the
above mentioned philosophy. The Dutch Working Group on Economic Capital
Models (WECM) provide an overview of the common included risk categories
and how they are included in economic capital.12 A remarkable difference can
be derived:
 Market risk and ALM are measured through market values: what is the
minimum amount of capital needed to absorb a decrease of market value
due to e.g. interest rates or currency rates? These models estimate the
worst case loss in market value directly, mostly through statistical
simulation, either historical simulation or Monte Carlo simulation.13
 Credit risk and operational risk are measured on accrual basis: what is the
minimum amount of capital to absorb losses (or decrease in profit) due to
counterparty default or operational events? We will refer to these methods
as the Expected Loss vs. Unexpected Loss (EL-UL) method.
Apparently, there is a difference in market value-based methods and what we
will call the EL-UL method in the remainder of this thesis. We see a strong link
between risk measurement and the accounting system of banks (mixed model)
been described by Bos.14 Bos explains that the majority of banking lending
activities are based on accrual accounting and risk measurement systems are
based on the EL-UL method. Opposed to this are the mark-to-market trading
activities and the market value-based risk measurement. Apparently, there is a
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strong link between risk measurement and accounting methods in banking.
Banking interest rate risk measurement is an exception, because that takes into
account both the chance of a decrease of the accrual profit and the value.15
An important characteristic of the EL-UL method is that it is assumed that the
Expected Loss (EL) is incorporated in the client rates. After all, the long term
average losses are part of the normal business for which the bank should be
compensated.16 Insurance firms often use the term best-estimate to refer to the
concept of EL. The Unexpected Losses (UL) really represent risk: temporarily
deviations from the expectations with the ultimate hazard that the deviation is so
large that it endangers the continuity of the company. It is the UL, not the EL,
that is the reason for holding an amount of economic capital. Matten remarks
that the EL should be considered “… a routine cost of doing business.”17 In
insurance, this principle has been actuarially adopted because premiums
should cover at least expected claims.18 In itself, EL does not constitute ‘risk’,
but rather UL!
Economic capital is not only used for risk measurement, but it is a management
control principle for multiple applications like capital and solvency management,
pricing, controlling. Saita19 develops four applications of economic capital that
we have frequently referred to.20 Matten develops four perspectives (viz.
treasurers, supervisors, risk managers and shareholders perspectives) on
capital and unifies them through the use of economic capital.21 The major
benefit of the concept of Economic Capital is that it measures different risks
consistently.22 This allows an apple-to-apple comparison of different risks. This
in turn enables for a trade-off between risk and return. RAROC is the
performance measure to do so.
RAROC =

Income - Costs - Expected Loss
× 100%
Economic Capital

Frequently, the book capital on the balance sheet does not equal economic
capital. To adjust for that in a practical manner, amongst others Schroeck23
proposes to include a capital benefit in the RAROC fractions. It equals the riskfree investment returns of the economic capital less the return on actual book
capital. A similar adjustment is also proposed by Doff.24
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Concrete applications of RAROC vary from capital allocation on executive
board level to individual loan pricing at the front office.25 Since the late 1990s a
wealth of RAROC literature26 has become available on these issues. In addition,
literature explains on the use of a hurdle rate, consisting of a minimum RAROC
to reflect that the companies’ shareholders demand a minimum return over the
risks (i.e. economic capital). The discussion27, 28 on whether such a hurdle rate
needs to be identical for different businesses has to date not resulted in a
satisfactory answer. We will ignore these issues here as they are identical for
banking and insurance. The application of economic capital for insurance firms
specifically has received relatively little attention. There have been some
discussions on the method to derive an amount of economic capital for insurers
like Myers and Read,29 and Cummins.30 These articles derive the total amount of
economic capital for an insurance firm as a whole and lack measurement
methods for individual risk categories. Applied as a management control
instrument (see chapter 4 for a definition), it is desirable to link economic capital
to underlying risk drivers (such as risk categories) in order to steer the
outcomes. This chapter will develop an approach in section 2.6.
2.3
RISK MANAGEMENT INSTRUMENTS FOR NON-LIFE AND LIFE
INSURANCE
This section discusses risk management techniques in insurance that are
currently in use. These actuarial risk management methods are needed to
determine the fair value as well as the economic capital. The methods have
traditionally been used to determine technical provisions and premiums.
Section 2.5 will discuss the application of these techniques to calculate fair
value of insurance liabilities. Section 2.6 will show how these techniques are
used to calculate economic capital.
Non-life insurance methods in this section are the measures claim ratio,
compound loss distributions, the method loss triangle, Generalised Linear
Models (GLM) and Dynamic Financial Analysis (DFA). Life insurance methods
are mortality tables and embedded value.
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2.3.1

Instruments in Non-Life Insurance

Risks in non-life insurance cause claim volatility. In itself, the occurrence of
claims does not constitute risk as the insurance premium compensates for
statistically expected claims (c.f. EL, or best-estimate).31 However, it is the
volatility and the chance that claims may deviate significantly from expectations.
Actuarial techniques to estimate claim expectations include ratio analysis,
probability distributions, and loss triangles.32
Firstly, the simplest risk measure is the loss ratio or claim ratio:33 the amount of
claims paid as ratio of the received premiums. This measure identifies the
adequacy of the premiums. The equivalent combined ratio (total of claims and
costs as percentage of premiums) measures the profitability of an insurance
firm. If the combined ratio approaches or even exceeds one, the firm becomes
unprofitable. However, claim ratio volatility might be a rough first estimate for
the risk incurred. Therefore, this chapter will not use this measure in our
economic capital framework.
Secondly, a more sophisticated technique would be to estimate probability
distributions34 for the frequency and severity of the claims separately. This
would correspond with the concept of risk as the product of
frequency/likelihood/probability and size/impact/severity, as defined in any
standard insurance textbook.35 A wealth of literature has been developed for
operational risk modelling in the banking area that resembles our purpose here.
Examples are Anders,36 Peccia,37 and Peziér.38 For underwriting risk
measurement based on actual claim experience, the derived probability
distributions for claim frequency and claim severity, it is possible to determine a
compound probability distribution39 for instance through the use of Monte Carlo
simulation.40 Section 2.6 will use the compound probability distribution to
estimate the premium risk economic capital and it may also be used in the
context of the loss triangle.
Thirdly, an important actuarial risk management instrument is the loss triangle.41
The loss triangle method is designed to determine the technical provisions for
additional reserving/claim payments over multiple years. This is especially
important for long-tail insurance like liability or bodily injury. Non-life policies
typically have a one-year time horizon, and are annually renewed. Hence,
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accidents under insurance policy cover occur in the year that the policy is sold.
The development year is the year of claim processing, and this does not
necessarily equal the accident year. The loss triangle shows how the claim
pattern will develop over the years.
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Figure 2.2: The Loss Triangle is used to Derive Claim Patterns
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There are various techniques to extrapolate the loss triangle varying from the
so-called chainladder method to, amongst others, the Mack method.43 Although
the actuarial techniques differ, they all have the objective to forecast the
payment pattern of claims that have currently not been fully settled. In other
words, they assess the future cash flow pattern of the current portfolio of
policies. As the loss triangle is subject of an extensive body of actuarial
literature, this section will not discuss it in detail. Section 5.4 applies the loss
triangle in a case study to derive economic capital. Section 2.5 uses the loss
triangle to derive the value of the portfolio from the expected future cash flow
pattern (i.e. Expected Loss, EL).
Loss triangle techniques also provide us with the volatility of the claims per
development year and calendar year. This is basically the Unexpected Loss
(UL). Actuarial techniques and software produce the standard deviation of the
claim payments as well as desired percentiles of the (skewed) probability
distribution of claim payments. Section 2.6 will use these techniques to
determine the economic capital.
Fourthly, Generalised Linear Modelling (GLM) is an actuarial modelling
technique applicable to rate making and underwriting issues,44 especially in nonlife. It is an extension of traditional linear models and multiple regression of the
form Y=βX+ε with a normally distributed error-term ε. GLM is an extension45 of
the simple formulae of multiple regression to better reflect the complex relations
in historical claim data.46, 47
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GLM48 assesses losses for various categories of policies through firstly
determining a basic premium49 or pure premium that holds for all policies.
Secondly GLM-techniques add risk premium50 or risk score for risk categories
(for instance, if we observe motor insurance, car colour may be a category) to
result in higher premiums for high-risk policies (e.g. if red cars are riskier than
blue cars, red cars receive an additional risk premium). Because GLM is based
on multiplication rather than summation, risk premiums are added through a
factor.51 For instance, the GLM analysis produces a factor higher than 1.0 for
high-risk policies.
The GLM technique produces numerical factors on a pure premium for whether
or not a surcharge or reduction is suitable depending on the risk of a particular
policy. GLM itself does not produce size measures of the risk (like e.g.
economic capital). This should be reflected in the combination of the pure
premium and the risk factor. Hence, the risk factor allocates the risk over a
group of policies. Therefore, we cannot use GLMs to determine the total amount
of economic capital, but we may use it to allocate capital to the individual
policies based on the risk premiums.
Fifthly, Dynamic Financial Analysis (DFA) has emerged as a risk management
technique in the insurance industry in the late 1990s. The Casualty Actuarial
Society defines DFA as “… a systematic approach to financial modelling in
which financial results are projected under a variety of possible scenarios,
showing how outcomes might be affected by changing internal and/or external
conditions.”52 DFA essentially is a large simulation based on various models of
which the interest rate model is typically most important.53 Also, the outcome of
the models is generally consolidated to the highest level, which can then be
disaggregated towards for instance business units. Economic capital models
work the other way around: simpler models are aggregated for consolidation.
Mostly, the time horizon of DFA is longer than regular economic capital models.
The time horizon in economic capital modelling is often fixed to one year
because this is generally the period that management needs for intervention
(see section 2.2). For the purpose of DFA, Kaufmann et al. rather choose a
longer time horizon like five to ten years.54 The focus of DFA is on the
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accounting balance sheet of the firm,55 in which regulatory solvency is
considered as a constraint. Hodes et al. state that DFA should distinguish three
elements of the surplus (i.e. balance sheet equity):56 surplus necessary for
existing business, surplus for new business and free surplus.
In principle the stochastic models included in a typical DFA could potentially be
used for any risk management application57 (and hence, for economic capital as
well). DFA and economic capital share many similarities, but also some
important differences especially in the perception of risk. Table 2.3 highlights
the similarities and differences.

Central metric
Definition of Risk
Solvency definition
Value of balance sheet
Risk cover
Diversification
Risk aggregation

DFA
Economic Capital
Excess of required capital
Economic capital
Inability to meet policyholder Value volatility
obligations
Determined by management
Economic solvency
Regulatory requirements
Economic value (fair value)
Risks within general insurance All risks (including non-financial
business
risks)
Includes diversification and netting Includes diversification and netting
effects
effects
Can be dis-aggregated to all levels Can be aggregated to all levels
Table 2.3: The Differences between DFA and Economic Capital

We have seen five major risk measures: claim ratio, compound loss
distributions, the loss triangle, GLM, and DFA. These methods are very
different. The claim ratio is a simple performance measure, whilst DFA is a
simulation system of inter-linked models. A compound loss distribution may be
used to estimate the total loss amount in a particular year. This method will be
used in section 2.6.1 to derive the economic capital for premium risk. The loss
triangle will be used to estimate the claim run-off and that is especially relevant
for reserve risk economic capital (see section 2.6.2). The latter methods will be
used in section 2.5 to determine the fair value of insurance liabilities as well.
2.3.2

Instruments in Life Insurance

Risk management for life insurance has received relatively much attention as a
consequence of demographic developments and medical progress on one hand
and disruptions to that like AIDS on the other hand.58 Although mortality
changes from year to year will be relatively small, the effect of trends over the
total lifetime of a life policy may be enormous.59 Therefore, the actuarial
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profession has performed trend and scenario analyses during the 1990s.60 Basic
questions have been: how will mortality change into the future? and: how will
these changes impact the technical provisions?61 Compared to non-life
insurance, the methods and variables used in life insurance are relatively
limited. This section describes mortality tables and embedded value. Mortality
tables are a central instrument for life insurance. In addition, embedded value
has been designed in the 1990s as a performance measure.
Firstly, mortality tables are the most important input for the trend and scenario
analyses described above. Amongst others the Dutch Actuarial Association
(Actuarieel Genootschap, AG) publishes mortality tables for the entire Dutch
population on a five-year basis.62 Insurance firms may collect their own mortality
data to take into account the specific characteristics of the insurance portfolio
compared to the totality of the Netherlands. As these data are mostly very rich,
they are suitable for the trend and scenarios analyses described above.
Secondly, embedded value has developed in the 1990s as an instrument to
overcome the problem that accounting profit in a particular year may be a bad
reflection of performance. As an example, Vanderhoof describes a company
planning to hold down new business in a perverse attempt to improve reported
earnings.63 Accounting rules fail to adequately reflect performance due to a
number of reasons. Firstly, life policies often earn premium in different years
than the payment to the client. Secondly, initial acquisition costs are relatively
high and should be spread over the lifetime of the policy.
The principle of embedded value has been designed to overcome these
issues.64 Embedded value65 is determined as the discounted net cash flows, viz.
received premiums less initial acquisition costs (only in the first year) less
regular annual costs less payments to the client plus investment returns. Mostly
embedded value is determined on an after tax-basis. All variables are
deterministic, based on expected mortality, investment returns. Also, the
embedded value method takes into account solvency costs according to the
current E.U. Solvency rules (see section 3.2). As the current EU-regulation is
insensitive to risk, this charge is not a reflection of risk.
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The embedded value is based on expectation principles and all variables are
deterministic. Also, it uses a constant discount factor rather than a real yield
curve. Consequently, it is not a risk measure. Rather, it is a performance
measure that adjusts for the long maturity of life policies. Swiss Re discuss that
it is an inappropriate measure of value, however.66 Even more, Dicke adds to
this that under the traditional embedded value method “…the value of liabilities
is based on discounted net book profits, rather than on discounted liability cash
flows.”67 Hence, the traditional embedded value method suffers from the same
drawbacks as the accounting system. Recent initiatives like the marketconsistent embedded value principles68 and the European Embedded Value69,70
have improved the principle towards real value. The major difference between
these new embedded value and the traditional principles is explicitly accounting
for embedded derivatives in insurance products and setting risk-sensitive
discount rates. Under the European Embedded Value principles, there are three
levers to take into account the effect of risk:71 risk discount rate, allowance for
the cost of embedded options, assessing the impact of capital requirements on
value. Although the treatment of risk in the new versions of embedded value
has been important progress, it is still a measure of discounted book profits
rather than a measure of value. Section 2.5 will show that there are important
differences in the treatment of risk in the embedded value context and in the fair
value context.
2.4

RISK MANAGEMENT IN THE DUTCH ACCOUNTING REGULATIONS

This section evaluates how risk is included in the current accounting framework
of insurance liabilities.72 If risk is adequately captured by accounting figures,
they may be used in economic capital models. This section will argue that risk
has traditionally been included in an implicit manner in the current accounting
framework. Rather than treating risk explicitly, it has been focussed on a
sufficient level of prudence in the technical provisions.
Accounting information aims for prudent determination of the insurance
technical provisions/liabilities to safeguard that an insurance firm can fulfil its
insurance obligations to policyholders even under adverse circumstances.
Therefore, the technical provisions are determined prudently. Traditionally,
prudence has been included implicitly, for instance by using conservative
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estimates of claim probabilities and mortality rates and by applying a
conservative discount rate. However, the guidelines are not very strict.
Section 2.5 will develop a fair value approach for insurance liabilities in which
risk is treated more explicitly.
The current Dutch insurance accounting and regulatory framework is built
around two important documents: the annual accounts and the supervisory
reporting through so-called WTV-staten (“Wet Toezicht Verzekeringsbedrijf”,
WTV73). Legislation on annual accounts for insurance firms is mainly title 9,
book 2 BW (Dutch Civil Code). Recent revisions of accounting regulations in the
area of IFRS currently focus on assets only. IFRS 474 drafts the first rough step
for liabilities. IFRS phase II, expected to be finalised around 2009, will set the
rules for fair value of liabilities.75
Title 9, book 2 BW (Dutch Civil Code), part 15 is accounting legislation specific
for insurance firms to reflect the specificity of the insurance business.76
However, on valuation of insurance liabilities, it lacks concrete directions:
“Insurance technical provisions are valued through methods that are acceptable
in the insurance industry.”77 This provides little guidance on the underlying
principles for insurance liability valuation. Similarly, European regulation on this
issue states that “… technical reserves [provisions] shall be determined by rules
fixed by the member state, or … according to the established practices in such
state.”78,79
The relevant Dutch supervisory regulation is “Wet Toezicht Verzekeringsbedrijf
1993”80 (WTV). Insurance undertakings report their financial position to the
Dutch supervisor to show their financial soundness for the purpose of
policyholder protection. Oosenbrug highlights that strictly speaking, the purpose
of the so-called WTV-staten is different from regular accounting, but in practice
the differences are limited.81 On the issue of liability valuation WTV, art. 66 and
94 prescribe: “Any insurance undertaking … maintains a sufficient level of
technical provisions to cover liabilities from insurance contracts it has entered
into.”82 Also, WTV art. 73.3 requires that the certifying actuary tests the
adequacy of the provisions and that they are determined sufficiently prudently.
Furthermore PVK makes it clear that prudence does not encompass valuation
based on the most likely expectations, but a valuation taking into account a
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margin for negative deviations of the various factors.83 Although more precise,
this provides little guidance on the exact methods for liability valuation. The
Actuarial Principles for Life Insurance84 explain how the PVK interprets the
WTV. PVK states that “… it is the responsibility of management, the actuary
and the accountant to give meaning to the term ‘prudent’.”85 Hence, WTV is
deliberately not prescribing rules but principles. In the remainder of the Actuarial
Principles for Life Insurance, PVK highlights the importance of a maximum
discount factor to calculate the net present value of future cash flows. For
instance, cash flows invested in AA-bonds from most western countries should
be discounted against the bond-rate less 25 basispoints, taking into account an
adjustment factor of 0.85 for the time delay of the cash flows.86 The minimum
discount rate is set at an actuarial interest rate: currently 3%, but has been 4%
for quite some time. When the discount rate of the liabilities is lower than the
actual investment rate, the value of the liabilities is higher than the assets,
which reflects the prudence. For underwriting uncertainties like mortality, the
Actuarial Principles87 prescribe using prospective estimates rather than the most
recent retrospective estimates to reflect future uncertain developments like
AIDS or government policy changes.88
For non-life insurance, prudence is reflected in the common practice of not
discounting future claims or payments. These are included in the technical
provisions on a nominal basis. Although this ignores future investment return
over these liabilities, it does also not take into account inflation effects.89
Summarising, the Dutch accounting regulation is not very strict on how to take
into account risk in the valuation of liabilities. This section highlights that the
supervisor has provided some guidance on prudential issues for life insurance.
On the issue of non-life insurance, no guidance at all has been provided. As a
result, Oosenbrug recommends reviewing and sharpening the actuarial
principles to reflect the risk and the safety margins in the liabilities.90 The new
accounting standards of IFRS phase II will be the first important step.91
2.5

FAIR VALUE OF LIABILITIES

Valuation of liabilities has recently become an important issue. The previous
section highlighted that the current Dutch accounting system is not crystal-clear
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in how to treat risk in the valuation. The current section provides an overview of
valuation methods for insurance liabilities in general and for fair value
specifically. Section 2.5.1 discusses the most important asset pricing
techniques for financial instruments commonly used in corporate finance.
Section 2.5.2 opens the discussion on fair value and it shows that insurance
liabilities are more difficult to value than traded assets, as a liquid market does
not exist. Section 2.5.3 describes the view of Solvency II on the issue of fair
value. Both in the new accounting framework IFRS and Solvency II fair
valuation is the cornerstone of the framework. Discussion points are how to
incorporate risk in the fair value. Multiple methods are discussed. Section 2.5.4
and 2.5.5 describe how risk is incorporated in existing insurance products
traded on financial markets: reinsurance pricing and innovative instruments.
The last part of this section summarises and concludes. It describes a method
for the fair value of insurance liabilities. This method will be used for economic
capital in section 2.6.
2.5.1

Asset Pricing Models and Methods

We distinguish two groups of asset pricing methods. Simple assets like bonds
and stocks are commonly priced through the Net Present Value method (NPV).
More complex assets like derivatives are priced through the arbitrage pricing
principle. This section will discuss both. The NPV method includes an explicit
treatment of the risk involved, whilst the arbitrage pricing principle treats the risk
implicitly. Please note that asset pricing models commonly determine the
theoretical value, which may be different from the traded value as a result of the
supply and demand situation.92
The first category of asset pricing models is the Net Present Value method
(NPV). Many financial instruments are valued using this method as it is one of
the simplest valuation models. This method discounts future cash flows by a
certain interest rate to reflect the time value of money. This includes inflation but
may also include the effect that additional returns may be generated in the
future. The simplest form of the formula for the net present value is:93
Net Present Value =

∑
t

Cash flow at time t
(1 + r ) t
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The standard NPV formula assumes that the period over which an instrument is
valued has a clear beginning and a clear end. This is suitable for bond pricing.
For stocks, there the cash flows theoretically run until infinity. For such
instances, it is common to evaluate the cash flows (i.e. dividends) over a limited
period like ten years and assume an end value. Another solution is to apply the
arithmetical array, which is a mathematical law to sum amounts that run over an
infinite number of periods. There are NPV variations of the stock pricing model
for constant dividends and for constantly growing dividend payments.94
To incorporate the effects of risk in the NPV formula, we, again, should
distinguish between Expected Loss (EL) and Unexpected Loss (UL). The EL, or
also called Best-Estimate, should be incorporated into the expected cash flow
pattern through the formula above. The common financial theory assumption of
risk aversion states that an investor demands a compensation for UL, i.e. the
chance of a deviation from expectations. In other words, if two financial
instruments A and B have the same expected pay-off, but the pay-off of A is
subject to less uncertainty than the pay-off of B, then a rational well-informed
investor would prefer A over B if the value of A and B would be equal. To
compensate for this effect, the value of B should be higher than the value of A.
Therefore, the risk is reflected in the value, because the value of B is higher
than the value of A (see Figure 2.4). Please note that this is valid for liabilities.
For assets, the fair value would decrease rather than increase to compensate
for risk (UL).

A and B have similar
expectations, but differ
in risk profile. Therefore,
the Fair Value of B
should be higher than
the Fair Value of A.

A

B

98

99

99

100

100

101

101

102

102

Figure 2.4: There is a Difference in Fair Value Due to Risk
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Generally, there are two ways to include risk (i.e. UL) in the NPV calculation:
 Include risk in the numerator
The discount rate r is related to the risk involved. A common theory to link
the discount rate to the risk is the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). This
reflects that the discount rate is the opportunity cost of a particular
investment.95


Include risk in the denominator
Adjust the cash flows by including an additional charge on top of the
expected cash flows and discount by a risk-free rate. For insurance
liabilities, this charge is called a market value margin. We will discuss this
method more in detail in section 2.5.3.

CAPM implies that the discount rate (or: the required return on an investment)
depends on a risk-free return and a risk premium to compensate for risk. The
risk premium is derived from a stock’s performance relative to total market
performance. One of the assumptions of CAPM is that market participants wish
to be compensated for systematic risk only, as non-systematic or firm-specific
risk can be diversified away by individual investors. According to CAPM the
discount rate should depend only on the non-systematic risk involved in the
asset. Although traditional bond pricing includes a standard discount rate for all
periods, more advanced pricing models use a yield curve.96 This better
incorporates the time value of money and the reinvestment opportunities for
cash flows, in this case coupon payments. The alternative to CAPM is the
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT), which is more general in that asset prices may
depend on a variety of factors rather than market prices only.97 Fama and
French have developed an asset pricing model that includes more factors,
similar to the APT.98
The method Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is akin to the NPV-method. The IRR
method determines a constant, average rate of return (in percentages) over
multiple periods even when in practice the returns in money equivalents are not
stable over time. While the NPV method determines the value of an asset at a
chosen discount rate (opportunity cost of capital), the IRR method determines
the return based on the initial and the final value of an asset.99 The two methods
are equivalent in the sense that the constant discount rate that sets the NPV at
zero is exactly the IRR. Brealy and Myers explain the practical problems in the
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use of the IRR method that are not present in the NPV method.100 The IRR
method does not provide a unique result when cash flows switch from cash
inflows to outflows or vice versa.
The second category of asset pricing models is the arbitrage pricing principle,
also called risk neutral valuation or replicating portfolio method. This model
category treats the risk of instrument to be valued implicitly. It is based on the
assumption that if the cash flow or pay-off pattern of an instrument may be
identically constructed through a combination of other instruments whose value
can be either calculated or observed,101 then the value should be identical.
Otherwise there would be arbitrage opportunities,102 which is in contradiction
with the classical corporate finance assumption of perfect markets and rational
investors.103 This method is called risk neutral as the instrument to be valued is
replicated by an identical portfolio of different instruments having the same
risk.104 Likewise, the particular instrument is valued without having to identify
investors’ preference for risk.105 Hence the term ‘risk neutral’. Examples of risk
neutral valuation are forward-rates106 and option107 pricing (e.g. Black and
Scholes). Risk neutral valuation applies a risk-free discount rate for net present
value calculations, because investors are indifferent for the two instruments with
the same risk profile.108
Babbel et al. compare the three models (NPV with risk in numerator, NPV with
risk in denominator, arbitrage pricing) described above. They conclude “… each
of these three approaches is theoretically correct. Practical considerations
dictate the choice among the approaches.”109
2.5.2

Initial Discussions: the Fair Value of Insurance Liabilities

This section opens the discussion on fair value for insurance liabilities. If
insurance liabilities would not be subject to risks (i.e. UL), determining the fair
value would be relatively simple. The fair value would be the NPV of all
expected future cash flows using a risk-free rate. The expected future cash flow
pattern is determined using the loss triangle and mortality tables for non-life and
life insurance respectively (c.f. section 2.3). The loss triangle produces
expected claims (c.f. EL) in the future, while the mortality tables produce the
likelihood that the policyholder dies at a certain age (c.f. EL). From the latter, we
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derive the expected age and hence the future expected cash flow pattern of a
life insurance policy. The discount rate would simply be the risk-free rate
resulting in a net present value of the insurance liabilities. However, the
presence of underwriting risks (i.e. UL) makes this approach insufficient. This
section opens the discussion on how risks may be incorporated in the fair value.
In general, the IASB has adopted the following fair value definition: “Fair value
is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged or a liability be settled
between knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.”110 The
fair value can be determined by the following methods:111
 For instruments traded in active market, use a quoted price.
 For instruments for which there is not an active market, use a recent market
transaction.
 For instruments for which there is neither an active market nor a recent
market transaction, use a valuation technique.
According to the IASB, valuation techniques include discounted cash flow
analysis (NPV) and option pricing models (arbitrage pricing principle).112 These
techniques should incorporate all factors that market participants would
consider in setting a price and should be consistent with economic
methodologies for pricing financial instruments. If the value is based on quoted
prices or recent transactions, the value of an instrument is equal for all market
participants. The basic principle is that this would hold for valuation techniques
as well. However, in an illiquid market it is difficult to calibrate the valuation
techniques to the ‘real’ fair value. Cummins et al. compare two valuation
paradigms:113 the ‘Market equilibrium view’ and the ‘Individual insurer view’.
Peasnell calls the latter paradigm ‘Entity-specific Value.’114
The Market equilibrium view is based on the so-called Law Of One Price, or
Rule Of One Price, which also underlies the arbitrage pricing principle: two
insurance policies with the same coverage and risk profile should have the
same price, or value. This paradigm assumes perfect market conditions such
that any insurance liability can be replicated by financial instruments. Any
difference in value between the insurance liability and the replicating portfolio
will be cancelled out by arbitrage. However, as will be discussed below,
insurance liabilities fail to satisfy the perfect market assumption because
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insurance liabilities can hardly be replicated by financial instruments and
because a liquid market does not exist. The paradigm of Entity-specific Value
takes into account specific characteristics of the insurer to determine the price
or value of an insurance policy.
Fair Value and the Arbitrage Pricing Principle
If we would be able to apply the arbitrage pricing principle to insurance
liabilities, there would be no need to take into account the risk explicitly,
because risk is treated in the replicating portfolio. Unfortunately, we cannot
apply it, because the pay-off profile of insurance liabilities can hardly be
replicated through traded financial instruments for which an observable market
price is available. If we would be able to construct a portfolio of instruments that
resembles the cash flow pattern of an insurance policy, then we would value the
instruments and derive the value of the policy from that. Unfortunately, the
underwriting risks like mortality cannot be replicated by traded financial
instruments.115 Babbel et al. stress that using the arbitrage pricing principle (like
option pricing) is subject to some important financial market assumptions.116
Valuation of insurance liabilities violates some of these assumptions, like
perfect markets and continuous trading.117, 118 On top of that, option models
assume a normal distribution of risks, while especially in the non-life business
risks tend to be skewed.119 Therefore, we cannot apply the arbitrage methods to
value the insurance liabilities (see Figure 2.5). We apply the NPV method to
value insurance liabilities.
Not possible, violation of perfect
market assumptions

Fair Value
Economic Capital

Arbitrage Pricing Principle?
Discount rate r < rf
How to determine discount rate r ?

NPV
Risk in Denominator?

Risk in Numerator?

Risk-free discount rate: r = rf
How to adjust cashflows
through Market Value Margin?

Figure 2.5: Methods to Determine Fair Value for Insurance Liabilities
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Fair Value and NPV: Risk in the Denominator
The NPV method has been applied in the area of actuarial science for a long
time.120 Risk has been included in the denominator of NPV by choosing an
appropriate discount rate. Especially in life insurance, the NPV is used for
premium calculation as well as technical provisioning. Discount rates are
commonly set at a prudent level, but remaining constant over time. This is also
used in embedded value method for life insurance.121 In the Netherlands, this
so-called actuarial interest rate is 3%, advised by the insurance supervisor (see
section 3.2). This is in contrast with the principle of risk neutral valuation,
incorporating yield curve effects and a risk-free discount rate. Even more,
valuation of non-life liabilities has traditionally incorporated no time or discount
effects at all. Rather, (expected) future pay-offs have been summed on a
nominal basis for prudence reasons.122
Including risk in the denominator requires choosing an appropriate discount
rate, lower than the risk-free rate (see Figure 2.5) in order to arrive at a higher
value to reflect risk (please note that we discuss liability valuation in this chapter
rather than asset valuation). As discussed in section 2.5.1, CAPM is the most
appropriate method to derive the discount rate. CAPM, or alternatives like APT
and Fama and French, determine a required rate or return from stock price
volatility and the volatility of the market as a whole.123 The required return should
be interpreted as the opportunity cost of capital and it can therefore be used to
discount risky cash flows in the NPV method.
CAPM assumes that the discount rate only reflect systematic risk (c.f Guo124 in
the argument above). However, the insurance liabilities that we are valuing in
this section also include non-systematic (diversifiable) risk!125 After all, an
insurance firm diversifies part of these risks through pooling. Extending this
principle, the underwriting risks could be diversified further by acquiring multiple
portfolios. However for an individual insurer this approach is only partly
possible. Therefore, these non-systematic risks should be reflected in value.
Due to these reasons, CAPM does not provide us with a consistent method to
determine the desired discount rate. Below, we investigate how we can include
risk in the denominator of the NPV framework.
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Fair Value and NPV: Risk in the Numerator
When we include risk in the numerator of the NPV, we apply a risk-free discount
rate to the expected cash flows and then add a ‘certain amount’ to the expected
cash flows to reflect risks. In line with common terminology in the insurance
industry, we call this certain amount the market value margin, without (at this
moment) discussing how it should be determined. Again: expected losses are
reflected in the numerator and unexpected losses in the market value margin
separately.

Fair Value =

∑
t

Cash flow at time t
(1 + rf ) t

+ Market Value Margin

= Best - estimate Value + Market Value Margin
Traditionally, the technical provisions have been determined prudently (c.f.
section 2.4) in order to safeguard that technical provisions suffice also in
adverse circumstances. This implicit prudence may now be replaced by the
market value margin that has a different purpose and reasoning behind it, but
the result may be similar. The major difference between the ‘prudence’ and the
‘market value margin’ is that the latter will be much more explicit than the
former.
Insurance Balance Sheet
Equity
Equity

Prudence
Prudence

Market Value Margin reflects risk
(Unexpected Loss)

Liabilities
Liabilities

Discounting expected future
cashflows by risk-free rate
results in Best-estimate Value
(including Expected Loss)

Assets
Assets

(fair value)
(government)
bonds and other
asset classes

Figure 2.6: Fair Value of Insurance Liabilities is Best-Estimate plus a Market Value Margin
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Bogner distinguishes two functions of the market value margin:126
 The market value margin is an additional part of the value as a
consideration for bearing risk;
 The market value margin is a buffer to absorb unexpected changes in
assumptions.
The second function of Bogner seems to relate the market value margin in
technical provisions to the available capital base. Generally, the capital base
has the function of risk-bearing127 which is also the major reason for solvency
requirements in financial institutions.128 Moreover, it is the fundamental principle
of the concept of Economic Capital. Any additional buffer on top of the capital
base becomes a hidden reserve. Avoiding these has been one of the
arguments to introduce fair value in the first place to promote transparency.
However, in the risk-bearing function, the market value margin is a price for risk
(c.f. Unexpected Loss). Bear in mind that risk-averse investors prefer to be
compensated for the risks they run in their investment. This has been shown
earlier in this section (see Figure 2.5). The market value margin functions as
such a compensation. Whilst we are opposed to introduce hidden reserves, we
are strongly in favour of reflecting risk in the fair value of the liabilities.
As the arbitrage pricing principle and the NPV method with risk in the
denominator cannot be applied, we see no other way to introduce risk in the fair
value than adding a market value margin to the best-estimate value! Especially
since insurance liabilities are no traded goods in a liquid market.
The Swiss regulator binds the two functions together, by defining the market
value margin as “… the hypothetical [future] cost of regulatory capital necessary
to run-off all the insurance liabilities….”129 This is because it is assumed that a
third party taking over the portfolio would be compensated for having to hold
regulatory capital. With this, the Swiss insurance supervisor implicitly states that
the higher margin is not so much a buffer for the risks involved but rather a
compensation for the firm having to hold (regulatory) capital to absorb the
underwriting risks. Holding an amount of capital involves costs. We see a
similar approach in the pricing of loans in the banking industry. The credit rate
of a loan is the sum of the funding price, various cost loadings, a compensation
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for expected losses, and a charge to compensate the bank for holding capital
for the loan.130 Hence, the Swiss approach is very consistent with financial
market-practice. Section 2.5.7 will come back to this approach.
Let us investigate literature on the issue of including risk in the fair value of
insurance liabilities. Literature on fair valuation of insurance liabilities is
relatively scarce and opinions and proposed methods diverge only little. Partly,
this is due to the IFRS and Solvency II projects that have guided the discussion
in a specific direction (see section 2.5.3).
Dicke distinguishes three categories of (fair) valuation methods for insurance
liabilities:131
1. Discounted cash flow surrogates for market value
This resembles the principle of embedded value and includes risk in the
denominator through choosing the appropriate discount rate. Within this
category, the IRR132 may be used to project the cash flow, but this imports
the drawbacks of the IRR method for alternating cash flows.
2. Interest-rate-risk management techniques
Assuming that liability cash flows are matched, the value of liabilities equals
the cost of carrying the matching assets.133 This principle can be applied
based on accrual value of assets and fair value of assets. However, it totally
ignores the underwriting risk in the liabilities.
3. Adaptation of existing accounting framework.
Adjusting the information from the UK accounting framework, including
using market rates for discounting and amortising initial acquisition costs.
However, this method only works well for products with a single premium.134
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Doll et al. describe two (fair) valuation frameworks for life insurance liabilities:135
 The constructive framework decomposes the liabilities into a certain series
of cash flows and several embedded options like mortality and lapse. The
certain cash flows may be valued through a net present value method using
a risk-free discount rate. The NPV includes a risk spread in the numerator
for the risks assumed. The options may be valued through scenario
generation. As a result Doll et al. treat risk in the numerator of the NPV
calculation and by explicitly including embedded options.
 The deductive framework defines the fair value of liabilities as the market
value of assets less the appraisal value of liabilities.136 The latter basically
resembles embedded value, because it is the NPV of the future
distributable earnings of the firm as a whole. Hence, it derives the fair value
of the liabilities indirectly. The framework builds on the existing accounting
framework and includes the cost of statutory capital requirements. In the
appraisal value/embedded value method, risk is treated in the denominator
by choosing an appropriate discount rate that reflects risk.
The traditional actuarial valuation methods have included risk in the numerator,
similar to the methods of Dicke and the deductive framework of Doll et al.
described above. More recent valuation frameworks adopt the constructive
framework by including risk in the numerator through a separate risk charge on
top of the best-estimate value: the market value margin. This principle has also
been articulated by the IASB on the issue of IFRS.137
2.5.3

Fair Value and Supervision

Valuation of the technical provisions is a central component of any insurance
supervisory framework and therefore for the Solvency II project as well.
Sections 3.4 and 3.5 give an overview of the Solvency II context in more detail.
Fair value is a leading principle in the Solvency II framework. This is in line with
IFRS and many stakeholders that we will describe below have emphasised the
importance of an economic or fair value principle. In the context of Solvency II,
fair value is defined as the best estimate liabilities plus an additional market
value margin. The determination of this margin is subject to many discussions
as this section will show.
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In the context of Solvency II the European Commission requests advice on the
valuation of liabilities on a fair value basis, including the methods to determine
the best-estimate liabilities, risk factors, discount rates and market value
margins.138 The Committee of European Insurance and Occupational Pension
Supervisors (CEIOPS) published its draft recommendations on these issues in
Summer 2005. Fair valued insurance technical provisions should be determined
as follows:139
 the net present value of best-estimate liabilities on the individual policylevel;
 embedded options should be quantified in the best-estimates;140
 this involves (frequently updated) identification and quantification of the
various risk factors through actuarial methods, including foreseeable trends;
 future expected cash flows should be discounted141 at the (prescribed142)
risk-free143 rate;
 on top of best-estimates liabilities, a market value margin is applied on the
level of homogeneous risk groups;
 the market value margin can be determined by a certain percentile (e.g.
75% or 90%) of the probability distribution, but should not be less than a
fraction of the standard deviation.144
Many stakeholders propose linking the market value margin to the probability
distribution, i.e. by choosing an appropriate percentile. The Australian
supervisor has introduced the percentile approach to calculate the market value
margin. Please note that the best-estimate (or: EL) equals a 50% confidence
level, so a 75% market value margin is a 25% charge on top of best-estimate
(see Figure 2.7). For the normal distribution a 75% percentile refers to 0.67
times the standard deviation. For more skewed distributions, the 75% percentile
may even be much smaller than the standard deviation, which is why CEIOPS
introduces a floor to the market value margin that relates to the standard
deviation. Various stakeholders fear that the market value margin will be too
high when a 75% percentile of the probability distribution is taken. Amongst
others the Association of British Insurers suggest including a 60% percentile.145
No evidence is yet available on how such an approach would work out. The
major advantage of the percentile approach is its simplicity. However, choosing
the appropriate percentile is relatively arbitrary. Also, the percentile approach
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ignores the interplay between capital and the market value margin both acting
as a buffer for risk (c.f. the functions of Bogner in section 2.5.2)
50% percentile

75% percentile
Best-Estimate Liabilities

Market Value
Margin
Value

Figure 2.7: The Market Value Margin Determined Through the Percentile Approach

The Swiss regulator links the market value margin to the amount of risk capital
by introducing a cost-of-capital approach. In the Swiss regulatory framework,
there is a solvency requirement that is linked to the amount of underwriting risks
in the liabilities (see section 3.3.4). The market value margin on top of bestestimate liabilities equals the cost of holding that amount of solvency. Such a
method is much more in line with the current financial market theories. The
Casualty Actuarial Society tests a cost-of-capital approach, but bases this
method on the relatively risk-insensitive current U.S. solvency requirement.146 As
a result, the method does not properly reflect a market value margin. However,
due to its sound methods for determining the market value margin, we would
prefer the Swiss option.
As indicated in the previous two sections, there is much debate on the market
value margin. We discussed our preference for an explicit treatment of the risk
in a fair value measure through the market value margin (see also section
2.5.7). Apart from primary insurance, there are also other instruments that
incorporate liability risks in their prices. To compare the current initiatives, we
will investigate how risk is incorporated in reinsurance and instruments like
weather derivatives and catastrophe (CAT) bonds.
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2.5.4

Determine the Risk Charge in Reinsurance

Reinsurance has been an appropriate form for risk management for insurance
undertakings. Essentially, reinsurance is an insurance firm for primary insurers.
A reinsurer (partially) assumes risks of the primary insurer against a certain
premium.147 Reinsurance programs are mostly designed in reinsurance layers
and product structures are often more complex than primary insurance.
The premium of a reinsurance contract depends on the risks assumed and the
(administrative) costs of underwriting, also called cost loading. Ignoring the cost
loading, we compose the risk into two parts: (1) the expected loss of the
portfolio (which we have called best-estimate losses above), and (2) the risk
(i.e. UL) of the portfolio. The risk is treated explicitly by adding a charge on top
of best-estimate losses. Wahlin et al.148 distinguish three principles to account
for the risk, or safety loading, as they call it. The expected premium principle (1)
adds a certain percentage of the expected loss to the premium. The standard
deviation principle (2) accounts for the safety loading through a multiple of the
standard deviation. These two principles derive the safety loading from one
specific point of the loss distribution. The major advantage of this method is its
simple application. The third method of Wahlin et al. is the PH-transform
premium principle (3), adding a risk charge on the entire loss distribution. This
measure, although more complex, has some desirable mathematical properties,
like additivity.149 Wang introduces the right-tail deviation, a specific form of the
PH-transform method.150 This method is similar to the term tail-VAR that
emerged more recently in the banking literature.151 Wang compares this method
to other concepts like probability of ruin and Butsics expected policyholder
deficit.152 All methods have in common that the risk preference is determined
outside the risk model.
In all of the principles or methods described above, the reinsurer must
determine its own preference for a certain risk. In other words, the cost of risk is
an input of all three of the models and methods. This implies that different
reinsurers have different risk preferences and there is no uniform method for
determining the actual risk preference. Within reinsurance pricing, risk is treated
explicitly as an additional charge on top of the expected, or best-estimate,
losses. Because the risk charge in reinsurance pricing is determined through an
input parameter rather than an output, we cannot use reinsurance pricing
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methods to derive the market value margin in fair valuation of insurance
liabilities.
2.5.5

Determine the Risk Charge in ART Instruments

This section evaluates how the market value margin is included in the pricing of
ART instruments like weather derivatives and catastrophe bonds (so-called
CAT bonds). As they are traded on financial markets, we could be able to
determine the markets’ price for risk of these instruments, i.e. the real market
value margin. This section discusses the pricing models for weather derivatives
and CAT bonds specifically. These instruments have emerged in the late 1990s
in the U.S.153 and are considered attractive ways154, 155 of transferring insurance
risks to the capital markets.
Weather derivatives are securities that promise a payment to the holder based
on weather circumstances.156 There are multiple forms of weather derivatives,
e.g. with payouts when average daily temperature is above or below certain
thresholds (strike value of the option).157 Weather derivatives are considered to
be an appropriate hedging instrument for weather dependent businesses.158 In
many respects, weather derivatives are comparable with insurance (e.g. crop
insurance). The major differences are the lower administrative burden159 of
weather derivatives and absence of moral hazard problems with weather
derivatives.160,161 However, weather derivatives leave a security holder exposed
to basis risk as the derivatives evaluate a particular weather index rather than
the weather characteristics at the exact location of the security holder. This risk
is currently unhedgeable for practical reasons and market (il)liquidity.162
It would be convenient if the pricing methods of weather derivatives would
follow the methods of regular derivatives. Regular derivative pricing methods
are based on the principle of arbitrage pricing principles that we have described
in section 2.5.1. According to this principle, the price of a instrument equals the
price of a set of other instruments with the same pay-off profile. Unfortunately,
the arbitrage pricing principle is invalid for weather derivatives, because the
weather as such is not a traded good and does not have a price.163 In absence
of an agreed-upon pricing mechanism164 for weather derivatives, methods to
price them include stochastic weather models (for which there is a multitude of
data available) and the burn-rate method.165 The burn-rate method relates to
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classical actuarial pricing mechanisms because it investigates the expected
payoff at maturity of the instrument.166 This implies a predictive model of the
weather index.167 And these models require an exogenous risk charge in the
pricing.168 Hence, we must draw the same conclusions as for reinsurance pricing
methods: there is no uniform agreed-upon method to measure the risk or to
charge for risk in weather derivatives.
CAT bonds169 have the structure of a regular bond, but with contingent
redemption or coupon payments. The payout of the bond is linked to
catastrophic events like earthquakes or storms, or to a catastrophe index.170 The
pricing of CAT bonds is similar to regular bonds, but it includes an in-depth
analysis of related catastrophic event. Unlike weather risks, there are
(fortunately) no large amounts of catastrophe data available. Hence, pricing the
bonds requires statistical (or, even more precise, multidisciplinary) catastrophe
models, most often based on scenarios.171 Often, stochastic processes are used
to model the catastrophe index.172 And from there on, actuarial methods
including a risk charge as an input for the pricing process. Muermann explicitly
cast a doubt on the complete markets assumption for pricing catastrophe
bonds, as he concludes that especially the large size of catastrophic losses and
their low likelihood may give rise to market incompleteness.173 This implies that
the market price for a certain CAT bond may not be an accurate reflection of
catastrophe risk in general. And therefore the market price for CAT bonds
cannot be used for a general fair valuation method for insurance liabilities.
2.5.6

Fair Value Again

The previous sections discussed how the market value margin is used in
reinsurance and ART instruments like weather derivatives and CAT bonds. We
concluded that pricing methods for both instruments treat the risk appetite as an
input rather than a parameter or output variable in the models. This does not
guide us towards the real or theoretically correct market value margin nor to the
(implicit) markets’ risk preference.
Thus far, we have investigated which methods are available to determine the
fair value of insurance liabilities. We have discussed the arbitrage pricing
principle and the NPV method. Section 2.5.2 concluded that arbitrage-methods
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do not suffice, because these methods assume that we can replicate insurance
liabilities with traded financial instruments, which are not available in the market.
As the cash flows in the NPV-calculation are contingent, we need to treat the
risks explicitly. For our purpose, we have rejected to incorporate the risk in the
discount rate as is common in CAPM. It is more appropriate to discount the
expected cash flows by the risk-free rate and then add a separate market value
margin to reflect risks. This is also a common opinion given the discussions in
the IFRS and Solvency II area.
On this issue, we have seen that both IFRS and Solvency II aim to determine
the market value margin to a percentile like 60%, 75% or 90%. They are
following the Australian supervisory framework that sets a rather arbitrary
threshold level for the market value margin. The Swiss supervisory proposes an
alternative approach: to relate the market value margin to the cost of holding
supervisory capital.
Then, we discussed traded instruments from which we hoped to derive the
market value margin implicitly. We investigated the pricing processes of
reinsurance as well as innovative instruments like CAT bonds and weather
derivatives. However, we concluded that the pricing methods use risk as an
input parameter rather than an output variable. As a result, we cannot apply
such principles to fair value insurance liabilities.
2.5.7

Choice for an Appropriate Fair Value Measure

We choose to adopt the fair value measure that discounts the expected cash
flows by the risk-free rate and includes a market value margin. The market
value margin is the cost of holding an amount of capital as a buffer to absorb
risks. As substantiated in section 2.5.2, this method is congruent with existing
financial theories174, 175 as opposed to the percentile approach of most
supervisory frameworks.
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The fair value is determined through the following steps:
 Calculate the best-estimate value by discounting expected future cash flows
(c.f. Expected Loss) by the risk-free rate;
 Determine the amount of economic capital that is needed to absorb the
risks (c.f. Unexpected Loss);
 Derive the market value margin as the cost of holding the economic capital;
 Fair value is the sum of best-estimate and market value margin.
This fair value measure has the following characteristics. The market value
margin includes aspects both of the product/policyholders and the owner, i.e.
the insurance firm on which balance sheet the liability is booked. Our definition
of the fair value is an entity specific value that does only partly satisfy the law of
one price.176 Below, we will argue that for insurance liabilities that are illiquid, it is
appropriate to incorporate sufficient entity specific elements. Moreover,
Peasnell argues that “… any attempt to fair value [of insurance liabilities] must
involve consideration of entity-specific factors.”177
We recognise that for supervisory purposes, there may be a need for consistent
parameters across multiple supervised firms. This would result in a fair value
measure that satisfies the law of one price. It would however depart from the
‘fair view’ because prescribed parameters may not reflect what ‘knowledgeable,
willing parties’ would want to pay and receive for settling liabilities.
Firstly, the market value margin is causally related to the amount of risk in the
portfolio (i.e. the policyholders). If two portfolios with the same expected cash
flow pattern are subject to different risk (c.f. UL), they are subject to different
economic capital requirements. Hence, the market value margin and
consequently the market value differs. If the risk profile of a portfolio increases,
so does the economic capital and hence the fair value. This is consistent with
the operation of liability valuation: more risk should lead to higher liability
values.
Secondly, the market value margin is also dependent on the characteristics of
the owner of the liability portfolio, (i.e. the insurance firm). This is because the
cost of capital is entity-specific, but also because the economic capital
calibration is entity-specific. Because the market value margin depends on the
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economic capital, it can be different for different insurance firms. And that is
also logical, because a specific risk may be beneficial for the diversification
effect of one firm while it is not for another. It should be properly reflected in the
value of an insurance portfolio. The valuation method results in an entity
specific value.
Thirdly, the market value margin depends, amongst other aspects, on the rating
ambition of the insurance firm. This is another entity-specific effect. Let us
assume a potential client that wants to take out a policy and chooses between a
AA-rated firm and a A-rated firm. The AA-rated firm has a higher rating
ambition, consequently higher economic capital and therefore charges a higher
market value margin than the A-rated firm. Peasnell states: “The rationale for
fair valuing liabilities is that credit risk and interest rate risk are not in principle
fundamentally different.”178 Whilst this may seem counterintuitive, it is
theoretically correct: the policyholder receives more certainty and may be
paying for that through the higher market value margin.179
The latter two effects partly balance out. A higher rated insurance firm will keep
a higher amount of economic capital due to its high rating ambition, but the cost
of capital is lower due to the lower risk. Although the theoretical consequences
may seem large, the practical differences in market value margin are likely to be
small.180 And wherever that exists, it is correct and justifiable.
One important aspect remains to be discussed: we concluded that an additional
amount in the provisions on top of best-estimate liabilities could act as a buffer.
Both equity capital and the market value margin act as a buffer to absorb risks
(c.f. functions of Bogner in section 2.5.2). And that does not contribute to a ‘fair’
view. Moreover, the recent directions of IFRS aim to avoid any provisions that
are not backing demonstrable future expenses. The market value margin does
not consist of such expenses but it encompasses opportunity costs. Therefore,
although the market value margin is part of fair value of insurance liabilities, it
should be added under the supervisory capital181 with which the economic
capital is compared to assess capital adequacy. This is also in line with the
industry responses on the Solvency II project.182
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Whenever an insurance firm adapts its rating ambition, for instance upwards,
the total market value of the liabilities should increase, because policyholders
are more likely to have their future obligations honoured. Higher rated
companies have a lower cost of capital but also have higher capital
requirements. While we believe that the total market value should increase,
FOPI estimates that these effects more or less cancel out.183
The fair value of the insurance liabilities is the best estimate plus a market value
margin. The best estimate liabilities are determined by discounting expected
future cash flows (including embedded optionality) by a risk-free discount rate.
The future cash flows are calculated by traditional actuarial techniques like the
loss triangle and mortality tables. The market value margin is determined by
adding the cost of holding risk capital (either economic capital or regulatory
capital)184 to the best-estimate liabilities. As discussed, this results in an entityspecific value.
In this fair value measure, the economic capital plays an important role.
Therefore, the next section will develop a framework for economic capital
measurement.
2.5.8

Cost of Capital

The cost of capital is one of the fair value elements, because it is included in the
market value margin. As discussed in section 2.5.2, CAPM is the most
appropriate method to determine the cost of capital. Scheepers and Urff remark
“… the validity of this model [CAPM] is topic of discussion. … However, a
practical alternative for estimating the cost of equity capital is unavailable and
CAPM is commonly accepted as best-practice.”185 Therefore, we apply CAPM
as well. Despite the limitations of CAPM, we choose not to develop a separate
cost of capital framework.
The entire cost of capital framework is based on the weighted average cost of
capital (WACC), in which the cost of debt and the cost of equity capital are
weighted by the debt and equity capital respectively. For an insurance firm,
determining the cost of debt (i.e. insurance liabilities) may be less obvious since
insurance liabilities are not identical to the ‘loans’ of for instance a production
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firm.186 In the light of the market value margin, we focus on the cost of equity
capital, for which CAPM is often used.
For non-quoted firms regular stock prices are unavailable, so the performance
relative to the market cannot easily be observed. Additionally, insurance firms
are often part of a financial conglomerate. The total stock price of the
conglomerate does not separately reflect (risk of) the specific insurance
activities. To resolve these issues pragmatically, estimation methods exist that
compare the firm to ‘analogues’ or ‘peers’ (pure player-beta) or take into
account sector information (sector-beta) to derive the appropriate cost of
capital. However, this does not resolve the theoretical problems of determining
a cost of capital for non-quoted firms or firms that are part of a conglomerate.
Among others Exley and Smith conclude that these problems “…can be most
easily remedied for financial firms…”187 because their assets and liabilities can
be represented easily by replicating portfolios. However, we have argued that
this is less true for insurance liabilities. Therefore, estimating the cost of capital
remains to be an area with an important unsolved problem. As said in the
beginning of this section, we apply CAPM even despite its limitations because a
practical alternative is unavailable.
2.6

FROM FAIR VALUE TO ECONOMIC CAPITAL

The previous sections discussed the fair value of insurance liabilities and
concluded that we need an economic capital measure to determine the market
value margin of the fair value. This section focuses on economic capital again.
Please recall that economic capital acts as a buffer to absorb unexpected
losses up to an exceptional level (called ‘worst-case losses’) in order to avoid
insolvency. As discussed, the application in banking broadly encompasses two
methods to determine economic capital: an EL-UL and a value-based approach.
This suggests four possible methods for underwriting risks in insurance (see
Table 2.8). The following sections will discuss each of the methods.
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EL-UL based

Value-based

Non-life

I

II

Life

III

IV

Table 2.8: Four Possible Economic Capital Approaches

Medina et al. stress the importance of the economic assumptions rather than
accounting information: economic principles consider total investment returns
rather than only realised investment gains and they take into account the
underwriting value changes irrespective of changes in technical provisions.188
The authors describe the requirements of a value-based economic capital
framework. The elements comprise of (1) a collection of models for all individual
risk factors and dependencies; (2) a collection of models to capture how the risk
factors affect the economic profit of the various loss portfolios; (3) a procedure
to calculate the required capital on an overall level; and (4) a procedure to
calculate the contributions of the various risk portfolios to the total risk.189
The following sections will discuss the methods to calculate the economic
capital per underwriting risk category. Although risk drivers are different, we will
see that the methods are similar for non-life and life insurance. The economic
capital measurement methods will determine the fair value based on multiple
scenarios of the underwriting risk parameters (like mortality or claim patterns).
The best-estimate fair value is the fair value based on the expected risk
parameters, while worst-case fair value is the fair value based on the worstcase risk parameters (i.e. relating to the chosen level of confidence level like
99.9%). Both best-estimate (including expected losses) and worst-case fair
value (including unexpected losses) are calculated based on premium,
underwriting parameters and run-off. The amount of economic capital is the
difference between these two amounts of fair value.
The fair value in the economic capital models does not include any of the
market value margins we discussed in the previous sections because the
concept of Economic Capital is determined on a purely economic basis (i.e.
expected value and discounting by a risk-free rate) without any reference to
prudence. Moreover, in the economic framework, (economic) capital serves to
absorb risk, not additional prudence in the technical provisions. Lastly, capital is
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the basis for a market value margin. Therefore, adding an additional margin in
the economic capital calculations would result in holding capital over a
prudence margin.
2.6.1

Method I: EL-UL for Non-Life Insurance

As discussed in chapter 1, non-life underwriting risk can be subdivided into
premium risk, reserve risk and catastrophe risk. This section discusses that
method I can be applied to premium and catastrophe risk only.
In this approach, the main objective is to determine the size of potential losses
(i.e. amount of claims), while taking into account risk-reducing measures taken.
Best estimate losses (c.f. EL) and worst-case losses (c.f. UL) would need to be
determined separately. This concept is similar to measurement of credit risk and
operational risk models in banking. The EL-UL equivalent for non-life insurance
could be to estimate the expected and worst-case claim amounts from historical
data, by estimating claim frequency and claim amount on the level of the
individual policy, similar to wholesale credit risk in banking (c.f. PD, LGD,
EAD).190 The equivalent of the banking PD would be the claim frequency, the
equivalent of banking LGD would need to incorporate loss-reducing measures
like reinsurance, and the equivalent of banking EAD would be the amount of the
claim. Banks estimate these three central parameters on the level of individual
products, based on historical data of the total portfolio. Retail products are
mostly estimated on portfolio level due to the homogeneous nature of retail
portfolios and the size of the portfolios.
In non-life insurance, it is common practice to estimate claim frequency and
claim size on the level of portfolios, like the WTV-branches. It is uncommon to
estimate the parameters as described above on the level of individual policies.191
As a result, the economic capital is calculated at an aggregated level already
incorporating diversification effects within portfolios. Also, risk reduction through
reinsurance is mostly determined on an aggregated level. This is because
reinsurance cover is also determined on the portfolio level rather than individual
policies. As a result, there is a difference in aggregation level between banking
and insurance. Nakada et al. distinguish the actuarial approach from the
econometric approach.192 The actuarial approach consists of fitting theoretical
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distributions to historical data without any reference to underlying risk drivers,
while the econometric approach relates explaining variables to the observed
losses. Apparently, the credit risk approach in banking is an econometric
approach, while the non-life underwriting risk in insurance is an actuarial
approach.
Both claim frequency and claim amount may be statistically modelled through
the use of for instance Poisson or exponential distributions.193 As smaller claims
are likely to have different frequency characteristics than large or even
catastrophic claims, it is useful to model the latter separately. Also, there is a
practical reason to separate normal from catastrophic claims: data availability.
As data on catastrophic claims are scarce (fortunately), one needs different
statistical techniques to estimate probability distributions. In addition, there are
commercial catastrophe models available in the market. These simulate the
likelihood and the effect of a potential catastrophic event (e.g. windstorm,
earthquake) based on meteorological or geophysical data. From these
simulation outcomes, it is possible to derive both expected (c.f. best-estimate)
and unexpected (c.f. worst-case) loss for economic capital purposes. Chapter 5
applies separate models for premium risk and catastrophe risk.
The separate distributions for claim frequency and claim amount can be
combined through simulation or the use of the compound distribution.194 The
data to derive the two elements are similar to the data underlying the loss
triangle. Hence, the economic capital is determined along the following steps:
1. Determine separate probability distributions for claim frequency and claim
size;
2. Combine the two distributions into an compound probability distribution;
3. From this distribution, derive the expected and the worst-case value (viz.
the chosen confidence level);
4. Economic capital is calculated as the difference between best-estimate and
the worst-case value (c.f. EL and UL respectively).
This method will work well for short-tail insurance, like fire insurance, as there is
hardly any run-off. As a result, the reserve risk is relatively insignificant. For
long-tail insurance like general liability, uncertainty in the run-off (i.e. reserve
risk) may well be the most important risk driver. As a consequence, there is an
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ex-ante uncertainty on the timing of the future claim payment in addition to the
uncertainty surrounding the frequency and amount of the claim. It is difficult to
include this aspect into probability distributions described above. The probability
distributions that are described above take into account the frequency and
amount of the claim only (i.e. the premium risk). Please note that the uncertainty
in the run-off is different to the maturity adjustment that is present in the credit
risk models in banking, like Basel II. These maturity adjustments assume that
the remaining maturity is fixed (i.e. deterministic) for a certain loan. The run-off
in insurance liabilities is uncertain (i.e. stochastic) and that is an important
difference.
Summarising the above, Method I is based on probability distributions for claim
frequency and amount on the level of portfolios. The probability distributions
produce the best-estimate (expected) and worst-case (unexpected) loss. Whilst
an equivalent could be constructed to the PD, LGD, EAD framework that is
present in banking, such an approach is incomplete because it ignores the
uncertainty in the run-off: reserve risk. As this is an important risk driver
especially in long-tail insurance, this method is incomplete. Section 2.6.2
extends this method towards fair value.
2.6.2

Method II: Value-based for Non-Life Insurance

Method II is based on fair value. In Method II, economic capital is calculated as
the worst-case decrease in fair value due to the various risk parameters. The
fair value includes the risk parameters like claims frequency, amount and runoff. All risk parameters can be determined on the expected level (c.f. EL) and
the worst-case level (c.f. UL). Please note that it is inappropriate to speak of
‘expected loss’ here, because we are discussing the fair value, including certain
loss assumptions.
It has been sufficiently discussed above that the best-estimate fair value of the
liabilities depends on:
 Frequency/likelihood of cash flows (premiums and claims);
 Size/amount of cash flows;
 Timing of cash flows (run-off).
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The frequency and size of the claim pattern have been discussed above. In
order to include the timing (i.e. reserve risk) into the economic capital, we will
need to model a third aspect: run-off. This incorporates the time value of money
into the analysis. Traditionally, the loss triangle has been the most suitable
instrument to determine the run-off on the level of portfolios on nominal
amounts. Most loss triangle methods calculate the expected run-off pattern as
well as a worst-case run-off.195 Even more, some loss triangle methods produce
estimates of claim volatility as well.196
These three elements may be used to calculate the fair value. The economic
capital in this method is the difference between the best-estimate and worstcase fair value. Therefore, one first needs to calculate the best-estimate
(expected) fair value, based on best-estimate parameters of the underwriting
risks. Then one calculates the worst-case fair value based on the worst-case
parameters of the underwriting risks.197
The economic capital as the worst-case decrease in value should be calculated
through the elements depicted in Figure 2.9. Although depicted separately,
modern loss triangle methods are able to produce multiple elements at once.
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Figure 2.9: The Economic Capital Approach for Non-Life Underwriting Risk

This approach is exactly in line with Medina et al.198 and Nakada et al.199
because all steps are present in our method as well. Firstly, the loss triangle
determines the cash flow pattern including the claim frequency and amount in
the accident year. Then, the regular loss triangle methods determine the run-off
of the claims. Secondly, the same models produce an output of the worst-case
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losses and worst-case run-off. Thirdly, the NPV method produces the value in
both instances on the level of the various sub-portfolios. Fourthly, aggregation
includes the use of correlations to arrive at the total amount of economic capital
for the entire portfolio. Chapter 5 illustrates this method through a case study.
2.6.3

Method III: EL-UL for Life Insurance

Method III draws the parallel between the banking framework for credit risk (c.f.
PD, LGD, EAD)200 and life insurance. This approach determines the size of
potential losses (i.e. amount of claims). Best estimate losses (c.f. EL) and
worst-case losses (c.f. UL) would need to be determined separately.
The underwriting risk parameters in life insurance are claim payments and
amounts. The probability of a claim payment refers to the the (non-) occurrence
of death of the policyholder, comparable to the PD in credit risk. It depends on
the product whether a death of the policyholder is financially favourable for the
insurer or not. The ‘Life-PD’ may be easily derived from actuarial mortality
tables, either from specific portfolios or on a national basis. The equivalent of
the LGD-EAD (referring to an amount) would be the insured amount less
premiums already paid (potentially including investment returns generated by
investing premiums). Hence, the ‘Life-PD’ would increase over time (the older
the insured is, the more likely that he will die soon). The ‘Life-LGD’ would be
decreasing over the lifetime of the policy (over time the policyholder may pay
multiple premiums and the insurer generates investment returns over time).
Depending on the product, both parameters may vary over time. Economic
capital could be determined by simulation, as both these variables can be
modelled dynamically. The economic capital then equals the worst-case
outcome of the simulation results less the best-estimate outcome.
Method III ignores the time value of money and the associated dynamics,
because it only looks at losses in a one-year horizon. On a portfolio-basis, the
variables will be relatively stable. For instance, mortality rates are relatively
stable from year to year, but the long-term effects of a mis-estimation of
mortality rates and epidemics like AIDS could be enormous over the total
lifetime of the policy.
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More importantly, the approach would wipe out all advances made by the
principle of embedded value and the progress towards fair value. As a result, it
is not used at all in practice. Hence, this section can be labelled a theoretical
exercise: seeking artificial similarities between life insurance and credit risk in
banking rather than a practical method for deriving economic capital. We will not
investigate method III more in detail.
2.6.4

Method IV: Value-based for Life Insurance

In method IV, economic capital equals the worst-case decrease in fair value
compared to the best-estimate due to the risk factors. Hence, we have to
determine the best-estimate fair value first and then the fair value under a
worst-case scenario. Even put it more specifically, we have to determine the
best-estimate and the worst-case parameters of the mortality process and
calculate the corresponding fair values (Figure 2.10). By doing so, we have to
take into account the fact that increasing mortality rates may be costly for pure
life insurance and death benefits, while decreasing mortality rates (longevity)
will be costly for annuities and pure endowment policies.
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Figure 2.10: The Economic Capital Approach for Life Underwriting Risk

Determining the best-estimate parameters is relatively simple, given the
mortality tables published by Dutch Actuarial Association on a five-year basis.201
Determining worst-case parameters is less obvious. There are multiple risk
processes within mortality, as described by IAA:202 volatility, uncertainty
(parameter, model and trend risk) and calamities (see Figure 2.11). Normal
mortality volatility is relative insignificant given the stable mortality
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developments, the size of most life portfolios and the long term nature of life
insurance. With small standard-deviations, a one-year shock of e.g. 99.5% is
still relatively small in amounts.
The uncertainty risk is more important: given the past, how will mortality rates
develop in the future? It is well-known that life expectancy increases, i.e.
mortality rates decrease, due to (medical, economic) progress. By looking at
past developments, one can extract potential developments for the future. For
determining the calamity risk, it is possible to look at the effect of past scenarios
like the Spanish Flu epidemic. Currently, there are hardly any models available
in the market for predicting calamities (contrary to the wealth of commercial
catastrophe models).
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Figure 2.11: Four Components of Life Underwriting Risk Economic Capital

Thus far, this section discussed the risk on mortality assumptions. In addition,
inadequate assumptions on expenses and lapse rates may have consequences
as well, especially since the effects will be effective over the long term of the
policy. Also, some policies include coverage for morbidity as well as mortality. It
is appropriate to include these effects in an economic capital model as well. The
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approach to include these effects is similar to the approach for mortality and will
therefore not be discussed in detail.
In method IV, these scenarios are combined either by taking the worst-case of
all of the scenarios or, more appropriately, by taking into account the effect of
diversification. Finally, the economic capital is the difference between the worstcase fair value under the combined scenarios and the best-estimate fair value.
2.6.5

Applying Economic Capital and the link to RAROC

As explained in section 2.2 an important merit of the concept of Economic
Capital is that it allows for a risk-return trade-off through RAROC. The banking
version of RAROC is relatively simple as it only accounts for results in one year.
Accounting information is adjusted in order to better reflect the expected
outcomes of the risks (c.f. EL-adjustment in the denominator). This is sensible
because interest payments are received periodically over the lifetime of banking
products. Insurance products are also based on multiple years but without a
constant pattern of cash flows, which makes the evaluation of returns as well as
the risks more difficult. Cash flows (both inflows and outflows) are not stable
over the lifetime of policies.203 We have discussed that accounting information is
not equipped to handle this multiyear aspect. Also, section 2.4 discussed that
risk is not properly reflected in accounting information. Consequently,
accounting information cannot be used for RAROC.
Therefore, RAROC should be based on fair value.204 The numerator of RAROC
is the fair value generated on a policy or portfolio over the period. The
denominator of RAROC is the economic capital. Erisk states that the
denominator should be the NPV of all future amounts of economic capital in
order to maintain consistency with the numerator.205 RAROC is defined as:
RAROC lifetime =

Fair Value
× 100%
NPV(Economic Capital)

This method is forward looking: it determines the fair value of future business. It
is appropriate to determine the expected RAROC when selling a policy. For
instance, it can be used to increase premium levels in order to alter the
expected fair value and as a result improve RAROC. Culp206 defines this an ex-
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ante RAROC measure. This RAROC formula has difficulties in evaluating
performance over a certain period on an ex-post basis. For instance, when the
fair value of a life policy changes after five years due to new insights in mortality
processes, the total fair value cannot be attributed to that period. It does not
reflect performance of the fifth year of the underwriting department. The above
RAROC formula is not appropriate for ex-post performance measurement over
a certain period. This can be resolved by taking the change in fair value over a
certain period as the denominator of the RAROC-fraction to reflect performance
over one year:
RAROC one- year =

Fair Value t =1 − Fair Value t = 0
× 100%
Economic Capital t =1

The concept of Fair Value has major benefits over the current accounting
regime, as explained in this chapter so far. As briefly touched upon in chapter 1,
economic capital and RAROC is an important management control mechanism.
Section 4.2 defines management control as the process whereby managers
influence other members of the organisation to implement the organisation’s
strategy. Goal congruence is an important issue: does the performance
measure RAROC above induce the desired behaviour? Schierenbeck207
explains that management control purely based on fair value stimulates long
term transactions by refinancing existing transactions rather increasing profit
margins. For example, account managers are encouraged to sell 30 year
policies (because that increases fair value most) by renegotiating existing
policies with a remaining term of e.g. 29 years (because they are not ‘punished’
for doing so). Therefore, the RAROC formula should also include the fair value
of existing business. Whenever fair value is destroyed by cancelling an existing
contract, it is reflected in RAROC.
Now we have two ‘RAROC versions’ (i.e. lifetime RAROC and one-year
RAROC). When should one use which of the two RAROC formulae? For
pricing, it is important to take into account the total lifetime of the policy.
Therefore, it is appropriate to apply the lifetime RAROC. For performance
measurement, it is important to bear in mind that performance is measured over
a certain period, shorter than the total lifetime of the policy. In practice, it is often
one year or parts like months and quarters. Economic capital reflects the risk in
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that period. The one-year RAROC provides the performance in relation to the
periods in which the risk is borne.
When evaluated over a single policy, the one-year RAROC is likely to change
over time, because the fair value develops and because the economic capital
changes over time. Performance is often measured over portfolios consisting of
multiple policies with different maturities. When new and old policies are equally
spread over the portfolio, the one-year RAROC will be relatively stable.
Variations of the one-year RAROC for different policies will average out.
As such, RAROC may be applied to similar applications as in banking. It is well
equipped for capital allocation to business units. Also, it may be used for pricing
of individual policies. For life insurance, the step from embedded value towards
RAROC and economic capital as a pricing instrument is relatively small. A
supervisory capital charge already exists in embedded value within life
insurance. The next step would be to introduce the concept of fair value rather
than embedded value and economic capital rather than supervisory capital. For
non-life insurance, the step would be larger although GLM techniques already in
use include risk premiums in pricing. The refinement is to relate these risk
premiums firmly to RAROC and economic capital.
2.7

ECONOMIC CAPITAL MODELS IN PRACTICE: EVIDENCE FROM

THE INDUSTRY

Section 2.6 developed a framework for economic capital measurement. It is
interesting to evaluate to what extent insurance firms are indeed applying these
methods in practice. Documentation on the application of economic capital in
the insurance industry has been relatively scarce. To find out how insurance
firms apply the concept of economic capital in practice, we consulted experts in
the field. We considered multiple methods of consulting the industry, ranging
from structured questionnaires to open interviews. The major advantage of
questionnaires is their structured approach and ease of processing the
outcomes in structured manner. The major advantage of open interviews is the
richness of information that becomes available to the researcher.208 Our
objective was to gain access to information on the application of economic
capital models in the broadest sense. Also, we wanted to perform an initial test
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on whether our approach developed in section 2.6 matches current practice in
the industry. Therefore we needed to choose a research method that could
provide us with an information source as rich as possible. Therefore, we choose
to conduct a series of open interviews with experts from the Dutch insurance
firms, totally covering about 60% and 30% of the Dutch life and non-life
insurance market respectively.209 Per insurance firm, we interviewed three to
four actuaries or risk managers on both management level as well as
operational level.
The interviews covered the following issues: economic capital model structure,
variables included in the models, risk categorisation, fair value calculation
methods, economic capital application for balance sheet steering, performance
measurement and pricing purposes. To verify our understanding of the issues
discussed, we have carefully minuted the interviews. For anonymity reasons,
we cannot publish an in-depth overview of these interviews, but we have asked
our respondents to verify our minutes. In addition, one of the supervisors
examined how we have drawn conclusions from the minutes. To be able to refer
to the firms in our analysis below, we have randomly codified the firms by the
letters A-F. To safeguard anonymity, these codes do not refer in any sense to
the firm or respondent names.
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Figure 2.12: Economic Capital in the Dutch Insurance Market (MVM=Market Value Margin)

Figure 2.12 summarises the interviews. None of the insurance firms we have
interviewed has finalised the economic capital models and considers these
topics as part of day-to-day business.
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The most important observation is that insurance firms (D, E, F, B) as a part of
a financial conglomerate are further developed than the institutions for which
this is not the case. This is not surprising, because financial conglomerates with
significant banking activities are encouraged by Basel II to implement economic
capital in their control systems. However, in such firms the insurance legs are
less advanced than the banking legs. The fact that institutions with mainly
insurance activities (A, C) are less advanced than broad financial
conglomerates is interesting. However, the size of our sample is too small to
draw general conclusions.
Firm C uses a Dynamic Financial Analysis (DFA) framework, based on the
current E.U. accounting and Solvency I rules rather than fair value. However,
firm C uses fair value side-calculations, but (1) does not include all portfolios;
and (2) does not use these for economic capital purposes. However, firm C may
consider applying fair value more widely in the future. For the other four firms B,
D, E, and F, fair value is the leading principle for economic capital models.
In the four relevant firms, fair value is determined by discounting all future cash
flows through the NPV method. All these firms apply a risk-free rate for
discounting. This includes non-life as well as life and includes valuation of
embedded options like guarantees. Within firms B, E, and F, economic capital is
calculated more frequently than the run-off pattern. On the interim calculation
dates, the run-off is fixed and the amounts are scaled for growth, e.g. by
premium income.
Firms D, E, and F do not include a market value margin in their fair value
models and they apply a risk-free discount rate. The fair value is the net present
value of the expected cash flows (c.f. based on Expected Loss, EL, also called
‘best-estimate’). Firm B is the only firm that includes a market value margin in
the fair value, by adding an additional amount on top of the NPV of expected
cash flows (called ‘best-estimate fair value’).
For firms B, D, E, and F economic capital is calculated as the difference
between fair value of the liabilities based on best estimate parameters and fair
value of liabilities in a worst-case scenario. With the exception of firm A, all firms
plan applying stochastic risk factors, i.e. estimate an entire probability
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distribution of the risk drivers and are developing the necessary models.
Therefore, firms C, E, and B include some deterministic risk parameters in the
calculations.
In all approaches, determining economic capital is a two-step process: firstly
derive the best estimate and the worst-case risk factors and secondly determine
the fair value in both cases. The difference is the economic capital.
From these interviews, we conclude that most interviewed firms apply risk
models. Fair value of insurance liabilities has emerged as the leading principle
for economic capital calculations. There is clearly no agreement in the industry
on the use of a market value margin. Only one out of four firms uses such a
market value margin. In the interviews however, this topic has been discussed
in depth. At this point in time it is too early to draw generic conclusions from the
interviews. However, the first cautious evidence from practice is that the
approach developed in section 2.6 is also used in practice.
2.8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter answered our first three research questions. Section 2.2 starts by
explaining the concept of Economic Capital and its application in banking. The
concept of Economic Capital is a management control principle including risk
measurement methods that relate the amount of risk to the loss of the
statistically determined worst-case loss over a predetermined time horizon.
There are two categories of methods for economic capital: the value-based and
the EL-UL method. RAROC is the relevant performance measure for the
application of economic capital.
The next two sections discuss the major relevant risk management instruments
in insurance and the Dutch accounting regulations. Section 2.4 concludes that
the current accounting regulations fail to adequately reflect risk. This is widely
recognised and has led to discussions on the fair value of insurance liabilities in
the scope of IFRS and Solvency II. As these discussions have failed to come to
a unanimous outcome, this section contributes to that discussion by developing
a fair value measure. Section 2.5 discusses the leading asset pricing models. It
concludes that the arbitrage pricing principle is not very useful for valuing
insurance liabilities, because they cannot be replicated by instruments available
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in the market. Therefore, a fair value measure for insurance liabilities should be
based on the NPV method, either reflecting risk in the numerator (by using an
appropriate discount rate) or in the denominator (by using a risk-free discount
rate and adding an explicit market value margin). More recent theories use the
latter approach to calculate the fair value.
The Australian insurance supervisor (APRA) has introduced a method in which
the market value margin is calculated as a certain percentile in the probability
distribution. This concept has been adopted by the major industry stakeholders.
However, we prefer a cost-of-capital approach for the market value margin.
Here, capital is the buffer for risk and the market value margin is the cost of
holding that amount of capital. We have argued that this approach better
reflects financial market theory and practice. Moreover, it is a fundamental
reflection of the concept of Risk, rather than the arbitrary confidence levels.
This answers our second research question. The fair value of insurance
liabilities should be calculated through discounting best-estimate future cash
flows with the risk-free rate. Then a separate market value margin should be
added as the cost of holding an amount of risk capital, i.e. economic capital.
Section 2.6 shows that the step towards economic capital models is relatively
simple once a fair value approach is available. The section develops a method
applicable for underwriting risk of non-life and life insurance. The economic
capital is calculated as the worst-case decrease in best estimate fair value. The
economic capital calculations abstract from a market value margin because it
treats capital as the fundamental buffer for risk. The worst-case decrease in fair
value is calculated through methods like the loss triangle and mortality tables.
Both these instruments are widely present in insurance and subject to a body of
actuarial theory. However, we see a difference with the banking application:
banks use the econometric approach by relating explanatory variables to the
loss levels, whilst insurers apply an actuarial approach by fitting distributions to
observed losses.
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Figure 2.13: Fair Value and Economic Capital for Underwriting Risk

As a result, economic capital and fair value can be determined through the
following steps:
 Extract expected future cash flows using traditional actuarial techniques like
loss triangle and mortality tables;
 Calculate the NPV by discounting these cash flows by the risk-free rate.
This is the best-estimate fair value;
 Extract the worst-case cash flows from the loss triangle and mortality tables;
 Calculate the NPV by discounting these cash flows by the risk-free rate.
This is the worst-case fair value;
 Calculate economic capital as the difference between best-estimate210 and
worst-case fair value;
 Calculate the market value margin as the cost of holding the economic
capital. The total fair value is the sum of best-estimate fair value and the
market value margin.
Section 2.7 investigates the status of economic capital in the Dutch insurance
industry through expert interviews. Six leading Dutch insurance firms,
representing ca. 60% and 30 % of the Dutch life and non-life insurance market
respectively, have been interviewed in the Summer of 2005. The major
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conclusion is that the majority is in the process of developing economic capital
frameworks. The model structure broadly equals the framework developed in
section 2.6. Sections 2.6 and 2.7 answer our third research question.
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3
3.1

INSURANCE REGULATION AND
SUPERVISION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the supervisory framework for insurers. This is a very
current issue. Ultimately this chapter answers the fourth and fifth research
question that we identified in chapter 1. They are respectively ‘what are the
developments in the area of insurance supervision?’ and ‘what
recommendations can we make to increase the effectiveness of these
developments?’ Section 3.2 describes the current supervisory framework for
Dutch insurers. The supervisory world has been in a state of flux around the
globe. Section 3.3 describes four insurance supervisory frameworks that have
been reviewed over the last years. Then, section 3.4 and 3.5 describe the
Solvency II process. This process has been influenced by the reviewed
frameworks that we described in section 3.3. After section 3.5 we have an
overview of the current developments in the area of insurance supervision. This
answers the fourth research question.
A coherent overview of these developments is necessary to make new
recommendations to the Solvency II project in addition to the existing comments
already given by the industry. Section 3.6 compares the Solvency II framework
with Basel II, its banking counterpart. More appropriately, we will come to the
conclusion that they are counterparts but by no means equivalents. These
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reflections enable us to make a number of recommendations on the Solvency II
project that answer the fifth research question in section 3.7.
3.2

CURRENT DUTCH REGULATION AND SUPERVISION

There has been a European framework for insurance solvency since the late
1970s.1 The insurance supervisory framework contains multiple instruments
including licensing, supervision of actuarial pricing principles, and solvency
requirements. Due to the nature of our research, this chapter focuses solely on
the latter. The solvency requirement is included in supervisory reporting through
the WTV-statements (called WTV-staten) and most insurers include it in annual
reporting.2
Table 3.1 shows the solvency requirements for non-life and life insurance
respectively. The structure dates from the late 1970s. Because numbers and
amounts had never been revised (like adjusted for inflation effects), they had
become outdated. To resolve this, the European Committee started an
insurance solvency review project called Solvency I.3 This project updated the
numbers and thresholds. Solvency I maintained the existing structure, but urged
for a revise during the Solvency II project. Solvency II was started immediately
after the conclusion of the Solvency I project but accelerated in 2005 (see
section 3.4).
Non-Life Insurance
Life Insurance
The maximum of
The sum of
1) 18% of premium income below € 50 mio and 1) 4% of premium income;
16% of premium income above € 50 mio;
2) 1% of premium income (unit linked products);
2) 26% of average claims below € 35 mio and
3) 0.1-0.3% of capital under risk depending on
23% of average claims above € 35 mio.
maturity.
Table 3.1: Current E.U. Insurance Solvency Requirements are Relatively Crude

Table 3.1 shows that insurance solvency requirements are relatively simple and
straightforward. However, they are insensitive to risk and contain some
perverse incentives. For a given risk, higher premium is a sign of prudence as it
is more likely that the insurer can fulfil claims. However, a higher premium leads
to a higher solvency charge as well. Therefore, in order to decrease its solvency
requirement, an insurance firm is stimulated to increase risk by lowering
premiums. This perverse incentive holds for non-life as well as life insurance.
Moreover, there are no explicit solvency requirements for investment risks.
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Therefore, accepting additional investment risks does not lead to higher
solvency requirements.
Mercer Oliver and Wyman indicate that the current solvency requirements in
most European countries are much lower than the true amount of economic
capital for the particular firms.4 The fact that firms internally apply multiples like
two or three to the E.U. solvency requirements illustrates their crudeness. This
is a clear incentive for supervisors to revise the current framework.
3.3

DEVELOPMENTS AND INITIATIVES IN INSURANCE SUPERVISION

Describing the E.U. solvency regime is incomplete without an overview of some
other solvency regimes. This section will discuss the Australian and Canadian
frameworks, which are quite similar and both have similarities with the U.S.
framework as well. We briefly touch upon the U.S. framework firstly. More
recently, the Dutch and the Swiss supervisors have reviewed their solvency
system as well. We will describe them below. In 2005, Comité Européen des
Assurances (CEA) and Mercer Oliver Wyman have compared multiple solvency
assessment models.5 This comparison serves as a point of reference for us in
the remainder of this section. CEA and Mercer Oliver Wyman conclude that
there is an eminent trend towards economic capital based solvency
requirements. They came to the following conclusions:6
 It is preferable to apply a total balance sheet approach, taking into account
both assets and liabilities;
 There is a trend towards economic or market value based measurement of
the balance sheet rather than relying on existing accounting measures;
 A value-at-risk-type measurement becomes the standard;
 A wide range of risks are included in pillar one; and
 Capital requirements are calibrated to a specific confidence level over one
year, generally at 99.5% or higher.
The U.S. National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) has the socalled Risk-Based Capital (RBC)7 in place since 1993 and 1994. We briefly
describe the RBC-system because it has served as an example for the
Australian and Canadian revisions and because the U.S. market is a large
insurance market. The NAIC solvency requirement is based on multiple
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weighting factors on assets (varying between 10% and 30%) and a prudential
factor on the technical provisions and premiums to adjust for inadequate
provisioning. The risk-weighting system resembles the structure of the 1988banking solvency rules.8 All RBC-components result in separate solvency
requirements, but the total solvency requirement includes a level of
diversification by applying a square root-formula. As a result, the total solvency
requirement is lower than the sum of the components. This reflects
diversification. Whilst exact formulae for life and non-life insurance differ, the
structure is similar. Although many comments have been raised on the precise
structure of the RBC-measures, Pottier and Sommer concluded that the RBCsystem, despite its simplicity, is able to capture the risk in the particular firms
quite well.9
The remainder of section 3.3 reviews the Australian, Canadian, Dutch and
Swiss supervisory framework. Australia and Canada are interesting because
these countries have been the first in a series of countries to redesign their
supervisory framework. The Dutch FTK framework (see section 3.3.3) is
relevant because we are located in the Netherlands. The Swiss SST framework
(see section 3.3.4) is relevant because it is the most recent revision and
because it introduced a new fair value method: the cost-of-capital approach
(see section 2.5 as well).
3.3.1

The Australian Insurance Supervisory Framework (APRA)

The Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA) has reviewed its
solvency requirements10 for non-life insurers through a risk-based framework in
2003.11 The minimum solvency requirements are determined through either the
Prescribed Method or an Internal Model Based (IMB) Method. The Prescribed
Method includes charges for investment risk, insurance risk, and concentration
risk. It applies a factor based approach for insurance risk and investment risk,
similar to the U.S. RBC approach. The charges vary per product category and
there are separate charges for outstanding claims risk (reserve risk) and
premium liability risk (premium risk). As an example, the minimum capital
requirement for Motor Insurance products is 9% and 13.5% of the liabilities for
outstanding claims risk and premiums liability risk respectively.12 Within this
approach, insurance liabilities must be calculated on a true value basis
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including a market value margin over the central (viz. best) estimate.13 This
market value margin is determined as 75% of the liabilities’ probability
distribution.14 Future cash flows are to be discounted at the risk-free rate.15 As
Australia has been one of the first supervised regions adopting a fair valuebased liability valuation, it has become the starting point for the development of
IASB and Solvency II.
The APRA IMB Method is described less elaborate than the Prescribed Method.
Therefore it provides us with less guidance on modelling approaches. Apart
from model approval conditions16 and qualitative standards,17 APRA prescribes
“…the insurers’ capital measurement model should calculate an amount of
capital sufficient to reduce the insurers’ probability to default over a one year
time horizon to 0.5% or below.”18 The structure is in line with the concept of
Economic Capital described in section 2.2. The model is required to incorporate
a minimum amount of risk factors within the categories investment and
insurance risk.19
3.3.2

The Canadian Supervisory System

The Canadian Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI)
supervises both banking and insurance firms. Regulation of capital adequacy of
insurance firms is different for life and non-life firms. The life insurance
supervisory framework is called the Minimum Continuing Capital and Surplus
Requirement (MCCSR).20 It contains five classes of capital requirements:21
 Asset default risk: risk of loss resulting from on-balance sheet asset default
and contingencies in off-balance sheet exposures; and the loss of market
value of equities and related reduction of income;
 Mortality/morbidity/lapse risks: risk that assumptions about underwriting
parameters will be wrong;
 Interest margin pricing risk: the risk of interest margin losses with respect to
investment and pricing decisions on in force business other than asset
default and changes in interest rate environment;
 Interest rate environment risk: risk of loss resulting from changes in the
interest rate environment other than asset default and interest margin
pricing risk;
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Segregated funds risk: risk of losses from guarantees embedded in
segregated funds.

All risks are measured as a factor times the balance sheet item. For instance,
within the asset default risk category there are 8 factors varying from 0% for
Cash to and 16% for C-rated Bonds and 35% for certain Oil and Gas Real
Estate properties.22 Similarly, there are factors for the other risks like
underwriting risks in life. The MCCSR prescribes the risk exposure: mainly
premiums and risk reserves.23 The non-life capital requirements are called
Minimum Capital Test (MCT) and include:24
 On-balance sheet assets;
 Policy Liabilities: for margins for unearned premiums and unpaid claims
separately;25
 Catastrophe reserves and additional policy provisions;
 Reinsurance ceded to unregistered reinsurers;
 Off-balance sheet exposures;
In addition to the factor-based approach described above, OSFI has allowed
supervised institutions to apply internal models since 2002. The internal model
is expected to deliver the Tail Value at Risk at a 95% confidence level.26 The
approval criteria are mainly directed at the internal model governance and
integration in day-to-day business.27 Next to the capital charges, OSFI expects
institutions to apply Dynamic Capital Adequacy Tests (DCAT),28 a series of
scenario analyses to assess the sensitivity of the provisions and capital to
changes in the risk factors. These tests should be future oriented, cover a three
to five year period, and include deterministic scenarios.29
3.3.3

The Dutch Financial Assessment Framework (FTK)

Late 2004, the Dutch insurance supervisor (PVK)30 issued a consultative
framework for a new Financial Assessment Framework (Financieel
ToetsingsKader, FTK)31 with explicit aim to be integrated into Solvency II once
available. Central aspects of FTK are:32
 Risk-based supervision;
 Market value (or: market-consistent valuation) for assets as well as
liabilities;
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Solvency test with a one-year time horizon, including a solvency
requirement based on statistical models;
Multiple approaches for the solvency test: simple, standardised and internal
model-based method.
Continuity analysis with a five-year horizon.

FTK has been positively received by the industry,33 although there have been
comments on practical implementation and some quantitative details. However,
it has not been implemented in regulation due to political reasons. Instead, it will
serve as a supervisory instrument to strengthen the supervisory discussion with
the supervised firms.34 Within the solvency test, the simple method is allowed to
be used by small insurers only. For advanced insurance firms, the internal
model-based method will be most appropriate, but they have to apply the
standardised method as well as a reference point.35 Internal model guidelines
are relatively limited, but approval criteria encompass mostly governance
aspects and the prescribed confidence level (99.5%).36
The standardised method consists of a set of scenarios for market risk, credit
risk, liquidity risk, insurance risk, concentration risk, and operational risk.37 All
risk categories may be further subdivided into classes.38 For each risk
component, there are standard scenarios, like a 40%-decrease of stock markets
or a 60%-increase of credit spreads. The insurance risk solvency requirement is
determined through factors on risk capital or fair value technical provisions39, 40
both for life and non-life. The total capital charge in the standardised approach
is calculated through a square root-formula and a set of prescribed
correlations.41
The fair value of insurance liabilities is defined as the sum of the best-estimate
value (or: value based on Expected Loss, EL) and a market-consistent
surcharge or market value margin (to incorporate part of Unexpected Loss,
UL).42 The best-estimate value should include embedded options, guarantees
and other conditional cash flows. The market value margin is determined as the
75% percentile,43 but may never be less than half of the standard deviation of
the probability distribution. The latter is to account for extremely skewed
distributions.44 For convenience, FTK includes a set of tables and standard
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calculations to determine the market value margin for those institutions that are
unable to fully estimate all probability distributions.45
The continuity test is new in the supervisory area. It allows a discussion on
potential future developments between insurers and supervisors. Also, it serves
as an early warning system. It includes stress testing and prospective scenario
analyses:46
 Objective, policies and policy-instruments: how well is the institution
equipped to withstand risks?
 Expected environmental assumptions, like demographic developments;
 Future expectations (basis scenario): what developments does the firm
expect to be most likely?
 Sensitivity analyses: how sensitive are assumptions to mis-estimations?;
 Stress testing: detailed emergency plans for at least the three largest risks;
and
 Differential analyses (ex post): how well have assumptions been over the
past year(s)?
3.3.4

The Swiss Solvency Test (SST)

The Swiss Federal Office of Private Insurance (FOPI) has recently issued a new
solvency framework for insurance firms, called Swiss Solvency Test (SST). It is
not intended to replace the current solvency framework within Switzerland, as
institutions still have to satisfy the statutory Solvency I requirements under the
new regime.47 The SST promotes the discussion between supervisor and
insurance firms.48, 49 The SST-target capital is determined through aggregating a
set of model outcomes for multiple risk types (either standard or internal
models) and the outcomes of standard and company-specific scenarios (see
Figure 3.2).50 The models should deliver probability distributions from which an
Tail-VAR can be derived. The probability distributions should describe the
market consistent value of assets less market consistent value of the liabilities,51
the latter including embedded optionalities and including a market value
margin.52
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Figure 3.2: Components of the Swiss Solvency Test

The market value margin (c.f. UL) is defined as “… the hypothetical [future] cost
of regulatory capital necessary to run-off all the insurance liabilities….”53 This is
because it is assumed that a third party taking over the portfolio would be
compensated for having to hold regulatory capital. With this concept, the FOPI
opens a perspective on the market value margin in fair valuing the liabilities that
had remained underexposed in the fair value discussion so far. One of the
advantages for FOPI is that it is easier to determine than the percentile
approach present in for instance the Australian framework.54 The market
perspective enters the valuation through the determination of the cost of capital,
which is set by the regulator. The whitepaper for consultation and initial field
testing sets this cost of capital at an initial rate,55 but it may change at
implementation date in 2006.56
In this method, the SST derives the market value margin from the solvency
requirement. Firstly the solvency requirement is determined based on assets
and best-estimate liabilities. This involves risk models. Secondly, a market
value margin is added to the best-estimate liabilities to arrive at the marketconsistent liabilities. The market value margin is the cost capital over future
solvency requirements. See Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Cost-of-Capital Approach Derives the Market Value Margin from the Solvency Requirement

3.3.5

Preliminary Findings

The previous sections described the supervisory systems of the U.S. (briefly),
Australia, Canada, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. This section compares
these systems with the existing E.U. solvency rules. Our findings correspond to
the conclusions of the report of CEA and Mercer Oliver Wyman. All of the
reviewed solvency systems are risk-based. They all include multiple risks, both
from the asset-and the liability-side of the balance sheet (total balance sheet
approach). APRA introduced fair value based supervision and designed the
percentile approach to calculate the market value margin in the liabilities. This
has been adopted by the OSFI and the Dutch FTK. The Swiss SST designed a
cost-of-capital approach to calculate the market value margin (see section 2.5).
Of the reviewed solvency systems, the U.S. RBC system, APRA and OSFI use
a factor based approach that relates the solvency requirement to certain
balance sheet items and a predefined factor. FTK and SST are based on
scenarios.
In addition to the scenarios to calculate the solvency requirement, OSFI (DCAT)
and FTK (continuity analysis) require insurance firms to assess a set of longterm scenarios with a time horizon of three to five years. Although it is not
directly linked to the solvency requirement, it may be a powerful supervisory
mechanism. Long-term scenarios are especially relevant because of the long
term of insurance products.
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All recently reviewed supervisory frameworks allow insurance firms to use
internal models to determine the solvency requirement. This is a clear incentive
for insurance firms to develop economic capital models. The supervisor
prescribes the risk measure (VAR or Tail-VAR)57 and calibration parameters
(time horizon and confidence level). However, the supervisory frameworks all
lack concrete and direct guidance and qualifying criteria on model structure and
risk variables. This may not be necessary for advanced insurance firms, but as
the insurance industry is moving towards economic capital supervisory
guidance enhances the implementation process.
Section 3.7 will use the current insights to make recommendations for the
Solvency II project.
3.4

SOLVENCY II: THE PROCESS

The European framework has been subject to major reform plans.58 Started in
2002, the European Committee adopted the core principles59,60 that will underlie
the future Solvency II framework. These principles are borrowed from Basel II in
the following issues:61
 Risk-based solvency requirements;
 Three pillar-structure;
 Menu of approaches in pillar I, from simple to sophisticated; and
 Reliance on internal models where appropriate.
Only in late 200362 the Committee of European Insurance and Occupational
Pension Supervisors (CEIOPS) has been established as the governing body for
steering and guiding the process. Virtually, its work started Spring 2004. In
three waves, the European Commission asked for guidance on issues to
CEIOPS. These so-called Calls for Advice have been published in July 2004,63
October 2004,64 and March 200565 respectively (see Table 3.4). More
importantly, the Calls for Advice accelerated the process, through discussions in
the industry and between industry, supervisors and the law-making bodies. The
Calls for Advice included issues present in all three pillars. Initially, there have
been discussions on corporate governance guidelines and supervisory
powers.66, 67 More recently, the discussion concentrated on the pillar 1-issues
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with the exception of some published guidelines or principles.68 We have seen
this in the Basel II process as well.
First Wave (July 2004)
1. Internal Control and Risk
Management
2. Supervisory Review
Process (general)
3. Supervisory Review
Process (quantitative
tools)
4. Transparency of
Supervisory Action;
5. Investment Management
Rules
6. Asset-Liability
Management

Second Wave (October 2004) Third Wave (March 2005)
7. Technical Provisions in
19. Eligible Elements to Cover
Life Assurance
the Capital Requirements
8. Technical Provisions in
20. Independence and
Non-Life Insurance
Accountability of
9. Safety Measures (MCR)
Supervisory Activities
10. Solvency Capital
21. Cooperation between
Requirement (SCR):
Supervisory Authorities
Standard Formula (Life
22. Supervisory Reporting
and Non-Life)
and Public Disclosure
11. Solvency Capital
23. Procyclicality
Requirement (SCR):
24. Small and Medium-Sized
Internal Models (Life and
Enterprises
Non-Life) and their
Validation
12. Reinsurance (and other
Mitigation Techniques)
13. Quantitative Impact Study
and Data Related Issues
14. Powers of Supervisory
Authorities
15. Solvency Control Levels
16. Fit and Proper Criteria
17. Peer Reviews
18. Group and Cross-Sectoral
Issues
Table 3.4: Calls for Advice from the E.U. in the Solvency II Project

The insurance industry has been regulated mostly on a national basis and there
are large differences between the various national regulations. As a result, there
is a need for harmonisation. The insurance industry lacked a forum to discuss
these complex matters and to provide CEIOPS with input. Multiple
organisations have tried to fill this gap, but initially this lead to even more
confusion. Examples of such organisations are the International Association of
Actuaries (IAA), the International Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS),
Comité Européen des Assurances (CEA) and Groupe Consultative. However,
none of these organisations has taken the lead and guide the discussions. As a
consequence, the industry failed to ‘speak one voice’69 to CEIOPS.
At the time of writing this thesis, the insurance industry is in the middle of
getting a clear view on opinions and categories of methods on capital adequacy
and fair value issues. CEIOPS has drafted the answers on two waves of Calls
for Advice which have been open for consultation in the industry as well. These
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answers have been relatively high-level, drafting principles, fundamentals, and
guidelines rather than proposing a concrete text. Such a text has yet to be
published, which makes it difficult to evaluate the real meaning behind the
principles and ideas that have been published. When comparing the Solvency II
process to the Basel II process in banking, we observe that the banking industry
and the Basel II process have benefited enormously from the step from the first
towards the second Consultative Paper. While the first Basel II Consultative
Paper (1999)70 drafted principles and leading thoughts, the second Basel II
Consultative Paper (2001)71 basically drafted the final framework with the
exception of operational risk methods for which an additional Consultative
Paper has been drafted (Summer 2001).72 After 2001 the discussions had been
on refinements and numerical calibration of the capital formulae.
Generally the Solvency II process is well underway and has taken a good
approach by first discussing principles before issuing detailed proposals.
However, Solvency II has major problems in taking the next step towards
issuing proposals. It seems like it has difficulties in entering a next phase of the
process. Moreover, we see that the insurance industry is ready for the next
phase and complains on the delays in the discussions on principles.73
3.5

SOLVENCY II: THE FRAMEWORK

The anticipated Solvency II framework consist of three mutually reinforcing
pillars (see Figure 3.5). The three-pillar structure is also present in the banking
supervisory framework of Basel II. Benink74 and Doff75 discuss the functioning of
the three pillars in the Basel II context. Public disclosure (in pillar 3) results in
investors who can evaluate the risk of the insurance firm and reward good risk
management through credit spreads and stock rates. Because public disclosure
cannot always work effectively, the insurance supervisor has specific powers
through pillar 2. It has more expertise than investors to evaluate the risk profile
and has the powers to take measures if the risk is excessive. The focus of
pillar 2 is the discussion between the supervisor and management of the
insurance firm. Pillar 1 acts as a floor.
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For the Solvency II framework, the functioning is the same as in Basel II, but the
specific elements in the three pillars differ:76
 Pillar 1: rules on technical provisions, asset management and solvency
capital;
 Pillar 2: objectives, responsibilities, powers and co-operation of insurance
supervision authorities as well as the role and responsibilities of the
insurance companies’ management in the areas of corporate governance,
internal controls and risk management;
 Pillar 3: disclosure, publicity and market discipline.
Solvency II Framework

I

II

III

Capital
Requirements

Supervisory
Review

Market
Discipline

Valuation of Technical Provisions,
Solvency Requirements,
Rules on Asset Management

Powers of Supervisory Authorities,
Solvency Control Levels

Disclosure

Figure 3.5: Solvency II is Built around Three Pillars

Little discussion has been on the risk categories to be included in the
framework. IAA has provided a comprehensive risk classification that has been
directly copied into the Solvency II framework77 to all stakeholders’ satisfaction,78
although IAIS has proposed an alternative risk classification.79 The IAA
classification encompasses:80 underwriting risks, credit risks, market risks,
operational risks, and liquidity risks. A capital charge is developed for each risk
category. Each of the risk categories may be further subdivided into a number
of parts. Per subcategory of risk, IAA proposes three components of risk:81
volatility, uncertainty, and extreme events (see also section 1.6). IAA proposes
a capital requirement framework for all risks, including capital charges for all risk
components.82 This makes it extremely elaborate and complex.
As Pillar 2 and 3 are less relevant for our research, we will concentrate on
Pillar 1 issues. Nevertheless, we recognise the importance of additional
supervision. Moreover, there is a clear need from the insurance industry to
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harmonise the various supervisory regimes internationally. Insurance regulation
has been very fragmented internationally while insurance groups are gradually
acting on a global basis.83
3.5.1

Issues in Pillar One

Pillar 1 contains rules on technical provisions, asset management and solvency
requirements. This is wider than the Basel II definition of Pillar One, which
contains solvency requirements only. In general economic terms solvency
includes the ratio of the equity to total assets.84 Bos85 and Bos and Bruggink86
describe the importance of solvency and solvency regulation the financial
industry and more specifically in banking. In the Solvency II perspective
however, solvency encompasses the adequacy of technical provisions as well.
Traditionally, insurance supervision has focussed on adequacy of technical
provisions and asset management rules as well. With respect to this, the
European Commission remarks that the term solvency has three notions:87
 Firstly, it relates to solvency margin for instance referred to in the European
Directives.
 Secondly, it is more general in nature and relates to all aspects that
determine the soundness of an insurance firm. It includes adequacy of
technical provisions, assets covering these provisions and the solvency
margin requirement.
 Thirdly, it is even wider, including forward-looking elements that are not
purely financial.
The second notion is in line with the Insurance Core Principles of IAIS88 and its
Principles on Capital Adequacy and Solvency.89 In the Solvency II framework,
Pillar 1 covers the second notion. This means that the term solvency in
Solvency II framework is wider than in the Basel II context in banking.
Pillar 1 consists of regulations for technical provision valuation as well as
minimum capital requirements. A multitude of comments from the industry have
stressed the importance to fair value90 and a total balance sheet approach.91 As
discussed in section 2.5, the fair value consists of the best-estimate plus a
market value margin. The discount rate should be based on a risk-free yield
curve.92 Most stakeholders suggest a percentile approach for the market value
margin. CEA93 suggests a cost-of-capital approach as discussed in section 2.5.
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Also, there is a fear that additional prudence in the technical provisions will lead
to too high solvency requirements94 which is in fact double counting.95 “For
solvency purposes, the focus should be on best estimate liability and the level
of prudence should have no impact on the total capital requirement”96
Pillar 1 includes two forms of minimum capital requirements: Minimum Capital
Requirements (MCR) and Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR). The MCR is
the ‘hard’ minimum. It is defined as “ … a measure […] at which the risks to new
policyholders would be unacceptable even on the short term; or the point at
which it ceases to be economically rational for the undertaking to be
recapitalised…”97 The SCR is a ‘target’ level of capital which “…enables an
insurance undertaking to absorb significant unforeseen losses over a specified
time horizon and gives reasonable assurance to policyholders that payments
will be made as they fall due.”98 On a going concern basis, the SCR will
probably receive most attention for individual insurance firms. Would a firms
available capital base drop below the SCR the supervisor will take action
according to the Supervisory Ladder of actions,99 varying from close observation
to active restructuring by the supervisor.
Next to this, comments from various parties (mostly CEA, IAIS, IAA) resulted in
including a third parameter: Target Capital Requirement. Additional prudence in
the technical provisions may off-set solvency. This is because prudence as well
as solvency is intended as a buffer to absorb deviations from the expectations
or: risk (c.f. Unexpected Losses). According to the various parties, it is a matter
of determining the desired buffer size and then allocating this buffer to
provisions and capital requirements rather than an issue of prudence and
solvency levels in isolation. CEA calls the desired buffer size the Total Capital
Requirement.100 Figure 3.6 highlights this issue. Despite the comments, CEIOPS
did not adopt this method to date.
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Figure 3.6: Total Capital Requirement Related to Prudence and Solvency Requirement

3.5.2

Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR)

Calculation methods for SCR show a menu-based approach101 of simple
standard formulae and more advanced internal models. There is much
discussion102, 103 on the fair valuation methods for the purpose of solvency
requirements, even though CEIOPS adopts these principles.104, 105 CEIOPS
proposes calibrating the formulae on Tail-VAR106 with a 99.5% confidence level
and a one-year time horizon.107
The discussions on the standard formulae focus108 on the calibration rather than
the formulae themselves. On the formulae CEA states that factors should
generally be much simpler than scenarios, in order to be applicable to the wide
variety of insurance firms.109 CEIOPS combines factor-based and scenariobased methods for the Standard SCR (table 3.7). For extreme event risks,
CEIOPS adopts a scenario method especially for underwriting risk.110
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Risk category
Underwriting Risk
(Life)

Underwriting Risk
(Non-Life)

Approach

Credit Risk

Operational Risk

Volume measure

Factor

Technical provisions

Lapse

Scenario

Lapse
rate
100% rise)

Morbidity

(not yet included)
Factor
(or: scenario)
Factor

Premium
Reserve
Equity
Interest Rate
Real Estate
Currency
Securities/Bonds
Counterparties (e.g. reinsurer)
Intermediaries
Credit Spreads

Market Risk

3.5.3

Risk Component
Mortality
Expense

(e.g.

Earned premiums
(combined ratio)
Technical provisions

Scenario
(stress testing)

Market value

Factor

Ratings
spreads

or

credit

Premiums or
technical provisions
Table 3.7: Risk Measures in the Solvency II Standard Formulae
Factor

Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR) and the Relation to SCR

The relation between SCR and MCR is still unclear. There are various
viewpoints on this. Firstly, CEIOPS considers relating the MCR to the current
solvency requirements.111 Advantages are the simplicity in use and the little
amount of workload for insurance firms.112 Also, the level of MCR can be
determined objectively. As some intervention measures will be related to
breaching the MCR, objectivity is very important. Disadvantages are its
insensitivity to risk,113 which “… imports all the disadvantages of the old system
into the new one.”114
Secondly, it is proposed to define MCR as a certain percentage of the SCR
calculated via the standard formula.115, 116 Its major advantage is its risksensitivity. Also, once the SCR has been calculated, it is simple to derive the
MCR from that. This decreases the administrative burden for insurance firms.117
Disadvantages include the subjectivity and assumptions used in the models.
After all, the MCR may trigger supervisory intervention, so there is much at
stake for arbitrage here.
Thirdly, as a variant of the method above, it is possible to determine the MCR
with the same model (probability distribution) as the SCR but with a lower level
of confidence. CEA118 mentions this approach only in a footnote. Hence, it is not
very developed. Advantage of this method is its ease in use for insurance firms
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calculating two variables with the same model, especially once probability
distributions are available.
3.5.4

Internal models for the SCR

In line with requirements of the European Committee,119 CEIOPS allows the use
of internal models for all risk categories,120 as well as partial use of internal
models.121 According to IAIS, the main advantage of internal models is its
sensitivity to risk.122 Guidance on the model structure of internal models is
limited, both in the EU’s Calls for Advice123 and CEIOPS’s answers.124 The focus
is on compliance and approval criteria, apart from supervisory prescribed
calibration parameters (at least 99.5% confidence level and a one-year time
horizon). The conceptual idea behind the inclusion of internal models for the
purpose of solvency requirement is already present in the banking area with
Basel II125 and the market risk Amendment in 1996.126 Generally, we highly agree
with the benefits of such a system for Solvency II.
Generally, the insurance industry encourages the admissibility of internal
models in Solvency II. However, comments have been made to for instance
back-testing procedures, supervisory prescriptions and the approval criteria.127
The CRO Forum states that the “…approach to internal models is overly
prescriptive, creating a variant of the standard formula.”128 We do highly
disagree with this statement.129 Van den Tillaart130 designed a framework for the
development of risk models. One of her conclusions is that it is necessary to
have a temporary model before refinements can be implemented. When
considering the Basel II process in banking, we conclude that despite
limitations, Basel II has provided an enormous impetus for the development of
credit and operational risk models. Most stakeholders in the banking industry
have benefited from Basel II prescribing an internal model structure. Given the
current state of economic capital models in insurance firms (see previous
chapter), we would argue that more guidance (on what risk models might look
like) has great potential to speed up the model development process for
individual insurance firms.
Hence, we would say that the current CEIOPS proposals are too limited rather
than too elaborate in their prescriptions for model structure.
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3.5.5

Regulation of Assets

Traditionally, insurance supervision has included rules on assets to limit the risk
in the assets in order to protect the policyholders’ future cash flows. The current
E.U. regulations contain only rough rules on asset management.131 New
proposals require that “…an insurance undertaking shall have an appropriate
investment plan…”132 In the Calls for Advice, the European Commission aims to
set rules for asset management and ALM, for instance by drafting solvency
requirements for asset risks and qualitative requirements to an insurers
investment plan.133 Also, the European Commission encourages the use of ALM
mismatch models and models for investment planning.134 Although these issues
may sound like Pillar 2 issues, the European Commission explicitly aims to set
qualitative requirements in Pillar 1 as well.
In their answers to the first wave of Calls for Advice, CEIOPS drafted
requirements on:135
 Limits for assets, asset-liability mismatch, and concentrations in Pillar 1;
 Risk sensitive capital requirements under Pillar 1;
 Detailed analysis of market, credit and liquidity risk under Pillar 1;
 Requirements for the investment plan on issues like asset allocation, asset
mix, and sensitivity to risk under Pillar 2.
CEIOPS expects that the risk-sensitive capital requirements will be most
effective. Next, it states that there should be no difference between rules on the
assets covering MCR and SCR.136 In addition to the answers above, CEIOPS
suggests a list of eligible assets or asset classes.137 This proposal has been
heavily criticised by the insurance industry. For instance, the CRO Forum states
that “… a prescriptive approach for assets duplicates the role of the SCR.”138 It
would see a role for disclosure rather than a list of eligible assets or limits on
concentration, assets or asset liability mismatches. Still, consensus on this
issue as well has yet to be reached.
We strongly disagree with a prescriptive approach for the assets. For a
particular insurance firm, the total available capital is limited and, through the
existence of solvency requirements, so is the maximum total amount of risk of
its activities. Theoretically, there should be no difference whether these risks
are underwriting risks or asset risks. For both risk categories, there should be
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sufficient available capital to absorb the risks. Let us assume two insurance
firms A and B. Firm A has reinsured all underwriting risks, but there is a
mismatch position. Firm B bears all underwriting risks itself, but there is no
mismatch position. A policyholder should be indifferent towards these risk and
therefore, should have no preference in taking out an insurance policy. As a
result, we strongly disagree with a separate approach for assets because the
solvency requirement serves to absorb the asset risks.
3.5.6

Preliminary Findings

Sections 3.4 and 3.5 so far discussed the status and the structure of the
Solvency II project. The project started in 2002, but really gathered pace in
2004 and 2005 through three waves of Calls for Advice. Initially the insurance
industry lacked an appropriate forum to discuss the Solvency II issues, but in
the end various bodies provided comments and input to CEIOPS.
Solvency II is built upon a three-pillar framework, similar to Basel II. We
discussed the following Pillar 1 issues:
 Technical provisions are based on fair value. It should be avoided that the
market value margin interferes with the operation of the solvency
requirements. The market value margin should be based on a cost-ofcapital approach (see section 2.5);
 There are two solvency requirements (MCR and SCR). The relation
between these two is still unclear;
 The standard formulae for SCR are still to be determined. It will be a
combination of scenario- and factor-based approaches;
 For internal models, there is too little guidance on model structure;
 Rules on assets interfere with the correct operation of the solvency
requirements.
3.6

SOLVENCY II AND BASEL II: SOME REMARKABLE ISSUES…

Given the convergence between insurance and banking and the major
supervisory reforms in both industries, it is inevitable as well as extremely
interesting to compare Solvency II and Basel II. The previous sections describe
the Solvency II process and the important issues. Issues on Basel II have been
described by Bos,139 DNB,140 Van den Tillaart,141 Doff,142 and Benink.143 This
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section looks at the contents and the process of the two supervisory
frameworks.
This section will discuss the following issues:
1. The interplay between technical provisions and capital requirements make
Solvency II more complex than Basel II;
2. Solvency II has one more objective than Basel II: harmonisation of national
regulation;
3. The insurance industry has lacked a discussion forum to facilitate the
process;
4. Basel II was to increase risk-sensitivity, whilst Solvency II is to design risksensitivity in the first place;
5. Solvency II aims for the ultimate right solution whilst Basel II includes
pragmatic solutions;
6. Solvency II includes all risks whilst Basel II excludes for instance interest
rate risks;
7. Basel II prescribes a structure of internal models, whilst Solvency II
provides little guidance on such a structure.

Ad 1: The interplay between technical provisions and capital requirements make
Solvency II more complex than Basel II
There is an important difference between banking and insurance. While banks
have asset- and mismatch-related risks, insurers have liability-related risks as
well. Therefore, they have to set technical provisions when an insurance policy
is issued. This is different from banking provisions,144 set only at the moment
when there are signals that a credits cannot be repaid by the client.
Traditionally, insurers have provisioned prudently in order to absorb risks in the
liabilities. Including risk in capital requirements as well, raises the issue where
to allocate risk: technical provisions or capital requirements. This makes
Solvency II more complex than Basel II.
Ad 2: Solvency II has more objectives than Basel II: harmonisation of national
regulation
Basel II (and Basel I) explicitly state that the objective of the supervisory
framework is twofold: a level playing field and a sound financial system.145 The
latter includes avoiding spill-over effects from one bank to another, i.e. avoiding
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bank runs.146 The Basel framework does not aim at avoiding losses for individual
debtholders. The insurance framework, on the contrary, aims to avoid losses
even for individual policyholders.147 Insurance firms being less intertwined148 than
banks and are less exposed to the risk of runs, may imply that the insurance
industry bears less systematic risk. However, because insurance firms are large
investors as well, spill-over effects may occur. Therefore, the insurance industry
does bear systematic risk and Solvency II is to manage this risk.
In addition, Solvency II aims at harmonising national insurance regulations.
Perlet draws a parallel between the current insurance industry and the
fragmented banking industry prior to Basel I.149 Solvency II explicitly aims to
harmonise national supervisory systems.150 Apparently Solvency II has to catch
up a disadvantage of insurance supervision compared banking.

Ad 3: The insurance industry has lacked a discussion forum to facilitate the
process
In banking, the Basel Committee was the most logical platform for the Basel II
reforms from the start. Moreover, the Basel Committee – a group of central
bankers from 12 countries – has been an inspirator for supervisory issues for a
long time. For the major task to reform the banking framework, the Basel
Committee was the most logical platform. Moreover, the Basel Committee has
been able to have an efficient discussion, with only 12 member countries while
taking into account all comments from stakeholders. Comments that came in an
overwhelming sense from the banking industry. Apparently stakeholders have
been able to find the Basel Committee to submit their response to.
The insurance industry, has to date, lacked such a forum. Section 3.4 describes
that the Solvency II discussion is steered from the European Committee and
guided by CEIOPS. Hence, the discussion takes place immediately in the
centre of the political interplay of a multitude of countries. Generally politicians
are likely to have a less clear view on the insurance industry than the Basel
Committee has on banking.
Also, it has been unclear for quite some time which institution was the best
equipped to guide the discussion. CEIOPS practically started its work Spring
2004 whilst Solvency II had been announced in 2002. Industry participants have
had difficulties in finding the appropriate place to submit their comments to. As
an example, CEIOPS had over ten times less responses to their consultations
than the Basel Committee. Given the controversial issues and the nature of the
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responses, we cannot convince ourselves to believe that this is due to industrywide agreement on the issues. Apparently, the Solvency II project is at a
disadvantage without an appropriate and powerful discussion platform. This
may result in less industry influence on the outcomes of the total Solvency II
project.

Ad 4: Basel II was to increase risk-sensitivity, whilst Solvency II is to design risksensitivity in the first place
Whilst the 1988-banking rules were relatively crude, they were at least risksensitive. Nevertheless they included some perverse incentives, like increasing
credit lending to more risky sectors. The current (Solvency I) supervisory
insurance framework is totally insensitive to risk. This creates an additional
challenge for the Solvency II process. However, a multitude of comparison
material is available, varying from simple (e.g. NAICS) to sophisticated (e.g.
FTK, SST).
Ad 5: Solvency II aims for the ultimate right solution whilst Basel II includes
pragmatic solutions
This includes two aspects: the target level of capital and the reliance on
accounting information. Solvency II aims for an absolutely true level of capital
by linking the capital to insolvency (confidence) levels, whilst Basel II sticks to
the average existing 8%.151 However, we believe that the Basel II calibrations
include a link between the level of capital in the industry and statistical
confidence levels. A hidden calibration to insolvency levels does not promote
transparency, but we are convinced that linking the existing 8% to the new
regime has accelerated acceptance of Basel II. Solvency II – without an existing
reference point – is at a disadvantage.
Basel II sticks to accounting information more than Solvency II does.152 In this
thesis we have observed as well that insurers’ economic capital models are fully
based on economic value rather than accounting information. This may be
because an in-depth revision of the solvency regime runs in parallel with the
IASBs revision of the insurance accounting system. Moreover, we have the
feeling that the banking risk framework has been designed pragmatically from
the perspective of products and then looking at risks rather than the other way
around. The insurance accounting system fails to reflect risks appropriately153
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and therefore, Solvency II designs an entire new valuation framework via a
“more economic approach”154 Also the Basel Committee included some
pragmatic solutions, like prescribing correlation and diversification parameters
or thresholds. Solvency II states to aim for real economic values for such
parameters.155 The step towards full fair value and real parameters makes the
Solvency II framework theoretically more correct. At the same time, it makes the
framework more complex.

Ad 6: Solvency II includes all risks whilst Basel II excludes for instance interest
rate risks
Solvency II includes more risk categories than Basel II. In Basel II, interest rate
is included in Pillar 2, despite its importance as a risk category. It is excluded
from Pillar 1 because it has been considered too difficult to measure objectively.
Solvency II aims to include capital requirements for all risk categories, including
interest rate (mismatch) risk, or ALM as it is called more often. This being a
complex risk category will make the solvency requirement (and consequently
the overarching framework) complex. Moreover, also complex long-term liability
risks will be included.156 This is logical, as these risks are inherent in the
insurance business. However, the long term nature of these risks is generally
more complex than credit risk in banking.157 Both issues will make (the
development of) Solvency II more complex than Basel II.
Ad 7: Basel II prescribes a structure of internal models, whilst Solvency II
provides little guidance on such a structure
The Basel II internal model approach has a relative predefined format. For
individual banks, complying with the advanced internal model approach (viz.
IRB, AMA) may be challenging, but at least there is guidance. The Solvency II
framework aims at a free format for the internal models for insurance firms,
without any quantitative prescriptions.158 For the most advanced firms, this is
unnecessary as they are likely to have an internal economic capital model in
place. For slightly less advanced, but still large firms, such guidance will provide
an incentive159 rather than a barrier for development. This issue is also touched
upon by a group of countries commenting on the Solvency II project.160 We
agree on their proposal that prescribing an internal model structure will enhance
the Solvency II project and firms’ economic capital implementation processes.
Nevertheless, we believe that full internal model recognition without any
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prescriptions should be the ultimate aim of the supervisor. For banking, this may
be achieved in a second revision of the supervisory framework, i.e. Basel III.
However, we consider it too early for the insurance industry to aim for this,
given the current status of economic capital models. Hence a free format for the
internal models approach will be too ambitious.
Summarising, Solvency is at a disadvantage position compared to banking on
issues like its (harmonisation) objectives, the absence of an appropriate
discussion platform and the risk insensitivity of the current framework. The latter
is even increased as the liability-related risk are subject to an interplay between
prudence-levels and capital requirements. Despite lagging behind, Solvency II
is more ambitious than Basel II with respect to the aforementioned interplay, the
full economic framework and by including more and more complex risk
categories. This is depicted in Figure 3.8.
This figure also makes clear that the banking Basel II is by no means the holy
grail for us. Rather, we have considered Basel II ambitious as well, but
nevertheless it remains a necessary transition phase on the way to Basel III, in
which internal economic capital models are expected to play an even more
important role.161
Basel II Project

Basel II
(2004)

Basel I
(1988)

Implemented
as of 2008

Economic Capital Models

Full risk sensitivity

No risk sensitivity

Implemented
as of 2009?
Solvency I
(2003)

NAIC
(1993)

FTK, SST
(2005)

Solvency II
(2006?)

Solvency II Project

Figure 3.8: The Solvency II Project has Extremely High Ambitions

We believe that the Solvency II project is subject to the Law of Stimulating
Disadvantage having learned from the Basel II process. However, we fear that
the insurance industry has been too much occupied by opposing themselves to
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bankers162 and stressing the differences rather than the similarities. We fear that
Solvency II is far too ambitious and is likely to fail reaching its objectives within
the given timeframe. Also, we are afraid that the Solvency II project omits a
necessary step in the evolution of using risk models in practice.
3.7

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE SOLVENCY II PROJECT

After having reviewed various national supervisory frameworks in section 3.3
and the Solvency II project in section 3.4 and 3.5, this section makes
recommendations that will enhance the effectiveness of the Solvency II project.
This answers our fifth research question.
We agree with most of the principles that are presented in the Solvency II
project, such as fair valuation of technical provision, a VAR-like solvency
requirement and the allowance of internal models. These principles are all
present in the frameworks discussed in section 3.3. This section will not repeat
all these aspects. Therefore, all recommendations below are new insights for
the Solvency II project. To increase the effectiveness of the Solvency II project,
we make the following recommendations to CEIOPS:
 CEIOPS should publish a concrete proposal as soon as possible
This will increase speed in the process and take the industry towards a next
phase in the implementation of the requirements. We have seen a similar
phase in the Basel II process in banking (c.f section 3.6).
 CEIOPS should prescribe an internal model structure for the internal model
approach
Although this may be seen as adjusting ambitions, it will enhance the
implementation of internal models in the insurance industry (c.f section 3.6).
This will be an intermediate stage163 towards the holy grail of full economic
capital based supervision.
 CEIOPS should include long term scenario analysis in Pillar 2
This is similar to the approaches in the Canadian and Dutch FTK
frameworks (see section 3.3). This fits the long term characteristics of the
insurance business.
 CEIOPS should not limit the asset management of insurance firms
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3.8

If capital requirements are risk-based, such regulation is not necessary (see
section 3.5.5) and will result in regulatory burden. CEIOPS should set
adequate capital requirements for ALM and market risk in Pillar 1.
CEIOPS should adopt a cost-of-capital approach for the market value
margin
A cost-of-capital approach for the market value margin fits best to the
principle of fair value (see section 2.5). Also such an approach links into the
operation of the solvency requirements (SCR, MCR).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter answered the fourth and fifth research question. Section 3.2
started explaining the current Dutch framework for insurance supervision and
showed that a revision of that framework is needed. The current solvency
requirements include some perverse incentives. Section 3.3 discussed that
insurance supervisors around the globe are currently in the process of
reviewing their supervisory frameworks. We reviewed the Australian, Canadian,
Dutch, and Swiss supervisory frameworks. These will be taken into account by
the major European project of Solvency II.
There is a trend towards risk-based supervision and allowance of internal
models linked to economic capital for the calculation of the solvency
requirements. The valuation of the technical provisions for supervisory is
generally on a fair value basis, but the application of the market value margin
differs. In general, the importance of supervision increases in the new
frameworks through the inclusion of additional supervisory instruments like long
term scenario analyses in addition to solvency requirements.
Section 3.4 and 3.5 discuss the European Solvency II project. Although the
project has been a slow starter, it is currently increasing pace. Section 3.6
compares Solvency II with its banking equivalent Basel II. We have argued that
the Solvency II project lags behind Basel II but is far more ambitious. Although
we think that Solvency II is subject to the law of Stimulating Disadvantage, we
fear that delays in the process will occur.
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The answer to the fourth research question is that supervisory systems are
currently being redesigned in various countries and also on an European level
through the Solvency II project. New frameworks are increasingly risk-based
and include internal models to determine the solvency requirement. In addition
they are mostly based on fair value principles. Section 3.7 answers the fifth
research question by making new recommendations to the Solvency II project
that have not been topic of discussion so far in the Solvency II project.
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4
4.1

INSURANCE INVESTMENTS AND
ALM

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapters have practically ignored the assets of an insurance firm.
This chapter will discuss the risk measurements issues regarding the assets
and the ALM process. Generally, performance evaluation for assets is relatively
straight-forward. Both return and risk measures have been developed,
undergone an evolution over time1 and are now ‘completed’. The same holds for
the measurement of the mismatch position.
However, this chapter will show that the controllability of the insurance
mismatch position is less developed. Insurance assets are matched to liabilities
through a process called Asset- & Liability Management (ALM). The current
ALM framework has some serious shortcomings. This chapter answers our
sixth research question ‘what is an appropriate method for the management
control of an insurer’s mismatch position?’ It starts with the theoretical
background on the concept of Management Control necessary to develop our
framework. Then, section 4.3 discusses the current status quo for insurance
firms and develops the problems in the current situation. Section 4.4 draws a
parallel with banking, in which a similar problem exists – and is solved!
Section 4.5 investigates how we can use this solution in the area of insurance.
Whilst this principle may seem obvious for bankers, it is a totally new concept
for insurance firms. Section 4.6 describes more in detail what risk measures are
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used in the framework and section 4.7 provides an example. Section 4.8
concludes.
4.2

THE CONCEPT OF MANAGEMENT CONTROL

This section provides an overview of relevant issues of management control2,3,4
in general and more specifically in financial institutions. Management control is
defined as the process by which managers influence other members of the
organisation to implement the organisations strategy.5 It is necessary to
implement such a process in organisations because of decentralisation and
delegation of tasks and authorities. These are delegated in almost all
organisations because they have grown too large to keep them in one hand.
This holds for large organisations, but also for smaller organisations in which
control is often less formal but still existent. Delegation and control are
inextricably bound up. The basis for this lies in the agency theory, which
describes the relation between a principal and an agent that will act in selfinterest rather than in the interest of the principal. In this relation, the principal
desires to evaluate the performance of the agent in order to ensure that his own
objectives are achieved. On goal congruence, Anthony and Govindarajan state:
“The central purpose of a management control system is to ensure ... goal
congruence. In a goal congruent process the actions people are led to take in
accordance with their perceived self-interest are also in the best interest of the
organisation.”6 One way to achieve goal congruence is to link (not necessarily
financial) rewards to the performance of the agent. Performance measures
have been a central component of management control. Other theories
introduced aspects like Merchant’s soft controls and personnel/cultural controls7
and Simons’ belief systems and interactive controls.8
Bruggink introduced two domains in the management control of banking:9
 Banking-Financial Domain (BFD): market oriented, focussing on
effectiveness of products and positions;
 Technical Organisational Domain (TOD): internally oriented, focussing on
processes and efficiency.
The two domains are equally well applied to insurance, although the term
banking-financial domain might cause some confusion. Bruggink points out that
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the BFD relates to positions and “output in value”.10 The insurance equivalent of
this domain includes positions in underwriting risks and/or asset-related risks
driven by the insurance products and the investments (c.f. the risk taxonomy of
chapter 1). In order to maintain consistency with prior theoretical work, we
prefer to use the term BFD here to refer to the insurance application of the
same concept. Van den Tillaart11 links these two domains to the Simons’ levers
of control (see Figure 4.1).12 According to the author, the concepts of economic
capital and RAROC are present in all Simons’ levers of control. However, when
focussing on the methods of economic capital and RAROC, she states: “The
allocation of economic capital is a new method of setting boundaries on the risk
taking activities … [while the] … performance measure RAROC will be
integrated in the diagnostic control system.”13 Additionally, Speklé14 notices a
development the management control emphasis moves from encouraging
desired behaviour towards preventing undesired behaviour. We believe that
including RAROC into the diagnostic control domain is a sign of the opposite,
because it encourages goal congruent behaviour.

Belief Systems
core values

Boundary Systems
risks to be avoided

Business
Strategy

Interactive Controls
strategic uncertainties

BFD

TOD

Diagnostic Controls
critical perf. variables
Financial Control
Risk Control
Management Control

Figure 4.1: Management Control Components and the Relation to Risk Management

Clearly the role of economic capital and RAROC in the management control
framework will be substantial. Saita describes four major applications: 15
1. Risk Measurement: uniform risk measures across all business units;
2. Risk Control: maximum limits for all units; within the limit the business unit
can determine for which risks it uses the limit;
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3. Risk-adjusted Performance Measurement: evaluate performance on a riskadjusted basis in order to compare high risk-high return activities with low
risk-low return ones;
4. Capital at Risk Allocation: forward looking assignment of capital to activities
with the objective to effectively and efficiently use shareholders’ capital.
Saita’s uses of Economic Capital are hierarchical in kind: each application is a
precondition for the following application. For example, risk adjusted
performance measurement (RAPM) is only possible if risk control is organised
along the lines of Economic Capital. The emphasis of the former two
applications is on the models and the calculation methods, while the emphasis
of the latter two is more on the steering aspects of the business. Santomero
observes “…there has been much discussion of the RAROC … methodologies
as an approach to capturing total risk management. Yet, frequently, the risk
decision is separated from risk analysis. If aggregate risk is to be controlled,
these or similar methodologies need to be integrated into actual decision
making.”16 Apparently, it is essential to link risk management into the
management control process.
Systems theory is an important element of management control,17 because it
describes the relation between the controlling entity, the entity being controlled
and the environment. While systems theory is often related to the context of
cybernetics, it is very useful in explaining management control as well. Let us
recall our definition of management control being the process by which
managers (controlling entity) influence other members of the organisation (the
controlled entity) to implement the organisations strategy (being designed in
relation to the environment).
Environment
Environment

Controlling
Controlling Entity
Entity

Controlled
ControlledEntity
Unit

Figure 4.2: System Theory Components related to Management Control
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De Leeuw defines the criteria for effective control in a particular system. These
criteria are necessary but not sufficient conditions for effective control. De
Leeuw describes:18
1. There must be an objective/goal, otherwise goal-directed influence is not
possible.
2. A model of the controlled unit must be available, such that the controlling
entity can predict the effect of its control.
3. Information on the state of controlled unit and the environment must be
available, such that the controlling entity knows what controlling measure to
choose.
4. Sufficient measures should be available to react to disruptions. The variety
of controlling measures should be at least as large as the variety of
disruptions (law of requisite variety).
5. The controlling entity should have sufficient information capacity to
transform new information into an effective control measure/action.
4.3

INSURANCE ASSETS AND THE MATCHING PROCESS

Insurance assets generally are bonds, stocks and real estate as well as offbalance derivatives. All are subject to the risk of price changes, viz. market risk.
Over the 1990s an enormous amount of literature has developed on the issue of
market risk measurement and management.19 However, insurance investments
do not exist on a stand-alone basis, they are (mis)matched to liabilities which
are also subject to market risks. Moreover, the assets are invested in such
manner that they neutralise most of the liabilities’ market risk. The insurance
firm as a whole runs market risks only over the mismatch position and over the
free assets20 that are not covered by insurance liabilities. Once we have the two
components,21 we will be able to use measures like Value-at-Risk and economic
capital to determine the market risk position. This section will focus on the
mismatch position firstly. Section 4.5 combines the mismatch position and the
free assets.
Please note that this chapter will ignore Unit Linked products and the
corresponding assets. These products do not bear market risk for the insurance
firm, as all investment risks are passed through to the policyholders.22 Insurance
products with embedded options however, may bear additional risk. These risks
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can be hedged by options or other derivatives in the market, but the exposure
will have to be determined firstly.23
Insurance Balance Sheet
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Solvency
Solvency
Requirement
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Figure 4.3: A Typical Insurance Balance Sheet and Relevant Components for ALM

In addition to interest rate risk, insurance firms are subject to credit risk as
investments are generally not risk-free. In practice, the investment portfolio
includes a well-diversified but risk-bearing bond portfolio24 (next to other
investment categories). In addition, receivables from reinsurers and ART
counterparties are subject to credit risk as well. Next to that, the current
situation of low interest rates have induced insurers to invest a gradually
increasing part in corporate bonds rather than government bonds to generate
sufficiently investment returns. This increases the importance of credit risk as
well. Credit risk is an aspect of asset risk that has been operational in banking
and subject to an extensive amount of literature. Hence, it needs less
elaboration here. We will come back to the issue in section 4.6.2. Firstly, the
focus will be on interest rate risk measures.
Interest rate measurement methods are classified static versus dynamic and
income-based versus value-based.25 This results in four classes of interest rate
measures: (1) static income-based approaches; (2) dynamic income-based
approaches; (3) static value-based approaches; and (4) dynamic value-based
approaches. The income-based approaches include maturity gap balance
sheets and earnings-at-risk. Both methods look at the interest income and
assess the sensitivity to interest rate changes. They are used in banking rather
than in insurance and will therefore be ignored here. Value-based methods
include duration and value-at-risk. These methods take the fair value of equity
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as a starting point and determine the sensitivity of the value to interest rate
changes. The duration method is static as it includes the evaluation of an ex
ante scenario only, while value-at-risk is dynamic. Because it based on models,
it includes multiple and dynamically determined scenarios to evaluate the
interest rate sensitivity.
The duration is a central measure in interest rate management. The duration is
the average maturity of an instrument, weighted by the period in which the cash
flows are received. Products with a small duration are less sensitive to interest
rate changes than products with a long duration because it takes less time
before cash flows are settled. Closely linked is the modified duration, which is
the duration divided by one plus the interest rate. The modified duration26
measures the relative change in value when the interest rate yield curve
increases one basispoint parallel. This means that if the modified duration is five
and interest rates increase with one basispoint in a parallel manner, the value of
that product will decrease with 0.05%.
The modified duration is a relatively simple measure. Therefore, it is widely
used in interest rate management. A major advantage is that durations of
multiple products can be simply added to determine the total duration of a
portfolio. Unfortunately, the duration is suitable for small and parallel interest
rate changes only. Most often, interest rates change differently over parts of the
interest rate curve.27 In an extreme case, the interest rate curve may become
inverse. The duration is incapable to assess sensitivities of products to such
changes. Value-at-Risk, or simply economic capital through dynamical and
model-based scenarios is better able to cope with such situations.
4.3.1

Asset- & Liability Management (ALM)

This section describes the ALM process for insurers. Siegelaer defines ALM as
process of finding an investment policy that is tailored to the liabilities.28
Oosenbrug refers to ALM as allocation of investments to liabilities.29 Ben-Saud
and Van Bergen define ALM, or liability-driven investment, as “... an investment
strategy that has at its core a transparent linkage between assets and
liabilities.”30 With regard to investment strategies and ALM much research31 has
been done in the area of pension funds and (life) insurance firms. These
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contributions focus on what we would like to call ALM studies, a periodic but
infrequent re-calibration of the assets such that they would match the liabilities.
It is not a permanent controlling mechanism for the total of assets and liabilities
which we would like ALM to be. Smink distinguishes two forms of ALM.32 Firstly,
macro-ALM consists of the strategic choices regarding the product portfolio,
capital structure and the risk profile/appetite of the total firm. Secondly, microALM consists of the choice for a investment strategy particularly designed to
hedge the financial risks of a given liability structure. The latter is the matching
process.
Let us consider the matching process. It is common to distinguish two matching
principles:33
 Cash flow matching
 Duration matching.
Cash flow matching is generally considered the most prudent investment
strategy. According to this principle, assets are chosen in such a manner that
their cash flows resemble the liability cash flows as closest as possible. When
the cash flow matching principle is applied, interest rate changes are irrelevant
because the cash flow pattern of the assets will per definition suffice to satisfy
the liabilities when they become due. Smink explains that this matching
principle is basically “… an optimised GAP analysis.”34 The GAP analysis is a
decomposition of a financial firms balance sheet in interest rate terms.35 As such
it was widely applied in banking as well.36 In banking, there is a difference
between liquidity technical maturity and interest rate technical repricing terms.
Most of the insurance products do not have this difference: the interest rate (or:
promised return) is set for the entire lifetime of the policy.
Cash flow matching is especially appropriate for simple life insurance products
in which the expected cash flows can be estimated relatively simple and the
lifetime of policies is not too long. Extremely long-term products like pensions
do not have similar classes of assets available in the market. Moreover, it may
be impossible to find exactly matching products with similar risks.37 For such
products, duration matching is more appropriate. Oosenbrug argues that “…
duration matching provides only a next-best solution for situations in which cash
flow matching is not feasible.”38
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Duration matching consists of choosing an asset portfolio of which the duration
(rather than the entire cash flow pattern) matches the duration of the liabilities.39
Van der Vliet provides a nice and compact overview of the principle of duration
matching.40 The principle of duration matching is also called immunisation.41
When this principle is applied, the effect of changing interest rates on the assets
equals the effect on the liabilities, so the effect to the insurance firm as a whole
is zero. Due to the limitations of the duration measure, the immunisation
principle has some problems in identifying the results of non-parallel or large
interest rate changes. Hence, Smink proposes using scenarios for interest rate
modelling and matching.42
Despite matching strategies, the accounting regulation (IFRS 4)43 requires that
the valuation of the insurance liabilities should be independent of the
investments, being either matched or unmatched. Under IAS 39,44 the majority
of assets should be fair valued.45 Aarzen and Mourik explain that this result in an
accounting mismatch because volatility of either profit and loss or equity will
arise even when interest rate effects have no economic effect. The IASB
recognises this issue and emphasises that an accounting mismatch should be
distinguished from an economic mismatch.46 “Ideally, a measurement model
would report all the economic mismatch that exists and would not report any
accounting mismatch.”47 However, the IASB decided to maintain a temporary
solution in anticipation of phase II of IFRS for insurance contracts.48 Aarzen and
Mourik emphasise that also in a full fair value world, “…volatility of the firms
equity due to interest rate fluctuations is not illogical in itself. … insurers do bear
a significant interest rate risk.”49
Hence, the accounting results are an ineffective performance measure, both for
the return and for the risks. The announced phase II of IFRS might resolve the
problem of the accounting mismatch but in this stage it is too early to reflect on
outcomes of that process.50 However, “… as long as insurers do not value their
investments and liabilities at market value,51 there is no point in applying
duration matching…”52… or at least, an accounting mismatch will remain to
exist. With all negative side-effects of (non-) transparency and inconsistency
attached to it.
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The wealth of econometric and actuarial literature includes models for asset
allocation based on the liabilities. The modern line of theories53 started with
Wise54 and Wilkie55 in the 1980s and from there has been extended.56 The
models are generally of the form that they either maximise return on conditions
of limited volatility of equity value or minimise the volatility of equity on a
conditional minimum return. We will not go into detail on the econometric
models here.57 We conclude that the area of ALM is focused on what Ben-Saud
and van Bergen call ‘liability-driven investment,’58 rather than what we would
describe here simultaneous ‘investment-oriented underwriting.’ Apparently, the
product related part of what Smink calls the macro-ALM59 has received little
attention.
4.3.2

Management Control of ALM

Kleynen describes the following elements of ALM:60
 Investment policy: composition of asset portfolio, including (interest rate)
risk management. Such policies exist at a strategic, tactical and operational
level.
 Indexing policy – especially relevant for pension funds. We will ignore this
component here.
 Actuarial policy: the evaluation of underwriting risks and actuarial
assumptions.
 Premium policy: relates to the risk appetite. In traditional actuarial terms,
investing more in stocks means higher investment return and lower
premiums, while investing more in bonds means lower investment returns
and higher premiums. We expect that the cost of risk through economic
capital will compensate for this effect, once adequately priced in the
policies.
Extending the elements of Kleynen, the price of an insurance policy is based on
actuarial assumptions of the underwriting risks (viz. claims, mortality) as well as
the expected investment income involved, i.e. expected interest rates. In line
with our previous insights (c.f. section 2.2) in risk management and
performance evaluation, the concerns should not be ‘what are claim amounts?’
but rather ‘what are claim amounts compared to expectation?’ Hence, the actual
performance of the insurance policy depends on:
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Underwriting results: did underwriting variables (e.g. mortality)
according to expectation? Underwriting results relate to
underwriting risks.
Investment results: did investment variables (e.g. interest income)
according to expectation? Investment results are driven by
investment risks.

develop
bearing
develop
bearing

At this moment, these two components are evaluated integrally and over the
entire term of the policy. From a conceptual point of view, these elements are
separable. Firstly, this is because instruments to alter the position/exposure are
different. Instruments to alter the underwriting position are for example
reinsurance, whilst the interest rate exposure may be altered through
derivatives or portfolio changes. Secondly, the integral representation of the
result fails to have a steering function. The underwriting department lacks an
incentive to improve underwriting results as long as investment returns are good
but underwriting results are bad. The reverse holds for the investment
department when investment returns are bad while underwriting results are
good. Goal congruence implies that both departments aim to perform well
independently from the other, in order to maximise performance for the
organisation as a whole. As a result, the current situation is not goal congruent.
Thirdly, there is no two-way relation between the investment policy and actuarial
policy (c.f. the four elements of Kleynen). The investment policy is likely to be
adjusted to fit the product pattern better when changes in the product portfolio
(actuarial policy) occur. However, there is no feed-back loop that encourages
the underwriting department to sell insurance policies that can properly be
hedged. This holds especially for embedded options.
Moreover, when management of an insurance firm desires to improve
performance, these two should be viewed separately. Investment income is
reported separately in the current accounting framework. 61 However, it shows
the total investment income, including income on assets backed by equity.
Hence, this representation does not provide us with the desired insight: how did
investments perform compared to expectations?
In former times, insurers mostly invested in government bonds. In modern times
however, a significant part of the bond portfolio is invested in corporate bonds
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(called ‘credits’) to generate additional returns (and potentially decrease policy
rates).62, 63 This leaves the insurer exposed to default and credit migration risk
as well as credit spread risk. Volatile credit spreads may result in value
changes in the bond portfolio. At this moment, these value changes are
allocated to the insurance unit and this influences the performance of an
insurance unit directly. However, the insurance unit has no instruments to
influence/mitigate the effects of credit spread volatility. The same holds for
credit default risk.
Embedded options play a significant role in insurance policies, especially
guarantees in life insurance. There have been some famous examples of freely
provided guarantees that caused significant losses to insurers when the
embedded options got in the money.64 Whilst such guarantees are easier to
value than some other retail options (e.g. mortgage prepayment65), they should
be explicitly managed. This may include pricing/charging to the client but due to
marketing reasons this is not necessarily so. Hedging regular embedded
options is an entirely different decision (from providing), depending on the risk
appetite of the insurer, the market expectations and potential natural hedges. In
addition, lapse is a special option, but it cannot be hedged at the financial
markets. In addition, actuarial guarantees like the so-called U-return guarantees
cannot simply be hedged by options available in the market. The so-called Ureturn is the return on a selected set of government bonds with maturities from
2 up to 15 years.66 U-return guarantees can only be hedged by constantly
adapting the hedge to the market circumstances. For both regular guarantees
and unhedgeable options (like lapse) problems may arise: which unit is
responsible for the option? The investment unit for not hedging the options or
the underwriting unit for providing the option to the client without any charge?
We are of the opinion that underwriting units should be made aware of the
implicit options in their products; and that these may be costly.
4.3.3

Current problems in ALM

There are two major problems in the current situation. Firstly, not all conditions
for effective control (c.f. section 4.2) are satisfied. Secondly, there is not
necessarily goal congruence for the organisation as a whole and the segments.
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The current situation violates the second, third and fourth condition for effective
control:
 Management has an inadequate model and inadequate information of the
state of an insurance policy as performance is measured integrally (violation
of condition 2 and 3);
 The same holds for risks (violation of condition 2 and 3);
 The insurance unit lacks the appropriate instruments to influence effects of
all value changes of investments. This includes value changes due to credit
spread and default as well as embedded optionalities (violation of condition
4);
The current situation does not enhance goal congruent behaviour because:
 The insurance unit has no incentives to design products that can be easily
matched on the financial markets. There is no feedback from the investment
units to the insurance units.
 The insurance unit has no incentives that limit them from granting free
embedded options, which are costly for the investment unit and as a result
for the organisation as a whole.
 The investment centre is incentivised by the underwriting centre (rather than
management) to invest in more risky securities when the latter wants to set
a lower premium.
The next section evaluates the method with which banks resolved similar
problems. Section 4.5 tests whether this method can be used in insurance.
4.4

MATCHING AND TRANSFORMATION WITHIN BANKING

A similar matching issue exists in banking. A banks business model is built
upon the typical form of interest rate curves (higher rates for longer maturities).
As a consequence, banks can borrow short (and cheap) and lend long. This
transformation67 of maturities incurs interest rate risks, which has been
extensively described in literature.68 The transformation function of banks raises
the issue on how to allocate the interest rate margin and consequently interest
rate risk.69 Let us consider a bank issuing a 10-year mortgage of € 100,000 at
6% funded with a € 100,000 savings deposit at 3%. Combined, these two
transactions are quite profitable: the interest rate margin is 3%, i.e. € 3,000.
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Now, should we allocate the profit to the savings deposit or to the mortgage
loan? As neither is uniquely responsible for the profit, this issue has been topic
of extensive studies.
Schierenbeck develops the Marktzinsmethode70 (market-rate method) in which
the contract-rate of a transaction is compared with a transaction with equivalent
maturity characteristics (both interest rate specific and liquidity specific
characterstics) on the interbank market. Bos and Bruggink relate the
Marktzinsmethode to the economic principle of opportunity costs.71 The
performance of the above-mentioned mortgage would then be determined by
the difference between the contract-rate (here 6%) and the rate of a 10-year
interbank loan. Figure 4.472 is a graphical representation of our example above
and the application of the Marktzinsmethode. The total result (of € 3,000) is
separated into three components: a commercial margin on the mortgage
(€ 1,000), a commercial margin on the savings deposit (€ 500), and a
transformation result (€ 1,500).
Mortgage

€ 6,000

€ 3,000 Savings Deposit

(6%, 10 yr fixed)
Interbank Loan

(3%, variable)
€ 5,000

€ 3,500

€ 1,000

€

(5%, 10 yr fixed)
Commercial Result

Interbank Loan
(3.5%, variable)

500

Transformation Result

€ 1,500

= (5%-3.5%) x 100,000

Total Result

€ 3,000

= 1,000 + 500 + 1,500

Figure 4.4: Marktzinsmethode Splits Banking Result Components

A central aspect in the Marktzinsmethode is the transfer price. In the opportunity
cost perspective, the performance of an unit must reflect the additional return
over other opportunities.73 As interbank opportunities are widely available for the
bank, it is common to take the interbank rates as transfer prices.74 In banking
there is a typology of transactions along the lines of fixed/variable interest rates
and repayment schedules.75 A transfer price is set per transaction category that
reflects the best opportunity.76 This transfer price schedule safeguards goal
congruent behaviour of commercial units.
The concept of the Marktzinsmethode is quite appealing, as it resolves the
allocation of the mismatch results. However, the major advantage of the
Marktzinsmethode is its controllability because it allows the “…sauberen
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Trennung von Konditions- und Strukturergebnis.”77 Schierenbeck states “Das
besondere an der Marktzinsmethode liegt nun vor allem in der Identifizierung
und Abgrenzung völlig unabhängig voneinander steurerbare Erfolgsbereiche.”78
Schierenbeck states that from the controlling perspective, the
Marktzinsmethode is fair on the aspect of causality as well as performance
because business units can influence their contribution only through means of
setting better rates than the market equivalent (i.e. transfer price). The market
equivalent is “… for the bank as a whole as well as for individual business units
a non-influenceable variable”79 Nevertheless, finding the appropriate alternative
equivalent of particular transaction is by no means a simple task80 within the
banking area because liquidity specific and interest rate-repricing specific
characteristics are combined into one transfer price.
Next from allocating the result components to the respective units, the
Marktzinsmethode also isolates the risk components. The risk of our two
original transactions (mortgage and savings deposit) included credit and interest
rate risk. The Marktzinsmethode has transferred the interest rate risk to the
central treasury and the credit risk stays with the commercial mortgage unit.
In the principle of the Marktzinsmethode, the treasury plays a central role in the
bank. In its basic form, transactions are indeed closed with the treasury, both on
the assets’ and the liabilities’ side.81 Therefore, our example above consists of
four transactions. However, practical extensions may include transactions on
the level of portfolios rather than individual instruments. The mismatch position
and consequently the transformation result is entirely run from the book of the
treasury.82 The major advantage is that it is easily steered in this way. The
mismatch position can be increased or decreased with simple transactions like
swaps. From a risk management perspective this is an enormous advantage.
Moreover, in absence of the treasury neither of the commercial units would
have an incentive to limit the interest rate risk. This urges for the application of a
treasury even more. In addition to managing the mismatch, the treasury has a
communication function to the commercial entities. By communicating the
transfer prices to them, it provides important pricing information.83
Summarising, this section showed that banks have a mismatch position
between their assets and liabilities. This involves interest rate risk that
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materialises when interest rates increase. The latter causes more frequent
repricing of the liabilities than the assets. When observed integrally,
management cannot effectively control the business because result
components are interfering. In absence of the Marktzinsmethode management
would have inadequate information on performance and risk. Consequently it
would be unable to control the business because it would violate condition 2
and 3 for effective control. Moreover, individual commercial units would have no
incentive to manage the mismatch because neither of the units uniquely creates
the mismatch position. This violates the principle of goal congruence.
The Marktzinsmethode separates the mismatch results from the commercial
results which, in turn, improves controllability of the respective units. Because
the interest rate position is isolated at the treasury, it is managed more
effectively. This holds for the interest rate result as well as the interest rate risk.
Setting appropriate transfer prices encourages goal congruent behaviour for the
commercial units because it will result in client rates more profitable for the bank
than market opportunities (i.e. higher rates for loans, lower rates for deposits).
This is beneficial for the commercial units, but also for the bank as a whole.
4.5

MARKTZINSMETHODE IN INSURANCE

The last part of section 4.4 showed that the Marktzinsmethode in banking
resolves most of the problems that we have observed in insurance in section
4.3.3. The current section investigates whether we could implement the
Marktzinsmethode in the context of insurance. Such an solution should satisfy
the following criteria:
1. Performance (risk and return) should be measured uniquely, i.e. any
interference between different risks should be avoided;
2. Performance (risk and return) should be allocated to the unit that
drives/causes the risk;
3. The unit that the risk is allocated to should have instruments available to
manage the risk.
4.5.1

The Concept

Section 3.3.2 identified two result components: underwriting results and
investment results. In line, we identify two responsibility centres: the
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underwriting centre and the investment centre. The underwriting centre is
responsible for selling insurance policies for a fair actuarial price. Such a fair
price takes into account underwriting risks only. The underwriting centre invests
its liabilities internally at the investment centre. As a result, the underwriting
centre is perfectly matched. The internal transfer price excludes investment
risks. Investment risks are transferred through internal transactions to the
investment centre, responsible for investments and the actual mismatch.
Investment returns are generated from taking investment risks and managing
the mismatch only. For the insurance liabilities, this process resembles the
replicating portfolio principle,84 in which the value of the liabilities is derived from
virtual asset-equivalents with the same maturities. The major difference with the
Marktzinsmethode is that transactions are not closed in practice and as a result,
it does promote less goal congruent behaviour.
In addition to managing the mismatch position, the investment centre manages
the (equity) capital base of the total insurance firm as this is close to its activities
as an investor. The investment strategy of the matching position may well be
different to the investment strategy of the capital base. After all, capital can be
invested relatively more risky than the (mis)matched liabilities that is actually
policyholders money. Figure 4.5 depicts this situation.
Underwriting Responsibility Centre

Investment Responsibilit y Centre

Assets
Assets

Assets
Assets
(mismatch)
(mismatch)

Capital
Capital

Internal
Internal
transaction
transaction

Internal
Internal
transaction
transaction
(noinvestment
investment
(no
risk)
risk)

Internal
transfer
price

Liabilities
Liabilities

Figure 4.5: Structure of the Marktzinsmethode in Insurance

Whilst the banking version of the Marktzinsmethode identifies three
responsibility centres (lending, deposit-taking and treasury), the insurance
version would identify two separate responsibility centres. This is because the
mismatch of banking in itself is profitable (borrow short, lend long). Hence, there
are three separately identifiable return drivers. Clearly, that is not the case for
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insurance. The mismatch an insurance firm arises because some assets are
non-existent and because it is profitable to invest part of the assets in nonriskfree securities as an asset manager. Hence, there are only two return
drivers, which have been identified above.

Objective
Performance
Risks
RAROC

4.5.2

Underwriting centre
Investment centre
Managing underwriting position by Managing mismatch position and capital
selling insurance policies
base by investing in asset portfolio
Added underwriting fair value
Fair value investment returns
Underwriting
risk,
unhegdeable Market risks (predominantly interest rate
embedded options
risk) and credit risk
Added underwriting fair value
Added investment fair value
Economic Capital
Economic Capital
Table 4.6: Objective and Performance Measures within Marktzinsmethode in Insurance

The Transfer Price

An important element in this concept is the internal transfer price. The transfer
price should create a clear separation between the underwriting and the
investment centre. It should stimulate goal congruent behaviour. As chapter 2
has described, this encompasses a fair value perspective of running the
business, both for the underwriting and for the investment centre. Also, the
transfer price should avoid sub-optimal behaviour of both centres.
Anthony et al. argue that “… transfer pricing is not primarily an accounting tool.
Rather it is a behavioural tool that motivates managers to take the right
decisions.”85 In this manner, transfer pricing is used from an opportunity cost
perspective. The opportunity cost principle is also the basis of the
Marktzinsmethode. Because we have separated two decisions (viz. investment
and risk taking), a risk-free transfer price is the opportunity cost of a risk-free
investment. Kimball shows that one single transfer price for all maturities may
create goal incongruent behaviour. Therefore, he proposes a transfer pricing
system based on a yield curve.86
As it is important that the underwriting centre bears no investment risk, the
internal transfer price should be risk-free. The most preferred transfer price with
such a characteristic is the government rate, but as government bonds are not
available for all maturities, the interbank swap rate could be an alternative.
Again, there is a parallel with the Marktzinsmethod. By taking the risk-free rate
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as the internal transfer price, we decompose the total risk into two mutually
exclusive parts: the investment risk and the underwriting risk. See Figure 4.7.
Furthermore, the transfer price based on risk-free rates for internal transactions
fulfils the goal congruence criterion. This is because it clearly demarcates the
difference between risk-free and risky investment of the liabilities. Hence, such
a transfer pricing system satisfies Anthony’s criteria87 for effective use of transfer
pricing.
Total
Total Risk
Risk

Investment
Investment Risk
Risk
Interest rate risk:
difference between risk-free and market
rate
Underwriting risk:
no risk, actuarial assumptions fixed

Underwriting
Underwriting Risk
Risk
Interest rate risk:
no risk, risk free rate fixed
Underwriting risk:
difference between actuarial
assumptions and reality

Figure 4.7: Transfer Price Structure

4.5.3

The Underwriting Centre

The objective of the underwriting centre is to manage the underwriting position
of the total insurance firm by selling policies on a fair value basis. As discussed
in chapter 2, the fair value of an insurance policy is the net present value of the
expected cash flows discounted by the risk-free rate and based on bestestimate expectations of the underwriting variables. When selling an insurance
policy, the underwriting centre must assess all actuarial expectations to derive
the expected cash flow pattern. It invests this expected pattern internally in riskfree bonds. This encourages the fair pricing of insurance policies and
adequately capture the time effect of the liabilities. In addition, embedded
derivatives such as guarantees must be hedged internally as well. This forces
the underwriting centre to identify and quantify embedded derivatives. This
avoids the writing of free guarantees or other embedded options without the
sellers of the policies being charged for it.88 Because liabilities are invested
internally at the product level, performance may be assessed at product level as
well.
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However, some embedded options like lapse are not hedgeable with financial
instruments like options. Therefore, they cannot be hedged via internal
transactions. These embedded options remain in the book of the underwriting
centre. By explicitly identifying them, the underwriting centre is encouraged to
adequately price and manage these embedded options as well.
The performance of the underwriting centre is the added fair underwriting value.
This is the fair value at the end of the period minus the fair value at the start of
the period (see section 2.6). For new business, the performance is the created
fair value by selling the policies. For existing business, the created fair value
may change due to changing expectations in the underwriting variables. When
underwriting variables’ expectations are stable, the performance of existing
business equals exactly the risk-free rate. This value is created because the
underwriting centre has gone through an additional period and the discounted
future cash flows are discounted by one period less.
The risk of the underwriting centre is due to outcomes of the underwriting
variables compared to actuarial expectations. As discussed, economic capital is
the most appropriate measure to assess this risk. The major risk for a non-life
underwriting centre is volatility in claim pattern causing a direct volatility in the
fair value. The major risk for the life underwriting centre is that small volatility in
a particular year will magnify due to the long time horizon. Both effects are
adequately captured in the economic capital on a fair value basis. As a
consequence, the relative performance measure is RAROC as the ratio of
added underwriting fair value and the economic capital.
To manage (next to measure) the underwriting risk position, it is likely that there
are underwriting limits with respect to underwriting parameters to safeguard
sufficient diversification. These are limits like geographical regions, coverage,
insured objects, categories of policyholders and so forth. However, the total
underwriting centre is evaluated on the economic capital only. If little or no
diversification exists because of specialisation, economic capital is high and
consequently RAROC is low. Clearly, this creates an incentive for a non-life
underwriting centre to sell life policies even though little knowledge exists within
this unit. Therefore, management should limit the activities an underwriting
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centre can perform. This is not an urgent side effect, because it is currently
present in the insurance world as well. A license is needed to act in multiple
lines of business, so we do not consider this a serious shortcoming at this
stage.
Please note that the underwriting centre is evaluated on its economic capital
only. The book capital (i.e. equity) on the balance sheet of that particular legal
entity does not play a role in performance evaluation. In this manner it is
possible for the insurance firm as a whole to manage the available book capital
base in an optimal manner, irrespective of where it is located exactly.
4.5.4

The Investment Centre

The investment centre has two objectives. Firstly, it manages the mismatch
position in line with the mismatch policy. Secondly, it manages the free assets
that are backed by the capital position of the total insurance firm. It is likely that
two separate investment plans are available for these two objectives, because
they are inherently different. The mismatch policy is based on cash flow
matching whenever possible, because it is the safest matching strategy.
Contrary to banking, a mismatch in maturities may be unprofitable, so it should
be minimised. However, the objective of the mismatch strategy is to maximise
investment fair value conditional to the maturity mismatches and conditional to
the risk limits for the credit and market risks. The objective for the free assets
strategy is to maximise investment fair value conditional to risk limits.
Risk is evaluated along the lines of economic capital and as such it is also the
overarching risk limit. To operationalise this further, it is likely that there are
additional risk limits for the investment centre for credit grades, geographical
regions, currencies, and industries. Economic capital is determined as the
change in fair value due to the various market factors and further developed in
section 4.6. In addition, there may also be other risk measures like volatility of
investment returns for external communication purposes.89
The performance of the investment centre is the added investment fair value.
This is due to regular long-term investing and to managing credit spreads. The
fair value of most asset classes are easily determined, as they are mostly
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publicly traded securities. The non-traded securities like real estate and
mortgages are generally valued relatively simple as valuation models exist.90
Consequently, the relative performance measure of the investment centre is
RAROC.
4.5.5

Taking it All Together

Let us now evaluate whether we have solve the problems we identified in
section 4.3. The first problem is that an integral performance measure provides
management with inadequate information to control the insurance firm as a
whole. In the Marktzinsmethode, the central performance measure is fair value.
Fair value is evaluated for the underwriting and investment centre respectively
and then aggregated to arrive at total fair value for the entire firm. The same
holds for the risk measure. In the Marktzinsmethode, the two risks are clearly
separated. Therefore, the first two problems have been solved. The third
problem is that the insurance unit has inappropriate measures to influence all
value changes. Separating the two value components resolved this issue as
well.
The fourth up to the sixth problems of section 4.3.3 are related to goalcongruence. These problems have all been resolved by choosing the
appropriate transfer price. Alternatives to choose different transfer prices have
not been evaluated above, because the risk-free rate already satisfied our most
important problem. This leads to a situation of liability-driven investments
combined with investment-driven underwriting.
This means that we have also satisfied the criteria in section 4.5, because
performance and risk are measured uniquely and allocated to the responsibility
centre that has the instrument to manage the risk.
4.6

RISK MEASUREMENT

In the concept that we have just developed, the asset risks are totally
transferred to a specialised investment unit. The underwriting unit bears no
market, mismatch or interest rate risk anymore. This section explains how these
risks are measured and managed within the investment centre.
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4.6.1

Market Risk Management and ALM

The investment centre bears only interest rate risks and other market risks.
Market risk measurement and management has been topics of an enormous
wealth of literature developed over the past decade.91 Valuation of both assets
and the liabilities have been extensively described.92 Interest rate models play
an important role in these valuation frameworks. In line with section 4.3.1,
duration is an appropriate measure for small interest rate shocks. However, in
the context of economic capital we are looking for larger shocks as well.
Therefore, Smink explains that scenario techniques93 are the best instruments
for capturing market risks.
Next to managing the (mis)match position, the investment centre is also
responsible for managing the capital base. It is likely that this investment
portfolio will contain more risky assets, like stocks or real estate. Risk drivers
here are equity prices, interest rates, credit spreads94 and real estate values.
For economic capital, an aggregate model will include models for the fair value
changes for each of these risk drivers and their interactions. In the area of
equity prices and interest rate risks, a wealth of literature is available on how to
model these risk drivers in terms of economic capital.95 Monte Carlo simulation96
plays an important role in these methods. Commonly, each risk driver is
modelled separately and then they are combined through the use of correlation
factors.
The interest rate risk model starts with generating interest rates from a scenario
generator. The most famous interest rate models97 are the models from
Vasicek98, Cox, Ingersoll, Ross,99 and Hull and White100 Per generated interest
rate scenario, it is possible to determine the fair value of the assets and the
liabilities and consequently the value of equity. These values are the value over
an one year time horizon, consistent with the economic capital principle. When
generating a sufficient amount of scenarios, one determines the total probability
distribution of the value of equity. From this economic capital is the difference
between the worst-case value and the expected value. Please note that, if the
expected value over an one year time horizon is higher than the current value
(and hence a value-profit is expected), economic capital equals the difference
between the worst-case and the current value. This is because it is not sensible
to hold capital against the expected profit.
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In principle, the same method is used for the other market risk drivers as well:
stock prices, real estate value, currency rates, and credit spreads. An important
difference is that interest rates have a direct effect on the fair value of assets as
well as the fair value of the liabilities. The other market risk drivers have effect
on the fair value of assets only, except for embedded derivatives in the
liabilities. Without embedded derivatives, there would be no need to evaluate
the fair value of liabilities due to changes in these market risk drivers. One
should calculate an amount of economic capital per market risk driver. Finally,
these are combined through the use of correlation in order to determine the
effect of diversification.
In theory, there would be one model per risk driver. However, in practice we see
that there are separate models for geographical regions. For instance, for Dutch
insurers it is common to model European interest rates separately from U.S.
interest rates. The same holds for investments in emerging markets. Because
that is practical implementation of the concept we have developed, we will not
discuss this more in detail here.

• Interest rate model
• Equity model
• Real estate model
• Credit spread model
• … other models …
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Figure 4.8: Market Risk Economic Capital
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4.6.2

Credit Risk Management

In addition to market risk, the investment centre bears the credit risk of non-riskfree securities. This includes bonds and mortgages, but may as well include the
credit risk on derivatives. In the area of banking, the amount of literature101 on
these topics has virtually exploded due to the availability of modern credit
scoring models and due to the importance of Basel II. Furthermore, some
commercial credit risk models have been developed like Credit Risk, KMV and
CreditMetrics.102 All of these models have been developed for the banking area
but are equally well suitable for insurance firms because they are all valuebased taking into account credit migration risk as well. We will not go into detail
on these models here but discuss how they are used in our framework of
economic capital for insurance firms.
However, let us discuss a difference between banking and insurance firstly.
Traditionally banks issue loans with the objective to keep the loan to maturity.
When credit problems with the counterpart occur, default is the most important
variable. Naturally, banks limit the loss at default by collateral. The Basel II
proposals focus on default situations mostly. We see the same emphasis in the
simpler credit models,103 while more advanced credit models104 look at the value
of a loan (which also includes credit migration). Insurers traditionally have the
objective of investing in high credit quality securities105 in order to fulfil liabilities
when they become due. Here, credit standing is an important factor.106 Trading
occurs when securities violate certain credit rating thresholds. For insurers, it is
the credit migration rather than the credit default that is most important.
Concluding, we are likely to see a difference between the simpler banking
models and the insurance models. This problem is resolved by using more
advanced credit models.
The structure of credit models include four risk parameters:107 credit rating,
credit amount, recovery rate, and credit migration. The probability of default is
derived from the credit rating. The credit amount of bonds is generally fixed over
the lifetime, as it is uncommon to include additional credit lines in traded
securities. The other parameters are stochastic. Therefore, it is relatively simple
to derive a best-estimate value and a worst-case value of a credit portfolio
through simulation.108 This holds for all securities, including bonds as well as
mortgages.
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Figure 4.9: Credit Risk Economic Capital

4.6.3

Performance Measurement through RAROC

The RAROC of the investment centre focuses on the investment risks and
mismatch risks only. We have explained that the investment centre is entirely
run on a fair value basis. Because market prices can be observed for most
securities, the fair value is not difficult to determine. However, for non-traded
securities like mortgages fair values can be derived from the available valuation
models that we have described in the previous sections. This includes fair
valuation of embedded options like prepayment.109 Hence, the RAROC is
relatively simple to determine as it is the added fair value divided by economic
capital.
4.7

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE OF THE MARKTZINSMETHODE

Now, let us investigate the functioning of the Marktzinsmethode in an example.
This section assumes a simple life insurance policy, bought by a 50-year old
client at a premium of € 65,000 at t=0. The policy pays a lump sum of € 100,000
at age of 65 or 90% of that amount at death if earlier. For simplicity, we assume
a simplified mortality rate structure: the probability that the policyholder dies at
age 64 is 0.25 and the probability that he survives age 65 is 0.75. The net
present value of these expected cash flows is € 1,985 for the insurer (=65,000(14,875+48,140)) at a risk-free discount rate for a 14 and 15 year maturity as
depicted in Table 4.11. For simplicity we assume a flat yield curve for two
periods in the distant future. In practice, we will see a small slope. Table 4.10
shows the interest rate assumptions of this example.
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8-11 year
12-15 year

Risk-free
interest rate
2.9 %
3.0 %

Credit interest
rate
3.9 %
4.0 %

Table 4.10: Example Interest Rates

If mortality expectations remain stable over the period considered, the
underwriting centre creates € 60 of value over the year considered. In this
section, we assume a certain amount of economic capital. The next chapter will
illustrate how economic capital is calculated with the models developed in
chapter 2. With economic capital assumed to be € 3,000, RAROC is 2.0 %.
Here, we assume that the policy is sold in a previous period (t=0). If the policy is
sold at t=1, the added value of the first year would include the total value of the
cash flows (€ 1,985) on top of the € 60 presented in Table 4.11. Consequently,
RAROC (one year) in the first year would be 68.2% (i.e. (1985+60)/3000).
Additionally, RAROC (lifetime) is 7.9% (i.e. 1985/25000, the latter being the
assumed NPV of economic capital over the total lifetime of the policy).
Time t=1
Age of client
Dead at age 64
Probability
Payment
Expected
NPV
Alive at age 65
Probability
Payment
Expected
NPV
NPV total policy

Time t=2
50

51

€
€
€

0.25
90,000
22,500
14,875

€
€
€

0.25
90,000
22,500
15,321

€
€
€
€

0.75
100,000
75,000
48,140
1,985

€
€
€
€

0.75
100,000
75,000
49,584
2,045

Value added:
Economic Capital:
RAROC (one year):

€
€

NPV (Economic Capital):
RAROC (lifetime):

€

60
3,000
2.0 %
25,000
7.9 %
Table 4.11: Performance of the Underwriting Centre

Liabilities of the underwriting centre are perfectly matched with risk-free assets,
i.e. internal transactions with the investment centre. The NPV of the liabilities
are € 14,875 and € 48,140 for the 14 and 15 years bucket respectively as these
are the expected cash flows of the policy. These cash flows are cash flow-
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matched with the investment centre by internal transactions. Therefore, the
assets of the underwriting centre are only internal transactions. The balance
sheet of the underwriting centre is as follows (see Table 4.12).
Time t=1
Assets
Internal transaction, 14yr
Internal transaction, 15yr
Liabilities
Riskfree, 14 yr
Riskfree, 15 yr
Total Value

Time t=2

€
€
€

14,875
48,140
63,015

€
€
€

15,321
49,584
64,905

€
€
€
€

14,875
48,140
63,015
0

€
€
€
€

15,321
49,584
64,905
0

Table 4.12: Balance Sheet of the Underwriting Centre

The investment centre ignores potential deviations in mortality rates. The
liabilities of the investment centre are the assets of the underwriting centre. In a
perfectly matched situation, the maturities of assets and liabilities of the
investment centre are equal. In addition, the investment centre invests in
corporate bonds rather than risk-free bonds. Because of the credit risk involved,
the expected return is higher than on risk-free bonds. The return of the
investment centre is the return on the investments minus the cost of the internal
transactions. This investment strategy makes a RAROC of 7.3 % (see
Table 4.13). Economic capital is assumed to be € 10,000 to compensate for the
credit risk involved. This is under the assumptions that interest rates remain
stable. We will relax this assumption below.
Time t=1
Assets
Corporate bonds, 14yr
Corporate bonds, 15yr
Liabilities
Riskfree, 14 yr
Riskfree, 15 yr
Total Value
Added value
Economic Capital
RAROC

Time t=2

€
€
€

15,592
49,974
65,566

€
€
€

16,216
51,973
68,188

€
€
€
€

14,875
48,140
63,015
2,551

€
€
€
€

15,321
49,584
64,905
3,283

€
€

732
10,000
7.3 %

Table 4.13: Balance Sheet of the Investment Centre without Mismatch Position
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In practice, it is likely that the investment centre will have a mismatch position.
Rather than investing in credits with exactly the 14 and 15 year horizon, they
might as well have a credit portfolio with a shorter maturity and consequently
bear reinvestment and mismatch risk with an amount of economic capital
associated with it. The total economic capital equals € 20,000 because the
mismatch and the credit risk. Bearing this mismatch adds less value than in the
perfectly matched situation above. As economic capital has increased as well,
RAROC decreases to 3.3 %.
Time t=1
Assets
Corporate bonds, 10yr
Corporate bonds, 9yr
Liabilities
Riskfree, 14 yr
Riskfree, 15 yr
Total Value
Added value
Economic Capital
RAROC

Time t=2

€
€
€

15,592
49,974
65,566

€
€
€

16,200
51,923
68,123

€
€
€
€

14,875
48,140
63,015
2,551

€
€
€
€

15,321
49,584
64,905
3,217

€
€

666
20,000
3.3 %
Table 4.14: Balance Sheet of the Investment Centre with Mismatch Position

Thus far, we assumed that no interest rate changes have occurred over the
period. Relaxing this assumption means that the value of both portfolios will
change over time when interest rates rise. Here, we investigate the effect of a
100 basispoint parallel increase in interest rates (see Table 4.15). Although our
example ignores the convexity of interest rate curves, the conclusions will hold
as well. Hence, we keep it simple here.

8-11 year
12-15 year

Time t=1
Time t=2
Risk-free
Credit interest
Risk-free
Credit interest
interest rate
rate
interest rate
rate
2.9 %
3.9 %
3.9 %
4.9 %
3.0 %
4.0 %
4.0 %
5.0 %
Table 4.15: Example Interest Rates – Parallel Interest Rate Change
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Time t=1
Assets
Corporate bonds, 10yr
Corporate bonds, 9yr
Liabilities
Riskfree, 14 yr
Riskfree, 15 yr
Total Value
Added value
Economic Capital
RAROC

Time t=2

€
€
€

15,592
49,974
65,566

€
€
€

15,005
47,634
62,639

€
€
€
€

14,875
48,140
63,015
2,551

€
€
€
€

13,513
43,311
56,824
5,816

€
€

3,265
20,000
16.3 %
Table 4.16: Balance Sheet of the Investment Centre after Interest Rate Change

Due to the increase in interest rates, both assets and liabilities decrease in
value. As liabilities decrease further than assets, an interest rate increase
creates € 3,265 value for the investment centre as a whole. In this scenario
RAROC is 16.3 %. (see Table 4.16) Please recall that the underwriting centre is
perfectly matched and consequently interest rate changes have no effect.
Now, let us consider the effects of mortality rate changes. These will have no
effect on the investment centre, but may cause a mortality-mismatch position at
the underwriting centre. In the period observed, the underwriting centre
achieves new insights: the probability of early death appears to be 0.30 rather
than the 0.25 initially assumed. As a result, the expected cash flows change
and the NPV of the total insurance policy becomes € 2,286. The underwriting
centre has added positive value in the observed period and materialised a
positive 10.0 % RAROC (see Table 4.17).
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Time t=1
Age of client
Dead at age 64
Probability
Payment
Expected
NPV
Alive at age 65
Probability
Payment
Expected
NPV
NPV total policy

Time t=2
50

Value added:
Economic Capital:
RAROC:

51

€
€
€

0.25
90,000
22,500
14,875

€
€
€

0.30
90,000
27,000
18,386

€
€
€
€

0.75
100,000
75,000
48,140
1,985

€
€
€
€

0.70
100,000
70,000
46,278
2,286

€
€

301
3,000
10.0 %
Table 4.17: Performance of the Underwriting Centre after Changing Mortality Assumptions

The balance sheet of the underwriting centre has changed due to the changing
mortality rates. There is a mismatch between initially expected and currently
expected mortality rates, creating € 241 of value. The total amount of added
value of € 301 consists of two components. Firstly, € 241 is due to favourable
developments of mortality rates (see Table 4.18). Secondly, € 60 is due to
bearing the mortality risk and this amount is equal to the prior situation when
mortality rates would remain stable.
Time t=1
Assets
Internal transaction, 14yr
Internal transaction, 15yr
Liabilities
Riskfree, 14 yr
Riskfree, 15 yr
Total Value

Time t=2

€
€
€

14,875
48,140
63,015

€
€
€

15,321
49,584
64,905

€
€
€
€

14,875
48,140
63,015
0

€
€
€
€

18,386
46,278
64,664
241

Table 4.18: Balance Sheet of the Underwriting Centre after Changing Mortality Assumptions

4.8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter discussed the assets and the mismatch position of insurance firms.
It answers our sixth research question on the management control aspects of
the mismatch position. To be able to answer it, section 4.2 developed the
concept of Management Control and the leading theories in this area.
Section 4.3 described the matching process of insurers and uncovered the
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following six major problems relating to conditions for effective control and goal
congruence:
 Management has an inadequate model and inadequate information of the
state of an insurance policy as performance is measured integrally;
 The same holds for risks;
 The insurance unit lacks the appropriate instruments to influence effects of
all value changes of investments. This includes value changes due to credit
spread and default as well as embedded optionalities;
 The insurance unit has no incentives to design products that can be easily
matched on the financial markets. There is no feedback from the investment
units to the insurance units.
 The insurance unit has no incentives that limit them from granting free
embedded options, which are costly for the investment unit and as a result
for the organisation as a whole.
 The investment centre is incentivised by the underwriting centre (rather than
management) to invest in more risky securities when the latter wants to set
a lower premium.
Section 4.4 explained that banks basically have similar problems and argued
that the Marktzinsmethode solves these problems. Virtually all banks have
implemented this method for management control purposes. Whilst the concept
is well-known in banking, it is totally new for insurance firms. Yet, investigating
this principle in insurance promotes the convergence (see chapter 1) in
management control methods.
Section 4.5 developed the concept of the Marktzinsmethode for insurance firms
by establishing two responsibility centres: the underwriting centre and the
investment centre. The transfer price for the internal transactions is an
important aspect. Section 4.5.2 argued that it should be set at the risk-free rate,
like swap rates. The remainder of section 4.5 discussed the objectives of the
two responsibility centres and the performance and risk measures. It concluded
that implementing the Marktzinsmethode resolves the six problems summarised
above. That answers our sixth research question (‘What is an appropriate
method for the management control of an insurer’s mismatch position?’) from a
theoretical perspective.
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Section 4.6 discussed that isolating the ALM and investment risks from the
underwriting risks makes market and credit risk measurement relatively simple.
It provides an overview of model structures such that economic capital can be
calculated. Scenario modelling plays an important role.
Section 4.7 is an example of the Marktzinsmethode on the level of an individual
policy. It shows how performance and risk are measured and how it results in
RAROC. Ultimately, this answers our sixth research question.
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5
5.1

A CASE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is a practical illustration of our risk management and economic
capital framework. It demonstrates the operation of the framework for fair value
and economic capital that has been developed in the preceding chapters. And it
supplements the conclusions from the interviews described in section 2.7.
Section 5.2 discusses methodological aspects of performing case study
research. Section 5.3 provides an introduction on our case: a practical non-life
insurance firm. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 discuss the underwriting and investment
risks respectively. Section 5.6 aggregates the results. Section 5.7 provides
some reflections on the outcomes of our research, extending the conclusions
towards life insurance. Section 5.8 concludes.
5.2

METHODOLOGY

A case study is one of multiple research designs in the area of social science.
Yin defines a case study as “… an empirical enquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the
boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.”1 Yin
explains that a case study is especially relevant for research questions of the
form ‘how’ and ‘why’ in which the researcher has little control over the
behavioural events.2 Case study research is often exploratory, i.e. it investigates
how or why a certain phenomenon occurs. Other research methods like
experiments and surveys aim to answer questions like ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’, or
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‘how much/many’.3 These methods can be descriptive, explanatory or
predictive.4 Remenyi et al. describe two forms of case studies:5 (1) case study
as evidence-collection device to support a hypothesis or theory, and (2) case
study as narrative to provide understanding of phenomena. This chapter applies
the first form of case study research.
This chapter poses the question: “Can the framework for fair value and
economic capital be applied to an insurance firm?” The unit of analysis is
economic capital methods, i.e. multiple methods because there are
measurement models for each risk category defined in chapter 1. This chapter
investigates how these models can be applied in an insurance firm, its real-life
context. In case study research, as in any academic research, reliability and
validity are important aspects. Yin discusses tactics to deal with each of these
aspects.6 A research is valid if the operational measures relate to the
phenomena being studied (construct validity), if causal relations are established
(internal validity), and if the results can be generalised to other cases (external
validity). To cover validity of the research and its conclusions, the case study is
extensively reviewed by our supervisors.
Due to time limitations and data availability, we have not been able to do
multiple case research. This would have strengthened the validity. A case study
is reliable if it can be repeated, with the same results. Yin notes that the
emphasis is on doing the same case study again rather than doing another
case study. Therefore, we carefully documented the procedures we have taken
and this documentation has been reviewed by our supervisors.
The case in this study is a non-life insurer. Some of the data sources in this
case study are confidential. Therefore we have anonymised the data by
investigating only a part of the insurer’s portfolio so that total amounts and size
of the insurer’s risk exposure in any of the risk categories cannot be derived
from the data in our research.7 The process of anonymising the data has also
carefully been supervised. Data sources in this case study are annual reports,
(confidential) supervisory reports, internal memos, data from internal
management accounts, internal investment portfolio databases, and data from
actuarial tests.
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The case focuses on a non-life insurance firm. It derives the fair value and the
economic capital through the methods developed in chapter 2 and 4. The
concepts used in this case study are similar for life and non-life insurance. We
have chosen to focus on non-life insurance for two reasons.
Firstly, valuation measures for life insurance are further developed than for nonlife insurance. Chapter 2 explains that for instance the embedded value method
has been operational in life insurance for quite some years. The fair value
measures of our risk management framework are extensions of the principles
underlying embedded value. However, such valuation methods for non-life
insurance are less obvious. Little alternatives to accounting measures are
described in literature. However, the principles are identical to life insurance.
Therefore, this case study focuses on non-life insurance to illustrate the fair
value and economic capital principles in a no-too-obvious area.
Secondly, we have chosen for a non-life case study because the data used in
non-life insurance are better accessible than life insurance data. The latter are
often ‘locked’ in embedded value software. Specific training is necessary to use
this software. Alternatively, unlocking the data required scarce actuarial staff
capacity of the specific insurance firm that has been unavailable at the time of
our research. Non-life insurance data however has been available in the
common tools. Therefore, this case study concentrates on non-life insurance.
5.3

CASE DESCRIPTION

This case study discusses a multi-line insurance firm operating predominantly in
the Netherlands. Its customer base is private individuals only. It operates three
product lines:
 Motor, protecting against vehicle damage and accident liability;
 Property, protecting the home and the home content against multiple
hazards like fire and theft;
 Liability insurance, protecting against any (non-motor) liability against third
parties.
Figure 5.1 and 5.2 depict the insurer’s respective balance sheet and its profit
and loss statement. The technical provisions on the balance sheet consist of
three components. The calamity provision is to absorb any extreme events.
Under the recent accounting rules of IFRS, it is no longer allowed. The technical
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provision for claims is to cover claim payments. Claim provisions include short
tail and long tail claims. Events underlying the claims may be from the year
under consideration (short tail) or from prior years (long tail). The claim
provision consists of estimates of observed claims already occurred and of
estimates of so-called IBNR-claims (Incurred-But-Not-Reported). The unearned
premium provision is to cover for premiums that have been received in the
period under consideration, but include insurance coverage for a different
period than accounted for in the annual accounts. The investments of this
insurance firm consist of real estate, stocks, bonds (both corporate and
government bonds), mortgages and liquid assets.
Assets

Balance Sheet

Real Estate

€

69.4 Shares

€

Stocks

€

58.5 Reserves

€ 143.7

Bonds

€ 509.8

Mortgages

€ 105.3 Technical provisions

Liquid Assets

€

Liabilities
1.0
€ 144.7

62.0 Unearned Premium

€ 194.6

Claims Provision

€ 460.5

Calamity Provision

€

5.2
€ 660.3

€ 805.0

€ 805.0

Table 5.1: Balance Sheet

Table 5.2 shows the profit and loss statement. Part of the premiums received
(also called: gross premiums) are directly transferred to reinsurers. Additionally,
the technical provision for Unearned Premiums influences the premium income.
Investment income is partly a return due to unrealised value changes and partly
due to realised returns (like coupon payments and dividends). The costs of the
insurer roughly consist of claim-related expenses and operational costs
(€ 177.2 mio). Claim-related expenses are incurred claims less amounts
recovered from reinsurance plus the changes in the technical provisions for
claims.
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Profit and Loss Statement
Premiums Received

€ 458.7

Reinsurance Premium

€

30.4-

Change Techn. Prov.

€

2.3

Investment Returns

€

54.6

Realised Returns

€

7.9

Claims

€ 256.9

Reinsurance Cover

€

16.4-

Change Techn. Prov.

€

36.6

Operational Costs

€ 177.2

€ 430.6

€

62.5

€ 277.1
€ 177.2
Net Profit Before Tax

€

38.8

Table 5.2: Profit and Loss Statement

The investment portfolio is an important risk driver. As the investment portfolio
is measured on fair value basis, the focus of risk management is to avoid
decreases in value. The day-to-day asset management is outsourced to a
professional asset manager, with customised investment mandates including
risk limits. However, the strategic asset allocation is approved by the Board of
Directors of the insurer through an annually updated investment plan. It includes
the principles underlying the mandates, the risk appetite, and the target asset
allocation to asset classes. Periodic ALM studies are input for the investment
plan. The investment portfolio consists of five major components (see also
Figure 5.3):
 Real estate, both commercial and private real estate;
 Stocks, a well-diversified portfolio of industries and geographies;
 Bonds, including government and corporate bonds;
 Mortgages, only private mortgages; and
 Liquid assets.
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Fixed Income Portfolio
(€ 509.8 mio)

Total Investment Portfolio
(€ 805.0 mio)

Other

Stocks
Real Estate
Liquid

7.3%

A

8.6%

5.2%

12.4%

Assets

AA

8%

5.4%
AAA

Mortgage
13.1%

Fix ed

6.1%

Income

Gov ern't

63.3%

bonds
72%

Figure 5.3: Composition of Total Investment and Fixed Income Portfolio

Insurance underwriting is performed through multiple distribution channels like
banks, insurance intermediaries and direct writing (like internet). To manage the
underwriting risk position, the insurance firm transfers parts of its exposure to
reinsurers, as is common in the industry. The reinsurance program consists
mostly of excess-of-loss contracts to limit the total loss in the event of a
catastrophe. A reinsurance program exists to limit credit risk exposure to
reinsurance firms, including limits per reinsurance firm, per geographical
regions, and per credit rating category.
In this case study, economic capital is calibrated to an A-rating. This means that
the confidence level that relates to the unexpected loss (c.f. UL or worst-case)
is set at 99.95%. Next to the risk categories described in this chapter, the
insurance firm also applies simple measurement approaches for operational risk
and business risk. However, as we have not discussed these risks in our thesis,
we will ignore them here as well. The discount rate used in this case study is
the risk-free interest rate curve. It is the interest rate on Dutch government
bonds.8 Additionally, the cost of (equity) capital used throughout this case is
15%. It is determined by applying CAPM.9 This chapter applies the cost of
(equity) capital used by the insurance firm. Please note that amounts are
expressed in € 1,000 unless explicitly otherwise noted.
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Figure 5.4: Risk-free Interest Rate Curve (Used as Discount Rate)

5.4

UNDERWRITING RISKS

The underwriting risk is reflected in observed claim volatility and the volatility in
the run-off of claims. Claim volatility is commonly measured by the claim ratio:
the sum of claims in a particular year divided by the premiums received. When
claim ratio is over 100% in a particular year, it indicates that claims are higher
than premiums received in that year and premiums have been insufficient to
cover claims. It is appropriate here to measure the claim ratio net of reinsurance
coverage. Figure 5.5 shows the claim ratios over time of the three products.
Whilst Motor and Liability insurance are relatively stable over time, the claim
ratio of Property insurance is more volatile.

Hi s t or i cal C l ai m Pat t er n

Claim Rat io
100%

80%

Mot or

60%

Liabilit y

40%

Pr opert y

20%

0%
1995

1997

1999

2001

2003

2005

Figure 5.5 Historical Claim Pattern
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Chapter 2 explains that underwriting risk for non-life insurance is classified into
three components:
 Premium risk: volatility of claim frequency and amount in a particular year;
 Reserve risk: volatility of claims run-off over time; and
 Catastrophe risk: risk of large, catastrophic events. These are modelled
separately from premium risk.
5.4.1

Premium Risk

Premium risk is calculated through estimating two probability distributions for
the claim frequency and claim amount separately. Then, these probability
distributions are combined into one compound distribution. Figure 5.6 shows the
probability for claim frequency and claim amount for the product Liability. The
appendix to this chapter discusses the derivation of the parameters and the
compound distribution more in detail (see Appendix A.1). The parameters for
the other products are different, but the structure is similar.
P r oba bi l i t y
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Probability Distribution
Claim Frequency

1
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A nnua l numbe r of c l a i ms

P r ob a bi l i t y

0

100

Probability Distribution
Claim Am ount

200

300

400
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600

700
800
C l a i m a m o unt

Figure 5.6: Probability Distributions for Premium Risk

The combination of the two probability distributions provides the compound
probability distribution (see Appendix A.1). From the compound probability
distributions per product, we can derive the annual expected loss (c.f. EL or
best-estimate) and the unexpected loss (c.f. UL or worst-case loss), calibrated
at 99.95%. As the 99.95th percentile includes EL, economic capital is the
difference between EL and UL (see Table 5.7). Total premium risk economic
capital is € 213.2 mio.
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Premium Risk

Economic Capital

EL

UL

Motor

€

115,526

€

49,032

€

164,558

Property

€

54,145

€

46,907

€

101,052

Liability

€

43,481

€

8,512

€

51,993

€

213,152

€

104,451

€

317,603

Table 5.7: Premium Risk Economic Capital per Product

5.4.2

Reserve Risk

Reserve risk relates to volatility of claim run-off. It is determined using the loss
triangle method as discussed in section 2.3. The loss triangle distinguishes per
claim payment the accident year (the year in which the accident happened, i.e.
the policy is sold) and the development year (the year in which new information
concerning the claim becomes available resulting in additional technical
provisioning). Especially long tail insurance like liability insurance is exposed to
reserve risk, because it can take a number of years before the final amount of a
claim can be determined. Whilst the impact of reserve risk is more prominent in
Liability insurance, the principle does also hold in Property insurance. The major
difference is that the run-off period is shorter. Because that makes it easier to
explain, this section will discuss the reserve risk calculation of Property.
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15,113

15,307
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16,521

16,805

2004

12,642

16,651

2005

11,676

Figure 5.8: Initial Loss Triangle for Property Insurance

The loss triangle of Figure 5.8 shows that the run-off of the Property insurance
is 6 years. Please note that the amounts in the loss triangles of this section are
cumulative amounts. For policies sold in 2003, total claim amount is € 16.8 mio
of which only € 12.5 mio had been estimated in 2003. Over the course of 2004
and 2005, € 4.3 mio has been provisioned additionally. The insurance firm of
our case study applies the Mack method to determine the missing part of the
loss triangle. Figure 5.9 shows the completed loss triangle.
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Figure 5.9: Completed Loss Triangle for Property Insurance Based on Expected Loss

The completed loss triangle can be determined based on expectations and
expected loss (Figure 5.9), but the Mack method also determines volatility in the
run-off pattern. Most loss triangle software provides standard confidence levels
for the run-off pattern. Therefore, Figure 5.10 shows the completed loss triangle
based on unexpected loss (based on a confidence level of 99.95%). Figure 5.10
is based on the observation that the unexpected run-off pattern is based on a
51% higher run-off than the expected run-off.
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Figure 5.10: Completed Loss Triangle for Property Insurance Based on Unexpected Loss

As the loss triangles in both Figure 5.9 and 5.10 are cumulative, we can derive
the cash flows by subtracting all amounts in the subsequent development years.
This results in a ‘marginal loss triangle’ (see Appendix A.2). For example, the
expected cash flow for the accident year 2005 in the 3rd development year is
€ 217,000 (=€ 15,708,000 – 15,491,000, see Figure 5.9).
Discounting all subsequent cash flows by the risk-free rate provides us with the
fair value for the expected and the unexpected scenario respectively.
Table 5.11 shows the economic capital.
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Reserve Risk

Economic Capital

Fair Value based
on EL
€
190,753

Fair Value based
on UL
€
209,733

Motor

€

18,980

Property

€

2,374

€

80,943

€

Liability

€

5,452

€

9,111

€

14,564

€

26,806

€

280,808

€

307,614

83,317

Table 5.11: Reserve Risk Economic Capital per Product

5.4.3

Catastrophe Risk

The insurance firm has operated for a number of years a commercial model to
measure catastrophe risk10 for objectives like reinsurance purchase and general
risk assessments of the insurance portfolio. More recently, this model has been
used to determine economic capital as well. The catastrophe model estimates a
total loss amount for a particular year, given the portfolio composition, based on
seismological and meteorological information. The outcomes are allocated to
the products using expert opinion correlation factors. Because there is little
relation between catastrophic events and liability insurance, the catastrophe risk
economic capital is only allocated to Motor and Property (see Table 5.12).
Catastrophe Risk

Economic Capital

Motor

€

35,205

Property

€

34,908

Liability

€

-

€

70,113

Table 5.12: Catastrophe Risk Economic Capital per Product

5.4.4

Total Non-Life Underwriting Risk

The insurance firm in our case study calculates the total amount of economic
capital using correlations and matrix multiplication. It takes into account two
levels of diversification. Firstly, there is diversification between the products
within the various risk sub-categories (i.e. premium, reserve, catastrophe risk)
Secondly, there is diversification between the various risk sub-categories within
the total underwriting risk category. This last step determines the total
diversified underwriting risk economic capital. The appendix discusses the
diversification matrices and the calculation (see Appendix A.3). Whilst the sum
of the undiversified numbers is € 310.1 mio, total diversified economic capital is
€ 164.8 mio (Table 5.13). Total diversification benefit is 53.1%(=71.9%x 73.9%).
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Economic Capital

Premium Risk

Reserve Risk

Catastrophe Risk

Total

Motor

€

115,526

€

18,980

€

35,205

€

169,711

Property

€

54,145

€

2,374

€

34,908

€

91,427

Liability
€
Undiversified
€
Diversification Between
Products

43,481

€

5,452

€

-

€

48,933

213,152

€

26,806

€

70,113

€

310,071

29.8%

20.1%

25.8%

28.1%

€

63,479

€

5,383

€

18,115

€

86,977

€

149,673

€

21,423

€

51,997

€

223,094

€

58,267

€

164,827

Diversification Between Underwriting Risks

26.1%

Diversified Economic Capital

Table 5.13: Economic Capital per Product and Total Diversified Underwriting Risk Economic Capital

To manage its total underwriting risk exposure, the insurance firm purchases
reinsurance cover through a program containing multiple layers and multiple
counterparties. This involves credit risk because there is a risk that reinsurers
cannot fulfil their obligations when they become due. Section 5.5 discusses the
credit risk of reinsurance involved.
5.4.5

Fair Value and the Market Value Margin

The amount of economic capital can be used to derive the total amount of fair
value as defined in chapter 2. Please recall that the fair value is the sum of the
expected value and a market value margin to reflect the underwriting risks in the
portfolio. The cost of capital is 15% (section 5.3). Table 5.14 shows how the
total fair value of € 431.8 mio is calculated. Fair value based on EL only is
€ 385.3 mio (=104.4+280.8), and then the MVM is added as the cost of holding
economic capital.
Economic Capital

Fair Value
(Premium Risk)

Fair Value
(Reserve Risk)

MVM

Motor

€

169,711

€

49,032

€

190,753

€

25,457

Property

€

91,427

€

46,907

€

80,943

€

13,714

Liability

€

48,933

€

8,512

€

9,111

€

7,340

€

104,451

€

280,808

€

46,511

€

431,769

Total Fair Value

Table 5.14: Undiversified Economic Capital per Product

It is interesting to investigate the relation between value of the technical
provisions as represented in the accounting balance sheet (c.f. Table 5.1) and
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the fair value calculated in Table 5.14. Only the liability side of the balance
sheet changes, because assets are already fair valued. The technical
provisions for unearned premiums remain unchanged. The calamity provision
disappears under a fair value regime, because no directly observable
obligations underlie this provision. Its value is transferred to equity as a reserve.
The major change is the claims provision. Traditionally, the claims provision is
an undiscounted amount, while the fair value principle takes into account the
time value of money. Additionally, the traditional claim provision includes a
number of prudence levels, at the discretion of the actuary. The fair value
measure does not include any of these ‘hidden’ prudence buffers. As a
consequence, there is a release of € 75.2 mio (=460.5 – 385.3) from the claims
provisions.
On top of the fair value claims provision based on expected loss, there is a
market value margin to reflect for risk (i.e. unexpected loss) in the claims
provision. This market value margin (€ 46.5 mio) can be considered as cost of
bearing the risk as discussed in section 2.5. Moreover, it should be considered
a part of equity capital as a hybrid form. On top of this, there is a reserve
release of € 34.0 mio (= 177.7 - 143.7). This number can also be determined
the sum of the reserve release of € 75.2 mio plus the calamity provision of
€ 5.2 mio less the market value margin of € 46.5 mio. The total of the release is
added to the equity capital (see Table 5.15).
Balance Sheet

Liabilities (Book Value)

Liabilities (Fair Value)

Shares

€

1.0

€

1.0

Reserves

€

143.7

€

177.7

MVM (hybrid capital)

€

-

€

46.5

€

144.7

€

225.2

Technical provisions
Unearned Premium

€

194.6

€

194.6

Claims Provision

€

460.5

€

385.3

Calamity Provision

€

5.2

€

-

€

660.3

€

579.8

€

805.0

€

805.0

Table 5.15: Balance Sheet – Accounting and Fair Value Representation

Section 5.6 discusses the capital adequacy of the fair value balance sheet.
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5.5

INVESTMENT RISKS AND ALM

The mismatch is an important risk management or ALM instrument through
which risks can be increased and decreased. Chapter 4 discusses the use of
the Marktzinsmethode to manage the mismatch position and to avoid
interference between underwriting and market risks. Central aspect of the
Marktzinsmethode is cash flow patterns of both assets and liabilities.
Section 5.4 has derived the expected cash flow pattern of the liabilities from the
loss triangle (see Table 5.8). The cash flow pattern of the investments can be
determined from the portfolio. The investment database provides us with
principal and coupon payments of the fixed income portfolio. This includes the
embedded prepayment option of the mortgage portfolio.
The investment centre provides internal investments to the underwriting centre
so that the latter is perfectly matched from a market risk perspective. This
implies that the investment centre bears all the market and ALM risks.
Figure 5.16 shows the cash flow pattern of the investment centre.
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Figure 5.16: Cash Flow Pattern of Investment Centre

Given the nature of the non-life business, there is large short term peak in the
liabilities. However, the investment centre considers this a ‘fixed kernel’ of
liabilities that can consequently be invested with a longer time horizon in order
to achieve higher investment returns. However, the duration of the assets (ca. 5
years) is significantly longer than the duration of the liabilities (ca. 2 years). The
investment centre pays a transfer price that relates to risk-free interest rates to
the underwriting centre. Consequently, if the realisation of the underwriting
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variables equal the initial assumptions (like claim estimates), the underwriting
centre makes a fair value return on the existing business that equals
discounting the liabilities one year less.
5.5.1

Market Risk Calculations

Our case study firm distinguishes the following market risk variables: volatility of
real estate prices, volatility of stock prices, interest rate volatility, and credit
spread volatility. Currency risk is entirely hegded in its investment plan, so there
is no economic capital charge in the calculation for currency risk.
The market risk calculation consists of the following components.
1. Develop a separate simulation model for each of the market risk variables;
2. Per model output, determine the value of the investment portfolio and the
liability portfolio (consequently, the fair value of the insurance firm as a
whole).
3. Determine the total probability distribution of the total firm fair value per risk
variable;
4. Finally, from the probability distribution, take the expected value and the
value that corresponds with the 99.95th percentile.
The most important risk driver is interest rate risk. Changing interest rates have
effect on both assets and liabilities. For the other parameters, it is not necessary
to evaluate the liability value in each step of the simulation process. This is
specifically true for the non-life business as there are little embedded options
that relate to investment returns. In life insurance, the value of liabilities relates
to the market risk parameters for instance due to minimum guarantees and
profit sharing. Therefore, the market risk simulations may be more elaborate for
life products than in our case study insurance firm.
Table 5.17 presents the outcomes of the simulations (see Appendix A.4). The
diversification factor of 72% is derived from the similar matrix multiplication
process described in Appendix A.3.
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Equity Price Risk

Economic
Capital
€
17,657

Interest Rate Risk

€

39,527

Real Estate Risk

€

10,791

Credit Spread Risk

€

1,605

Undiversified

€

69,580

€

19,707

€

49,873

Market Risk Drivers

Diversification

28.3%

Diversified Economic Capital

Table 5.17: Diversified Market Risk Economic Capital

5.5.2

Credit Risk Calculations

Credit risk stems from the corporate bond and mortgage portfolio and from the
exposure on reinsurers. Figure 5.3 shows that the rating classes in the bond
portfolio are relatively high quality. Also the reinsurance counterparties are of
high credit standing (Figure 5.18).
Reinsurance Counterparties
BBB+
3.0%
A-

AAA
3.0%

39.4%

AA
12.1%

AA-

A
18.2%

12.1%
A+
12.1%

Figure 5.18: Credit Risk of Reinsurance Counterparties

Credit risk calculations for economic capital are performed in credit risk model
based on counterparty ratings, loss given defaults, exposure (nominal bond
value) and migration matrices for the bond portfolio. The reinsurance credit risk
calculation is based on the credit rating of the particular reinsurer and the
maximum reinsured amount for the various reinsurance contracts, programs
and layers. Expected loss is determined based on the standard credit risk
multiplication.11 Unexpected loss is assumed a multiple of the expected loss.12
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The credit risk calculation of the bond portfolio is based on a simulation in which
for a given bond with a particular rating, the simulation determines the expected
value based on the current rating. Rating migration (see Appendix A.5) is
simulated to determine the value based on unexpected losses due to rating
migration (or, even default). Table 5.19 provides the results. The diversification
benefit (see Appendix A.3) between the three credit risk components is
relatively low, because credit risk in the bond portfolio outweighs the other
components.

Corporate Bonds

Economic
Capital
€
63,326

Mortgages

€

361

Reinsurance

€

5,598

Undiversified

€

69,285

€

5,621

€

63,664

Credit Risk Drivers

Diversification

8.1%

Diversified Economic Capital

Table 5.19: Diversified Credit Risk Economic Capital

5.6

TOTAL ECONOMIC CAPITAL AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

This section evaluates the performance measures for the insurance firm. The
profit and loss statement is adjusted to incorporate fair value. We evaluate the
underwriting and the investment centre separately. Firstly, section 5.6.1
evaluates the total economic capital position of the insurance firm as a whole.
5.6.1

Total Economic Capital

The previous sections have determined the economic capital for the various risk
categories. This section summarises the total amount of economic capital.
Figure 5.20 shows how the various economic capital components add up taking
into account diversification. The percentage numbers show the diversification
effects. For example, the sum of the non-life underwriting risk components is
€ 223.1 mio. Total underwriting risk is only € 164.8 mio, because there is a
diversification benefit of 26.1%, and 164.8 = 223.1 x (100-26.1%) (small
differences exist due to rounding).
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Total Risk
209.2
24.8%
Investment
Risk

Underwriting
Risk

-

-

Market Risk
49.9

Credit Risk
63.7

Non-Life Risk
164.8

28.3%

8.1%

26.1%

Equity Risk
17.7

Bonds
63.3

Premium Risk
149.7

Interest Rate
Risk 39.5

Mortgage
0.4

Reserve Risk
21.4

Real Estate
Risk 10.8

Reinsurance
5.6

Catastrophe
Risk 52.0

Non-financial
Risks

Life Risk

Operational
Risk

Business Risk

Credit Spread
Risk 1.6

Figure 5.20: Total Economic Capital, including Diversification Effects

When comparing the fair value balance sheet (Table 5.15) with the outcomes of
the economic capital calculation (Figure 5.20), it shows that the firm is
overcapitalised. Required capital (economic capital) is € 209.2 mio, whilst
available fair value capital is € 225.2 mio. There is € 16.0 excess capital. For
the firm as a whole, this excess capital needs to be taken into account when
calculating a total firm Return on Equity (ROE).
Total economic capital is allocated to the various products as depicted in
Table 5.21 and Figure 5.22. The investments consume most economic capital,
the sum of market and credit risk excluding reinsurance credit risk
(108.4 = 49.9 + (63.7 - 5.6)). Performance of the underwriting and investment
centre is further discussed below.

Motor

€

90.2

Reinsurance
Credit Risk
€
2.6

Property

€

48.6

€

2.6

Liability

€

26.0

€

-

€

-

€

26.0

Investement Centre

€

-

€

-

€

108.4

€

108.4

€

164.8

€

5.1

€

108.4

€

278.4

€

69.1

€

209.2

Underwriting Risk

Investment Risk

Total Risk

€

-

€

92.8

€

-

€

51.2

Diversification

25%

Total Economic Capital

Table 5.21: Diversified Economic Capital per Risk Category
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300

€ mio

Total Economic Capital
€ 108.4

€ 278.4

250
€ 209.2
200

€ 26.0
€ 51.2

150
100

€ 92.8

50
0
Motor

Property

Liability

Inv estments

Total EC

Div ersified
EC

Figure 5.22: Allocation of Total Economic Capital

5.6.1

Underwriting Centre Performance

The underwriting centre is evaluated based on the changes in fair value on the
underwriting risks. Table 5.14 shows the fair value at the end of the year.
Similar to the methods described in section 5.4, one can derive the fair value at
the beginning of the year. The difference is that no premiums have yet been
received for that year, no new claims have arisen, and a shorter run-off period
for the existing claims from prior (accident) years (see Appendix A.2). If claims
occur and develop according to expectation, the fair value change is exactly
according to the risk-free return. In practice the fair value change reflects new
insights in claim expectations and deviations from the expectation. Table 5.23
indicates that the total fair value change over the year 2005 is € 265.9 mio.

Motor

Fair Value of
Claims 2005
€
132,295

Fair Value 2005
(Reserve Risk)
€
190,753

Fair Value 2004
Fair Value Change
(Reserve Risk)
€
148,079 €
174,969

Property

€

62,303

€

80,943

€

65,659

€

Liability

€

11,698

€

9,111

€

7,475

€

77,587
13,334

€

206,296

€

280,808

€

221,213

€

265,890

Table 5.23: Fair Value Changes in 2005

This plays an important role in the RAROC calculation. Table 5.24 calculates
RAROC by subtracting the fair value change from the premium. Then,
operational costs are subtracted from that. This can be called the fair value
profit of the underwriting centre for the various products. Within RAROC, the
underwriting unit receives an additional economic capital benefit on top of the
fair value profit to reflect that economic capital can be invested at the one-year
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risk-free rate of 2.30%. RAROC is the quotient of the fair value profit plus the
economic capital benefit and the economic capital for the products.
It is appropriate to allocate the reinsurance credit risk capital to the underwriting
centre13 because the underwriting centre has the responsibility for reinsurance
purchase. Reinsurance is an important mitigation technique for underwriting
risk, in exchange for a reinsurance credit risk exposure.
Motor
Premium

Property

€ 277.4

Fair value 2005

€ 323.0

Fair value 2004

€ 148.1

Operational Costs

Liability

€ 132.2
€ 143.2

430.6

€ 65.7

€

7.5

€ 175.0

€ 77.6

€ 13.3 €

265.9

€ 78.2

€ 35.9

€ 13.2 €

127.2

€ 24.2

€ 18.7

Economic Capital Benefit

€

€

RAROC

€

€ 20.8

Fair Value Profit

Economic Capital

Total

€ 21.0

4.0

2.2

€
€

5.5- €

3.9

4.4- €

41.4

€ 28.2

€ 20.9

€

€ 172.3

€ 94.0
22.2%

€ 48.9 €
-8.9%

16.4%

37.5

1.1 €

170.0
24.3%

Table 5.24: RAROC Profit and Loss Statement for the Underwriting Centre

The underwriting centre as a whole performs well: the RAROC is 24.3%, which
can be calculated by dividing the summed amounts of fair value profit by the
sum of diversified economic capital (see Table 5.24). Please note that the
economic capital benefit of the underwriting centre (€ 3.9 mio) is less than the
sum of the products (4.0 + 2.2 + 1.1=€ 7.3 mio) due to diversification.
It may seem that the underwriting centre does not benefit from the investment
income. That is incorrect: the underwriting centre receives only risk-free returns
on its investments (internal transactions with the investment centre). These
returns are reflected in the calculation by the NPV-method of the fair value of
the claims. Discounting with one year less (than at the beginning of the year)
implies receiving the risk-free return on investments.
5.6.2

Investment Centre Performance

The investments are fair valued under the IFRS regulation, also in our case
study insurance firm. This means that the reported investment income is the
sum of fair value changes and cash investment income from dividends and
coupon payments. In 2005, this amounts to € 62.5 mio with total investment risk
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economic capital of € 108.4 mio (i.e. market risk and non-reinsurance credit
risk). According to the Marktzinsmethode, the investment centre transfers part
of its investment income to the underwriting centre, i.e. the risk-free return on
the liabilities and the economic capital benefit of the underwriting centre as a
whole. The investment return on economic capital of the investment centre itself
is already included in the investment returns. Because this should not be
considered as regular investment income, it is first subtracted and then reflected
as the economic capital benefit. This also avoids double counting. The
investment centre produces a RAROC of 10.1% (see Table 5.25).
Investment
Investment Returns

€ 54.6

Realised Returns

€

7.9
€ 62.5

Internal Transfer to Underwriting
Centre
Investment Return on Economic
Capital

€ 51.6
€

2.5
€ 54.1

Fair Value Profit

€

8.4

Economic Capital benefit

€

2.5

€ 10.9
Economic Capital
RAROC

€ 108.4
10.1%

Table 5.25: RAROC Profit and Loss Statement for the Investment Centre

5.6.3

The Insurance Firm as a Whole

Table 5.26 produces the RAROC per product, the two responsibility centres and
for the firm as a whole. Please note that the diversification benefit of the
underwriting unit as a whole has not been allocated to the individual products.
The same holds for the diversification benefit for the insurance firm as a whole.
As a result, the capital benefit for the firm as a whole is lower than the capital
benefit of the sum of the two responsibility centres. Total firm RAROC is 24.2%.
Total firm ROE, taking into account excess capital, is 20.4% (= 45.9/225.2, i.e.
the latter being total available fair value equity capital (c.f. Table 5.15)).
Figure 5.27 highlights the RAROC per product and over the EC consumption.
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Economic
Capital

Fair Value Profit

Capital Benefit

Performance

RAROC

Motor

€

24.2

€

4.0

€

28.2

€

172.3

16.4%

Property

€

18.7

€

2.2

€

20.9

€

94.0

22.2%

Liability

€

5.5- €

1.1

€

4.4- €

48.9

-8.9%

€

37.5

€

7.2

€

44.7

€

315.2

14.2%

Underwriting Centre

€

37.5

€

3.9

€

41.4

€

170.0

24.3%

Investment Centre

€

8.4

€

2.5

€

10.9

€

108.4

10.1%

€

45.9

€

6.4

€

52.3

€

278.4

18.8%

€

45.9

€

4.8

€

50.7

€

209.2

24.2%

Total Firm

Table 5.26: Performance Measurement of the Insurance Firm as a Whole

RAROC (%)
25%
20%

RAROC per product

Property

Motor
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15%
10%
Inv estment

5%

EC ( € mio)

0%
-5%

0

50

100

150

200

250

300
Liability

-10%

Figure 5.27: RAROC per product

5.6.4

Solvency position

Recall the balance sheet (Figure 5.1) showing total equity of the insurance firm
(shares plus reserves) of € 144.7 mio on a total balance sheet of € 805.0. The
total equity capital base is 18% (i.e. =144.7/805.0). The minimum solvency
requirement under the Solvency I regulations is the maximum of two calculation
methods14 (see Table 5.28). Total required solvency margin is € 71.3 mio.
The discrepancies between the required solvency margin (€ 71.3) and the
amount of economic capital (€ 209.2) illustrates the crudeness of the Solvency I
requirements.
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Method 1: Premium based
Total Premium

Method 2: Claims based
€

Amount above € 50 mio

€

16% of Premiums> € 50 mio

€

18% of € 50 mio

€
€

483,252 Total claims 2005

€

264,768

Total claims 2004

€

256,194

433,252 Total claims 2003

€

243,957

Plus: provisions end 2005

€

300,575

Less: provisions start 2003

€

229,323

€

836,172

69,320 Average claims over 3 yrs

€

278,724

€

243,724

23% of Claims> € 35 mio

€

56,056

26% of € 35 mio

€

9,100

€

65,156

9,000 Amount over € 35 mio
78,320

Reduction (factor 91%)

€

Total Solvency Margin

€

71,271 Total Solvency Margin

7,049 Reduction (factor 91%)

Total Solvency Margin

€

71,271 (highest of both)

€

5,864

€

59,292

Table 5.28: Solvency Requirements Based on Current Solvency I Regulations

As total available equity capital is € 144.7, there is a buffer of about 100%
above the minimum requirement. Such a high buffer above the minimum is
relatively common in the insurance industry. It may reflect the crudeness of the
Solvency I regulations.
However, total diversified economic capital is € 209.2 mio. This implies a capital
deficit of € 64.5 mio (=209.2-144.7) compared to the internal capital
requirement. However, please note the concept of Economic Capital is based
on fair value and therefore, economic capital should be compared with fair value
equity capital. Figure 5.15 showed that available equity capital on a fair value
basis is € 225.2 mio. Therefore there is 8% buffer (225.2/209.2=7.6%) above
the internal minimum capital requirement.
5.7

EXTENSIONS TOWARDS LIFE INSURANCE – REFLECTIONS

Thus far, this chapter investigated the implementation of the fair value and
economic capital framework in the insurance firm that is present in our case
study. Life insurance remained out of scope of the discussions. As indicated on
page 155, we have deliberately chosen to investigate a non-life case study. This
section makes some general reflections on how to extent the case study results
towards life insurance without actually performing a second case study.
Life insurance is more cash flow-oriented than non-life insurance. This is due to
the long maturity of life products and the relatively high initial costs: an
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accounting profit does not reflect performance well at all. Therefore, the
embedded value method has been developed to overcome these problems.
And because embedded value (and its alternatives like European and marketconsistent embedded value) exists in practice, cash flow patterns are available
for the management control of the life business. The embedded value
philosophy has resulted in ‘cash flow awareness’ in the life business. The
embedded value method has shortcomings that are resolved by fair value.
Implementing the concept of fair value and economic capital seems to be less
difficult than in non-life insurance because the philosophy is already existent.
There is a difference in emphasis between the underwriting risks of life and nonlife insurance. For the majority of the non-life products, the premium risk
referring to the current year is most important. Reserve risk is less dominant.
That is precisely opposite for life insurance: mortality experience over a one
year horizon is relatively stable. Hence the ‘premium risk’ (or volatility risk in the
IAA definition) is relatively unimportant. When extrapolated over the entire
lifetime of the product, volatility of mortality can have large consequences:
‘reserve risk’ (or trend risk/parameter risk) is dominant.
The long term of life insurance also requires proper investment of the insurance
liabilities. There has been an increasing focus on ALM and ‘liability-driven
investment’. Therefore, we believe that implementing the Marktzinsmethode in
life insurance is simpler than in non-life insurance.
Embedded options and profit sharing are predominantly present in life rather
than non-life insurance. Again, this relates to the importance of investments and
the long time horizon of the products. This has important consequences for the
practical implementation of the Marktzinsmethode in life insurance that are not
present in our case study. However, the differences are on the practical
implementation, not in the concept.
Summarising, there are some differences between life and non-life insurance.
Consequently, the numbers and emphasis of the various risks are different.
However, the concepts are similar. Therefore, we believe our results could be
generalised towards the area of life insurance.
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5.8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The previous chapters have developed a risk management framework of fair
value and economic capital. This chapter describes a case study to investigate
whether the framework will ‘work’ in practice. Section 5.2 poses the question
“Can the framework for fair value and economic capital be applied to an
insurance firm?”
This chapter has shown how economic capital methods are applied by
illustrating the underlying risk models of an insurance firm in practice. For
confidentiality, the results have been anonymised.
Reliability and validity are important aspects to generalise the results. To
achieve reliability and validity we carefully logged calculations and analyses.
This chapter has shown that the framework can indeed be applied to a practical
non-life insurance firm. Additionally, section 5.7 expressed a belief that the
framework is also valid for life insurance because the concepts are equal. Only
numbers and emphases differ between life and non-life insurance.
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Yin (1994), p. 13
Yin (1994), p. 6
3
Yin (1994), p. 6
4
Remenyi et al. (1998), p. 108
5
Remenyi et al. (1998), p. 164
6
Yin (1994), p. 33
7
Additionally, not all models that we apply in this case study are applied by the insurance
firm in its day to day operations.
8
Source: Robeco
9
As discussed in section 2.5.8, estimating the cost of capital can be problematic and this
holds for this case as well. For practical reasons, we apply the cost of capital approach used
by the firm. It is based upon the following parameters: risk-free rate: 10-yr Dutch government
bond 4%, equity risk premium 5%, beta 1.0. This yield a post-tax cost of capital of 9%, which
equals 14% pre-tax. It is rounded to 15%. Source: Cost of Capital Analysis (2002), internal
document
10
As discussed in section 2.6, catastrophe risk is a specific part of premium risk. Here, it is
modelled separately because the case study firm already uses a catastrophe-model.
11
Expected Loss = Probability of Default times Loss Given Default times Exposure at Default.
Exposure at Default is maximum reinsured amount, Loss Given Default is assumed fixed at
45%. See for instance Basel II (2005), art. 211
12
i.e. 6, based on rating ambition of 99.95% and a probability distribution.
13
The credit risk of reinsurers is equally allocated to Motor and Property Insurance.
14
Please note that for the calculation of the solvency margin for the product liability insurance
the premiums and claims have to be increased by 50%.
1
2
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 5

This Appendix supplements chapter 5.
PREMIUM RISK ECONOMIC CAPITAL CALCULATION

A.1

Premium risk is calculated by estimating two separate probability distributions
that are finally combined into one compound probability distribution. The claim
frequency is modelled by a Poisson distribution as suggested by Kaas et al..1
This section discusses the premium risk economic capital calculation for the
product Liability. The parameter and outcomes for the other products are
different, but the structures of the calculations and the methods used are
similar. The parameter of the Poisson distribution equals the mean and also the
variance. For the product Liability we estimate a Poisson distribution with
parameter 0.344.
P r oba bi l i t y

0

Probability Distribution
Claim Frequency

1

2

3
Annua l number of cl a i ms

Figure A.1: Probability Distribution for Claim Frequency
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Figure A.2 provides a histogram and probability
amounts. The claim amount distribution for Liability
distribution as proposed by Kaas et al..2 The
parameters 1.35 and 0.00714 respectively. Both the
amount distributions are provided by Figure 5.6.
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distribution of the claim
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Figure A.2: Histogram of and Probability Distribution of Claim Amount

Once the parameters for the separate distributions are known, they can be
combined into one compound Poisson distribution3 described by mean (α/β) and
variance (α/β2) which we can derive from the data. Γ(α) is the so-called Gammafunction.
P ( λ) =

Γ( λ + α ) β α
λ!Γ(α )(1 + β ) λ+ α

Figure A.3 plots this function and derives the mean value and the 99.95%quantile. The numbers are € 8.5 mio and € 52.0 mio respectively, and these are
also provided by Table 5.7. Therefore, economic capital for Liability insurance is
€ 43.5 mio.
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Figure A.3: Compound Probability Distribution

A.2

RESERVE RISK

Section 5.4.2 explains the concept of the loss triangle to calculate reserve risk
economic capital. The calculation uses a loss triangle based on expected loss
(Figure 5.9) and a loss triangle based on unexpected loss (Figure 5.10). Here,
we explain how we derive the cash flows from a completed loss triangle. Fair
value is calculated by discounting the cash flows using risk-free rate.
Figure A.4 equals Figure 5.9 and is the completed loss triangle based on
expected loss.
i

k
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1

2

3

4

5

6

4,919

5,924

5,936

5,940

5,944

5,946

2001

9,297

12,402

12,530

12,551

12,550

12,551

2002

11,499

15,113

15,307

15,359

15,362

15,363

2003

12,542

16,521

16,805

16,848

16,850

16,851

2004

12,642

16,651

16,873

16,915

16,917

16,918

2005

11,676

15,491

15,708

15,748

15,751

15,751

Figure A.4: Completed Loss Triangle for Property Insurance Based on Expected Loss (See Figure 5.9)

From this we derive the cash flows per development year by subtracting the
amounts from subsequent years. For example, the additional cash flow needed
in the 3rd development year of 2005 is 15,708,000 – 15,491,000 = 217,000.
Performing this calculation for all accident and development years provides the
‘marginal loss triangle’ (Figure A.5).
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i

k
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2
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1,005
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1
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2

1

2004

12,642

4,009
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3

1

2005

11,676

3,815

217

40

2

1

Total

62,575

19,527

1,058

200

14

6

Figure A.5: Loss Triangle Cash Flow Pattern based on EL

A similar analysis on the completed loss triangle based on unexpected loss
results in the two figures below. Figure A.6 equals Figure 5.10 and is the
completed loss triangle based on unexpected loss. It results in the marginal loss
triangle based on unexpected loss by subtracting the amounts from subsequent
development years. For example the cash flow in the 3rd development year of
2005 is 18,033,000 – 17,700,000 = 333,000. Figure A.7 provides the cash flows
per accident and development year.
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Figure A.6: Completed Loss Triangle for Property Insurance Based on Unexpected Loss (See Figure 5.10)
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Figure A.7: Loss Triangle Cash Flow Pattern based on UL

Having the cash flow pattern available for the expected loss and unexpected
loss situation, we can calculate the fair value difference between the two. The
NPV of the cash flows under expected loss assumptions is 80,927 and the NPV
of cash flows under unexpected loss assumptions is 83,044 (see Figure A.8).
Economic capital of 2,117 is the difference between these two numbers. This
corresponds to Table 5.11.
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year
Cash flow (EL)
NPV

1

2

62,575

19,527

3
1,058

4
200

5
14

6
6

21,736

1,293

268

21

9

80,927

Cash flow (UL)

62,575

NPV

83,317

Economic Capital

2,390

Figure A.8: NPV based on EL and UL, Resulting in Economic Capital

To calculate the fair value at the beginning of the year, Figure A.9 and A.10
perform the same calculation, but discount with one year less than Figure A.8.
Figure A.10 equals Figure A.5, but also shows the expected cash flows in the
start of the year. For example, in the row of the second development year, the
difference between 19,527 and 15,712 is 3,815. Figure A.10 calculates the
value by discounting the cash flows by the risk-free rate.
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Figure A.9: Completed Loss Triangle for Property Insurance Based on Expected Loss
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3
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Figure A.10: NPV based on ‘end-of-year’ and ‘start-of-year’ Cash Flows

A.3

DIVERSIFICATION

Diversification effects are calculated by correlation matrix multiplication.
Correlation matrices are provided for the three insurance products. Additionally,
there are correlation matrices for diversification within one risk category and for
diversification between risk categories. The correlation matrices are based on
expert opinion. Figure A.11 shows the correlation matrices.
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Intra-risk

Motor

Motor

Property

Liability

Inter-risk

Premium risk

Reserve risk

Catastrophe
Risk

100%

10%

25% Premium risk

100%

25%

0%

Property

10%

100%

10% Reserve risk

25%

100%

0%

Liability

25%

10%

0%

0%

100%

Credit Risk

Bonds

Bonds
Mortgages
Reinsurance

Total Risk
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Reinsurance

Total Risk

Underwriting
Risk

Market Risk
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0%
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Figure A.11: Diversification Matrices

Matrix multiplication is the standard calculation method to take into account
diversification. The formula below shows the calculation of the diversification
effect for premium risk economic capital (see Table 5.13). Because
undiversified premium risk economic capital is € 213.2 mio and diversified
premium risk economic capital is € 149.8 mio, the diversification effect is 29.8%.
EC div. =

[EC undiv ]× [corr.]× [EC undiv. ]

⎡115,526⎤ ⎡100% 10% 25% ⎤ ⎡115,526⎤
= ⎢⎢54,145 ⎥⎥ × ⎢⎢ 10% 100% 10% ⎥⎥ × ⎢⎢54,145 ⎥⎥
⎢⎣43,481 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 25% 10% 100% ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣43,481 ⎥⎦
= 149,673

This results in the diversification effects as depicted in Table 5.13, Table 5.17,
Table 5.19, Figure 5.20, and Table 5.21.
A.4

MARKET RISK

The market risk calculation consists of the components described in
section 5.5.1. The market risk variables are estimated by a Nelson-Siegel
autocorrelation model including mean-reversion.4 Therefore the expected
interest rate equals the current interest rate curve. The interest rate curve is
used to value the cash flows of assets and liabilities, resulting in total value. In
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2005 the total value is € 178.7 mio, which corresponds with Figure 5.15 (i.e.
shares plus fair value reserves equals 1.0 + 177.7 = 178.7 mio).
When applied in the simulation process, the model produces a value of the
insurance firm per interest rate path. Figure A.12 provides the interest rate
developments over time and shows next year’s expected value in the expected
interest rate scenario (i.e. € 185.6 mio) and the 99.95th percentile scenario
(€ 146.3 mio). Economic capital is the difference between these two values.
Interest Rate

Value based on UL
€ 146.3 mio

Interest Rate Paths

8%

6%

4%

Expected Value (2006)
€ 185.6 mio

2%
Current Value (2005)
€ 178.7 mio
0%
2005

2007

2009

2011

2013

2015

2017

2019

Figure A.12: Interest Rate Paths and Resulting Values

A.5

CREDIT RISK

The credit risk calculation is based on simulation in which for a given bond with
a given credit rating the value development within one year is calculated. Given
the current credit rating, the model determines next year’s rating and
consequently next year’s value per simulation path. The rating migration matrix
is provided in Table A.13.
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AAA

AA

AAA

97.03

2.96

AA

0.48

88.02

11.48

2.11

A

A

BBB

BB

B

0.18

CCC-C

88.71

7.72

1.23

BBB

4.68

88.6

5.26

0.88

BB

0.4

7.18

74.1

10.75

B

0.32

0.64

3.57

78.57

5.85

2.38

4.76

59.52

CCC-C

3.59

Table A.13: Credit Risk Migration Matrix
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6

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter concludes our total research. The first chapter started by
describing the developments in the area of insurance supervision and by
observing convergence in the financial industry. This convergence takes place
both through the phenomenon of Bancassurance and All-Finanz and through
Alternative Risk Transfer (ART) techniques. This urges for identical risk
measurement methods in the banking and the insurance industry. Also, the first
chapter observed that while the concept of Economic Capital arises as best
practice risk management method in banking, its application in insurance has
remained relatively underexposed. Therefore, we wondered if we could design
a risk management framework for insurance firms. We posed ourselves the
following research question: ‘What is an appropriate risk measurement and
economic capital framework for insurance firms. How can insurance supervisors
use this framework for supervisory purposes?’
To be able to answer this main research question, we unravelled it into six subquestions. The chapters 2, 3, and 4 answer these. Chapter 5 tests the models
and methods in a case study. This last chapter brings these answers together
for answering our main question. The following sections summarise the
answers to the sub-questions and concluding in an overall answer on our main
research question. Also, this chapter describes the limitations to our research
and the recommendations for further research.
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6.1

ONE COHERENT FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC CAPITAL AND FAIR

VALUE

This section will discuss the economic capital framework and the concept of fair
value within insurance firms.
6.1.1

Conclusions and Answers to the Research Questions

The first research question is ‘What is the concept of Economic Capital?’
Section 2.2 describes economic capital as an overarching umbrella that brings
different risks under a same denominator. Economic capital is being used in
banking for allocation of scarce resources, at the senior management level
(performance measurement and capital allocation) up to the level of individual
products (risk-based pricing). Economic capital is determined via the statistically
determined worst-case unexpected loss within a one-year time horizon. The
performance measure RAROC plays a central role in the economic capital
framework.
The second research question is ‘What is an appropriate valuation method for
insurance liabilities that adequately takes into account risks?’ Chapter 2 argues
that the current accounting system fails to reflect risks adequately and that fair
value is better capable to take risk into account. The problem is that insurance
liabilities are not actively traded in a liquid secondary market and therefore
frequent trading (fair) values are unavailable.
Traditional valuation methods determine the value by discounting the expected
cash flows by a discount rate higher than the risk-free rate. Methods like CAPM
are commonly used to determine the discount rate. Section 2.5 argues that
these methods cannot be applied to insurance liabilities. Therefore, section 2.5
developed a valuation method to determine the fair value of insurance liabilities.
Fair Value =

∑
t

Cash flow at time t
(1 + rf ) t

+ Market Value Margin

The fair value of insurance liabilities consists of two components: the bestestimate and a market value margin. The best-estimate is determined by
discounting expected future cash flows with a risk-free discount rate. Expected
future cash flows are determined by the loss triangle method and mortality
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tables for non-life and life insurance respectively. The market value margin is
calculated as the cost of holding risk capital, i.e. economic capital. Section 2.5
argues that a market value margin related to a cost-of-capital approach should
be preferred over a percentile approach. The latter is frequently proposed in
reviews of accounting and solvency systems (like IFRS, Solvency II). Therefore,
the approach of section 2.5 is relatively new in the area of insurance. The total
fair value can only be determined after the economic capital is known. As it
includes elements that are specific to the individual firm, this fair value measure
is an entity-specific fair value. One of the specific elements is the cost of capital.
Section 2.5 discusses that applying CAPM can be problematic for a number of
reasons. Unfortunately, these problems have not been resolved to date.
The third research question is: ‘How can we use this method to determine
economic capital for underwriting risk?’ Section 2.6 develops a method that is
consistent for life and non-life insurance. It is based on the loss triangle method
and mortality tables. Section 2.6 develops this method for non-life and life
underwriting risk specifically.

Worst-case
Loss
Triangles
risk driver

Worst-case
Mortality
Tables
risk driver

Best-estimate
Risk Margin
NPV
expected
cash flows
cost
of holding
economic
capital

Worst-case
Risk Margin
NPV
cash flows
cost
of worst-case
holding economic
capital

Economic
Economic Capital
Capital

Market
Value
Margin
Risk
Margin
cost
cost of
of holding
holding economic
economic capital
capital
Total Fair Capital
Value
Economic

Figure 6.1: Fair Value and Economic Capital for Insurance Firms
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Chapter 5 tests the framework for fair value and economic capital in a case
study. It illustrates the applications of the economic capital models and
consequently the calculation of the market value margin. The case study
applies the models to a non-life insurance firm. The numbers and outcomes
have been anonymised.
The developments of fair value and economic capital emphasise the importance
of a cash flow perspective for insurance firms. Cash flows are derived from the
loss triangles and mortality tables for non-life and life insurance respectively.
The concept of economic capital and fair value bring non-life and life insurance
closer together because the methods are basically identical.
We propose two versions of the performance measure RAROC for insurance
firms based on fair value. The lifetime-RAROC is suitable for, amongst others,
pricing whilst the one year-RAROC can be used for performance measurement.
RAROC lifetime =

Fair Value
× 100%
NPV(Economic Capital)

RAROC one- year =

6.1.2

Fair Value t =1 − Fair Value t = 0
× 100%
Economic Capital t =1

Limitations of the Research

The fair value based framework for economic capital for insurance firms is not
completely consistent with the economic capital framework that is present within
banking. This research has not been able to investigate all aspects of both
frameworks. Only first steps have been set to improve further convergence of
the risk models within banking and insurance.1 This limitation is especially
relevant when All-Finanz institutions wish to implement the economic capital
method. When inconsistencies persist, these may have far-reaching
consequences for pricing of products. Unfortunately, this research has not been
able to take the model consistency between insurance and banking as a design
criterion. This is a limitation of our research and more research is needed to
resolve this issue.
This thesis has briefly discussed the problems concerning the cost of (equity)
capital. Unfortunately, it has not resolved them. Although an impressive body of
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literature is available on the issue of the cost of capital in relation to the CAPM
and related theories, the essential problems have remained unsolved.2
However, we have chosen not to aim to resolve them, but applied CAPM
despite its important limitations.
Section 2.6 touches only briefly upon the categories of risk models. It seems
that insurers are starting to use actuarial models that fit probability distributions
to losses. This is contrary to econometric models that relate explanatory
variables to the losses. We have not been able to research to what extent
models can be improved by applying the econometric modelling approach. At
first glance it may be the case that a better understanding of the risk drivers will
improve the steering (management control) of the risks. Therefore, it may be
worthwhile to investigate to what extent risk models can be related to the
explanatory variables.
6.2

SOLVENCY II

This section discusses the fourth and fifth research question on the topic of
insurance supervision. Its final focus is the European Solvency II project.
6.2.1

Conclusions and Answers to the Research Questions

Our fourth research question is ‘What are the developments in the area of
insurance supervision?’ Chapter 3 discusses that the current E.U. insurance
supervisory framework has become outdated. A number of countries around the
globe have been reviewing their insurance supervisory frameworks, like
Australia, Canada, the Netherlands and Switzerland. Most reviews include an
increasing reliance on fair value of insurance liabilities. This includes a market
value margin as we discussed in the previous section. Chapter 2 proposes a
market value margin based on the cost-of-capital approach rather than a
percentile approach. Additionally, most Solvency review projects include
approaches in which internal models from the insurance firm may be used to
calculate the solvency requirement.
The Solvency II project reviews the total European supervisory framework. It
adopts the three pillar structure that is also present in Basel II. At this stage in
the process of Solvency II, there is much uncertainty on the exact outcomes
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because discussions on various issues are still too high-level. It is clear that fair
value will be the valuation principle for the insurance liabilities, but it is unclear
how the market value margin will be determined. Also, economic capital-based
approaches will be used for the solvency requirement. However, there is no
clarity on qualification criteria or exact formulae.
Our fifth research question is ‘What recommendations can we make to increase
effectiveness of these developments?’ Section 3.6 argues that the Solvency II
project is far too ambitious. It compared the Solvency II project to its banking
equivalent of Basel II. While Solvency II is further behind, it has more ambitious
objectives. Section 3.7 makes five recommendations to the Committee of
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Supervisors (CEIOPS), by
which the Solvency II project is run on behalf of the European Commission. The
recommendations answer the fifth research question. They are:
 CEIOPS should publish a concrete proposal as soon as possible;
 CEIOPS should prescribe an internal model structure for the internal model
approach;
 CEIOPS should include long term scenario analysis in Pillar 2;
 CEIOPS should not limit the asset management of insurance firms; and
 CEIOPS should adopt a cost-of-capital approach for the market value
margin;
6.2.2

Limitations of the Research

We have not been able to design a total set of formulae and internal model
criteria for the Solvency II project. With such a set we could have given our
interpretation to our own recommendations above and partially resolved the
problem. Initially, our research focussed on the Dutch insurance market and
there are still quite some discrepancies between the various European
countries. As a result, such an investigation would be a too large task in the
timeframe of our research. Additionally, this would have been quite optimistic for
one person given the total amount of staff that is currently allocated to the
Solvency II project in various insurance firms and other organisations.
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6.3

CONSEQUENCES FOR MANAGEMENT CONTROL

This section summarises chapter 4. It presents the management control
consequences for the matching process of insurers.
6.3.1

Conclusions and Answers to the Research Questions

This thesis presents an economic capital model for underwriting risks in
insurance firms. In addition, chapters 2 and 4 discuss the importance of
economic capital as a management control instrument. This includes capital
allocation and performance measurement. The sixth research question is ‘What
is an appropriate method for the management control of an insurers mismatch
position?’ Chapter 4 describes the current methods for matching assets and
liabilities. They result in three violations of the conditions for effective control
and three aspects of goal incongruence.
Therefore, chapter 4 develops the Marktzinsmethode separating the total
insurance firm into two responsibility centres: an underwriting and investment
centre. The demarcation between underwriting and investment is an innovative
view in the insurance industry, even though it is well-known in banking. The
underwriting risk is allocated to the underwriting centre and the investment risk
and mismatch position are allocated to the investment centre. The underwriting
centre invests its insurance liabilities at a risk-free rate of return in the
investment centre (see Figure 6.2).
Underwriting Responsibility Centre

Investment Responsibilit y Centre

Assets
Assets

Assets
Assets
(mismatch)
(mismatch)

Capital
Capital

Internal
Internal
transaction
transaction

Internal
Internal
transaction
transaction
(noinvestment
investment
(no
risk)
risk)

Internal
transfer
price

Liabilities
Liabilities

Figure 6.2: Marktzinsmethode in Insurance

Both responsibility centres are evaluated based on their fair value and
economic capital performance. Choosing the risk-free rate as the appropriate
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transfer price is very important because it resolves the problems of goal
congruence. Section 4.5.5 shows that this resolved the identified problems.
Chapter 5 tests the Marktzinsmethode in a non-life insurance firm through a
case study. The case study confirms our initial conclusions. As a result, the
management control framework for the insurance firm as a whole has improved.
6.3.2

Limitations of the Research

The concept of the Marktzinsmethode has been widely applied in banking.
However, its application in insurance is relatively limited. As a result there is
little practical experience with it. The concept of replicating portfolios described
by Pelsser3 only partially resembles the Marktzinsmethode, so there may be
some practical experience. An in-depth case study or a laboratory experiment
would provide much knowledge about its applicability. Also, it might provide the
necessary practical insight for insurance firms that consider practical
implementation. Unfortunately, we did not have an appropriate insurance firm
available with sufficient time and resources to test the Marktzinsmethode in
practice in the period of our research. It will be a valuable recommendation for
further research.
6.4

OVERALL CONCLUSION

Having answered our sub-questions, we return to our main research question
‘What is an appropriate risk management and economic capital framework for
insurance firms? How can insurance supervisors use this framework for
supervisory purposes?’
An appropriate risk management framework is based upon the fair value and
potential deviations of the fair value. We argued that fair value of insurance
liabilities consists of two parts: the best-estimate and the market value margin.
The best-estimate is determined by discounting expected future cash flows at
the risk-free rate. Economic capital is the difference between the worst-case
and best-estimate fair value. The market value margin equals the cost of
holding the economic capital.
Insurance supervisors, and especially those assembled in the Solvency II
project, should build upon the knowledge gathered by the industry. However, to
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provide an impetus to the implementation of economic capital models and the
knowledge in the industry, supervisors should present clear and relatively
simple formulae as soon as possible. Although it may seem paradoxical, it is a
necessary and intermediate step towards the holy grail of fully internal model
based supervision.
We have not researched the application the concept of Economic Capital in
itself. Nevertheless, there are still some interesting issues, like the calculation of
diversification effects, allocation of diversification benefits to business units, and
the application of a hurdle rate. We have not discussed these issues because
they are identical for insurance firms and banking. Before we can resolve them
in insurance firms, we first needed the economic capital models. And, it is likely
that part of the issues will be resolved in the banking industry firstly because
they are further ahead implementing of the concept of Economic Capital.
Speaking of diversification benefits. One of the reasons for the Bancassurance
and All-Finanz institutions has been the effect of diversification.4 As
diversification is treated explicitly in the concept of Economic Capital, we expect
this will be a driver for financial institutions to actively seek diversification. This
may be the first step towards further convergence in the financial industry.
6.5

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The availability of proper risk measurement methods for underwriting risk opens
the door towards further securitisation of insurance liabilities.5 There is
enormous experience with asset securitisation and there have been some
insurance securitisations. However, more research is needed on how to
structure and value such transactions. Having risk models in place to value
insurance liabilities will open the door towards repackaging and trading them.6
The availability of a deep and liquid secondary market is likely to resolve the fair
value issue for insurance liabilities as well. Paradoxally, the discussions on the
fair value market value margin will appear to have been necessary in order to
make it irrelevant. As soon as a market value can be observed, insurance firms
will depart the model based valuation method. Lowe concludes that it is the
industry’s challenge to improve information so that entity-specific values
converge into market values7 satisfying the Law of One Price (see
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section 2.5.2). Before, we arrive at that stage, it is necessary to better
investigate the potential basic structures for insurance liability securitisations
and the size and importance of the inherent risks.
The second recommendation for further research is on embedded options in
insurance products. The Marktzinsmethode requires that such options are
quantified and that the underwriting centre hedges the financial embedded
options at the investment centre. Plain guarantees can be valued relatively
simple using standard option theory. Other embedded options like U-return
guarantees may be more difficult to value because they cannot be fully hedged
in the financial markets and therefore they should remain in the underwriting
centre. Other options are partly related to client behaviour. Actuaries or financial
specialists may value these options as pure financial options. However,
research on mortgage prepayments has shown that financial option theory is
unable to predict mortgage prepayment accurately.8 The same may hold for
embedded options in insurance products.
This thesis has researched the application of economic capital for insurance
firms. Whilst pension funds are basically similar to life insurance firms, their
practical operation differs. For instance, pension funds are much more
dependent on public policy choices and political developments. Also, pension
funds have possibilities to limit indexing when developments turn out badly. This
is an important steering parameter. These aspects make pension funds just
different from insurance firms. However, Siegelaer is convinced that the
concepts of economic capital and RAROC will play an important role for
pension funds in the near future.9
Summarising, we arrive at the following recommendations for further research:
 How can we limit potential inconsistencies between the risk models present
in banking and insurance firms?
 How should we determine a cost of (equity) capital for an insurance firm,
given the present limitations of the existing theories?
 How can we build an econometric model for underwriting risk that relates
the risk to the underlying explanatory variables?
 What are the practical consequences of implementing the Marktzinsmethode in practice?
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What are available structures for securitising underwriting risks?
What are the embedded options in insurance products and how should their
risks be measured?
How can we apply the framework for fair value and economic capital in
pension funds?
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift gaat over risico management bij verzekeraars, in het bijzonder
over fair value en economic capital. Het economic capital concept is de
standaardmethode voor risicomanagement geworden bij banken, maar de
verzekeringssector lijkt achter te blijven. Er is echter weinig bekend over
economic capital modellen of toepassingen in het verzekeringswezen.
De doelstelling van dit onderzoek is om het bestaande management control
raamwerk van verzekeraars te verbeteren door een methode te ontwerpen om
risico’s en economic capital te meten. De overkoepelende onderzoeksvraag is:

“Wat is geschikt risico- en economic capital raamwerk voor
verzekeringsinstellingen? Hoe kunnen toezichthouders dit raamwerk
gebruiken voor het toezichtkader?”
Om deze vraag te beantwoorden, formuleert hoofdstuk 1 zes onderzoeksvragen:
1. Wat is het economic capital concept?
2. Wat is een geschikte waarderingsmethode voor verzekeringsverplichtingen
die rekening houdt met risico?
3. Hoe kunnen we deze methode gebruiken om het economic capital voor
verzekeringsrisico te bepalen?
4. Wat zijn de ontwikkelingen in het toezicht op verzekeraars?
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5. Welke aanbevelingen kunnen we doen om de effectiviteit van deze
ontwikkelingen te vergroten?
6. Wat is een passend raamwerk voor de management control van de
mismatch positie van een verzekeraar?
Hoofdstuk 2 beantwoordt de onderzoeksvragen 1, 2 en 3. Het economic capital
concept is een management control principe inclusief methoden om risico’s te
meten, waarbij het risico wordt gerelateerd aan verlies in het statistisch
bepaalde ‘slechtste scenario’ binnen een gekozen tijdsperiode. Op deze wijze
meet het economic capital concept verschillende risico’s op een consistente
wijze wat het vervolgens weer mogelijk maakt om risico’s als appels met appels
te vergelijken. Bij banken zijn er twee vormen economic capital modellen. De
EL-UL (Expected Loss, Unexpected Loss) methode kijkt naar verliezen in
boekhoudkundig resultaat. De VAR methode kijkt naar verlies in (actuele)
waarde. De prestatiemaatstaf RAROC speelt een centrale rol binnen het
economic capital concept vanwege vermogensallocatie en risk-based pricing.
Relevante risicomeetmethoden voor verzekeraars zijn kansverdelingen voor
schade en de schadedriehoek (schadeverzekeringen) en sterftetabellen
(levensverzekeringen). Kansverdelingen worden gebruikt om het aantal claims
en de omvang van de claims te bepalen. Schadedriehoeken worden gebruikt
om het uitlooppatroon van bestaande schademeldingen over de tijd te schatten.
Steftetafels worden gebruikt om het kasstroompatroon door de tijd vast te
stellen. Van oudsher worden deze instrumenten gebruikt om de technische
voorzieningen te bepalen. De huidige boekhoudregels houden echter onvoldoende rekening met risico. Het risico wordt impliciet meegenomen door de
voorzieningen prudent vast te stellen.
Recente ontwikkelingen spitsen zich toe op de actuele waarde (fair value) van
financiële instrumenten. Omdat er geen liquide tweedehands markt is voor
verzekeringsverplichtingen, kunnen we de actuele waarde niet afleiden van
recente transacties, de meest gewenste meetmethode die wordt voorgesteld
door onder meer de International Accounting Standards Board. Daarom wordt
de actuele waarde bepaald via waarderingsmodellen. De aanwezigheid van
risico stelt de modellen voor extra uitdagingen. Paragraaf 2.5 onderzoekt drie
actuele waarde modellen.
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1. Netto contante waarde-modellen waarbij risico wordt meegenomen door de
discontovoet aan te passen (in de noemer);
2. Netto contante waarde-modellen waarbij risico wordt meegenomen via een
risico-opslag bovenop de verwachte kasstromen (in de teller). De verwachte
kasstromen worden verdisconteerd met de risicovrije rente.
3. Arbitragemodellen waarbij de actuele waarde wordt afgeleid van een
portefeuille instrumenten met hetzelfde kasstroompatroon. Risico wordt hier
impliciet behandeld.
Van oudsher betekent het toepassen van de netto contante waarde methode
dat we een discontovoet kiezen die past bij het risicoprofiel, bijvoorbeeld via
CAPM. Echter, deze methodiek is niet mogelijk voor verzekeringsverplichtingen
om een aantal redenen (zie paragraaf 2.5). Datzelfde geldt voor
arbitragemodellen als optiewaardering. Daarom beargumenteert paragraaf 2.5
dat methode 2 het beste past binnen de moderne financieringstheorieën. Het
resultaat is een fair value maatstaf die bestaat uit een ‘best-estimate’ (netto
contante waarde van verwachte kasstromen, disconteren met een risicovrije
rente) en een ‘market value margin’ als prudentie maatstaf (Figuur S.1).
Fair Value =

∑
t

Kasstroom op tijdstip t
(1 + rf ) t

+ Market Value Margin

De market value margin moet men zien als vergoeding voor het te dragen
risico, maar tegelijkertijd fungeert het ook als buffer om risico’s op te vangen.
En dat laatste is identiek aan de functie van het economic capital. Om dit
ongewenste effect op te vangen, moet de market value margin fungeren als een
vorm van hybride eigen vermogen op de balans.
De Australische toezichthouder brengt een percentiel-benadering naar voren
voor de market value margin: een 25% percentiel bovenop de best-estimate. De
totale technische voorzieningen worden dus bepaald als het 75%-percentiel van
de kansverdeling (best-estimate is 50%, market value margin is 25%). De
Zwitserse toezichthouder introduceert een cost-of-capital benadering: de market
value margin bestaat uit de kosten om in de toekomst risico-vermogen aan te
moeten houden. Paragraaf 2.5 stelt dat de laatste methode het beste past in de
moderne financieringstheorieën. En het past bij het economic capital concept,
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waarbij vermogen, en niet prudentie in de technische voorzieningen, als buffer
dient voor risico. Aangezien de kosten van het eigen vermogen en de kalibratie
van het economic capital specifiek zijn voor een bepaalde verzekeraar, mondt
deze fair value definitie dus uit in een ‘entity-specific value’.

Verzekeringsbalans
Eigen
Equity
Vermogen

Prudentie
Prudence

Market Value Margin weerspiegelt
risico (Unexpected Loss)

Beleggingen
Assets

(actuele value)
(government)
bonds and other
asset classes

Verzekerings
verplichLiabilities
tingen

Verwachte toekomstige kasstromen disconteren met
risicovrije rentevoet levert de
‘Best-estimate’ waarde op
(inclusief Expected Loss)

Figuur S.1: Actuele waarde van verzekeringsverplichtingen is best-estimate en een risicomarge

Het bovenstaande impliceert dat economic capital wordt afgeleid als het
verschil tussen de ‘worst case’ en de ‘best estimate’ actuele waarde.
Paragraaf 2.6 ontwikkelt een economic capital methodiek die gebruik maakt van
de schadedriehoek en sterftetafels om het verwachte kasstroompatroon af te
leiden (zie figuur S.2). Vanaf daar berekenen we de best-estimate waarde, het
economic capital en vervolgens de market value margin. De totale actuele
waarde is de som van best-estimate en de market value margin.
We stellen twee versies van de RAROC voor, beiden gebaseerd op de actuele
waarde. De life-time RAROC is geschikt voor onder meer pricing, terwijl de
eenjaars RAROC kan worden gebruikt voor performance meting.
RAROC lifetime =

Fair Value
× 100%
NPV(Economic Capital)

RAROC one- year =

Fair Value t =1 − Fair Value t = 0
× 100%
Economic Capital t =1

Hoofdstuk 5 past gevalstudie onderzoek toe om de toepassing van het fair
value en economic capital raamwerk te toetsen in de praktijk. De gevalstudie
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bestaat uit een schadeverzekeraar, omdat daar minder kennis is over een
waardegedreven raamwerk dan in het levensverzekeringenbedrijf (vergelijk
embedded value). De gevalstudie laat zien hoe fair value en economic capital
worden berekend voor verzekeringstechnische risico’s.

Worst-case
Schadedriehoeken
risk driver

Worst-case
Sterftetafels
risk driver

Best-estimate
Risk Margin
NCW
kasstromen
cost
of verwachte
holding economic
capital

Worst-case
Risk Margin
NCW
kasstromen
cost
of worst-case
holding economic
capital

Economic
Economic Capital
Capital

Market
Value
Margin
Risk
Margin
kosten
het economic
cost ofvan
holding
economic capital
capital
Totale
FairCapital
Value
Economic

Figuur S.2: Actuele waarde en economic capital voor verzekeringsrisico

Hoofdstuk 3 onderzoekt de ontwikkelingen in het toezicht en beantwoordt
onderzoeksvragen 4 en 5. De bestaande E.U. solvabiliteitsregels zijn
ongevoelig voor het risicoprofiel en dat wordt ook onderstreept door de
verzekeringssector. Het feit dat verzekeraars intern met twee- tot driemaal de
E.U. solvabiliteit rekenen, illustreert de grofmazigheid van de solvabiliteitsregels. Daarom worden de regels op dit moment herzien via het Solvency II
project. Paragraaf 3.3 beschrijft vier nationale toezichtkaders die recent zijn
herzien en als voorbeeld dienen voor het Solvency II project.
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De belangrijkste bevindingen zijn:
 Er is steeds meer aandacht voor risco in de toezichtkaders;
 Er is een trend richting actuele waarde voor de verzekeringsverplichtingen
om risico in voldoende mate te kunnen weergeven. Er zijn meerdere benaderingen voor de market value margin;
 Het wordt toegestaan om interne modellen te gebruiken voor het bepalen
van de solvabiliteitseis. Echter, er zijn relatief weinig compliance criteria.
Het Solvency II project wordt ontworpen rondom de drie-pijler structuur, zoals
die ook bestaat in Bazel II, het recent herziene toezichtraamwerk voor banken.
Echter, Solvency II omvat meer elementen in pijler 1 en 2 dan Bazel II.
Aanvullende pijler 1 elementen zijn waardering van de technische
voorzieningen en beleggingsregels. Extra pijler 2 elementen omvatten een
harmonisatie van de macht van de toezichthouder. Pijler 1 bevat twee
vermogensvereisten. De Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) is het doelniveau
waaronder toezichthouders ingrijpen met geleidelijk steeds krachtiger middelen.
De Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR) is het absolute minimum vermogen.
Door expliciete buffers in te richten voor risico’s ontstaat een wisselwerking
tussen de prudentie in de technische voorzieningen en het vereiste vermogen
(zie figuur S.3). Meer ruimte in de prudentie van de technische voorzieningen
kan worden gecompenseerd met lagere solvabiliteitseisen. Echter een
duidelijke definitie voor de market value margin in de actuele waarde lost dit
probleem op. De market value margin bestaat uit de kosten om vermogen voor
het risico aan te houden en is dus niet zelf de buffer tegen risico.
Verzekeringsbalans

Beleggingen
Assets

(actuele waarde)
(government)
bonds and other
asset classes

Eigen
Equity
Vermogen

Solvabiliteits
vereiste

Prudence

Market Value
Margin

Verzekerings
verplichtingen
Liabilities
(actuele
waarde)

Verzekerings
verplichtingen
(best-estimate)

Figuur S.3: De totale vermogenseis gerelateerd aan prudentie en solvabiliteitsvereiste
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We hebben Solvency II vergeleken met Bazel II, het bancaire equivalent.
Paragraaf 3.6 concludeert dat Solvency II achterloopt, maar ambitieuzere
doelstellingen heeft dan Bazel II. Het Solvency II project wordt bestuurd door
het Committee of European Insurance and Occupational Pension Supervisors
(CEIOPS).
Paragraaf 3.7 beantwoordt onderzoeksvraag 5 en doet de volgende
aanbevelingen om de effectiviteit van het Solvency II project te vergroten:
 CEIOPS zou zo snel mogelijk concrete tekstvoorstellen moeten publiceren;
 CEOIPS zou een structuur voor een interne modellen benadering moeten
voorschrijven;
 CEIOPS zou lange termijn-scenarioanalyses moeten opnemen in Pijler 2;
 CEIOPS zou niet het vermogensbeheer van verzekeraars moeten
beperken;
 CEIOPS zou een cost-of-capital methode moeten toepassen voor de
market value margin.
Hoofdstuk 4 beantwoordt onderzoeksvraag 6. Het onderzoekt het
beleggingsproces binnen verzekeraars vanuit een management control
perspectief. Management control is het proces waarmee managers andere
leden van de organisatie beïnvloeden om de organisatiedoelstelling te
verwezenlijken. De systeemtheorie is een nuttig raamwerk om management
control problemen te onderzoeken. De Leeuw definieert vijf noodzakelijke maar
niet voldoende voorwaarden voor effectieve besturing. Daarnaast onderzoekt
hoofdstuk 4 het fenomeen goal congruence (doelcongruentie).
Het beleggings- en Asset- & Liability Management (ALM) proces is gebaseerd
op de matchingstrategie. De matchingstrategie beschrijft de beleggingsmix van
een verzekeraar. De beleggingsrendementen worden overgedragen aan de
verzekeringseenheid. Slechte prestaties komen niet tot uitdrukking wanneer
verzekeringstechnische resultaten goed en beleggingsresultaten slecht zijn en
andersom. De nadruk van de matchingstrategie is ‘liability-driven investment’
maar de verzekeringseenheid heeft geen stimulans om producten te verkopen
waarvan de verzekeringsverplichtingen eenvoudig kunnen worden belegd:
‘investment-driven underwriting’. Het huidige matchingproces schendt de voorwaarden voor effectieve besturing en stimuleert geen ‘goal congruent’ gedrag.
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Hoofdstuk 4 bespreekt hoe de Marktzinsmethode kan worden gebruikt om deze
problemen op te lossen. Er worden twee verantwoordingscentra ingesteld (zie
figuur S.4 en tabel S.5):
 Het verzekeringscentrum is verantwoordelijk om producten te verkopen
tegen een actuarieel goede prijs en beheert alleen verzekeringsrisico’s. De
verplichtingen worden intern belegd bij het beleggingscentrum.
 Het beleggingscentrum is verantwoordelijk om de interne transacties te
beleggen en het mismatchrisico te beheren.
Beleggingscentrum

Verzekeringscentrum

EigenCapital
Vermogen

Beleggingen
Assets

Beleggingen
Assets
(mismatch)
(mismatch)

Interne
Internal
transactie
transaction

Interne
transfer
price

Interne
Internal
transactie
transaction
(geen
beleggings(no investment
risico)
risk)

Verzekering
Liabilities
verplichtignen

Figuur S.4: Scheiding van Verzekerings- en Beleggingsrisico’s via Marktzinsmethode

De interne transacties zijn een centraal element in het Marktzinsmethode
concept. De interne verrekenprijs moet het juiste gedrag stimuleren. Daarom
moet de interne verrekenprijs gelijk zijn aan de risicovrije rente, zonder enig beleggings- of verzekeringsrisico. In de Marktzinsmethode heeft alleen het beleggingscentrum markt- en kredietrisico. Hiervoor zijn veel gedetailleerde theorieën
en meetmethoden ontwikkeld vanaf 1990. Beleggingsrisico’s kunnen dus worden gemeten en beheerd met bestaande methoden en modellen. Het scheiden
van de risico’s en de keuze voor een correcte interne verrekenprijs lost de management control problemen op die hoofdstuk 4 in eerste instantie vaststelde.

Doelstelling
Prestatie
Risico’s
RAROC

Verzekeringscentrum
Beleggingscentrum
Verzekeringsrisico’s beheersen door ver- Mismatchpositie en eigen vermogen
zekeringspolissen te verkopen
beheren door te beleggen
Toegevoegde actuele waarde
Actuele waarde beleggingsrendementen
Verzekeringsrisico,
niet-afdekbare Marktrisico (hoofdzakelijk renterisico) en
embedded opties
kredietrisico
Added underwriting fair value
Added investment fair value
Economic Capital
Economic Capital
Tabel S.5: Doelstelling en prestatiemaatstaven binnen de Marktzinsmethode voor verzekeraars
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Hoofdstuk 5 toetst de toepassing van de Marktzinsmethode in de praktijk door
een gevalstudie uit te voeren. De studie laat zien hoe het economic capital voor
de beleggingsrisico’s apart van de verzekeringstechnische risico’s wordt
berekend.
Door de deelvragen te beantwoorden in de voorgaande hoofdstukken kan
hoofdstuk 6 de hoofdonderzoeksvraag beantwoorden. Een economic capital
raamwerk voor verzekeraars moet zich baseren op actuele waarde, omdat de
huidige boekhoudkundige informatie het risicoprofiel niet toereikend weerspiegelt. Verzekeringsverplichtingen moeten worden gewaardeerd op actuele
waarde, welke is gedefinieerd als een best-estimate en een market value
margin. Dit is een zogenaamde ‘entity-specific value.’ Economic capital is gerelateerd aan de best-estimate actuele waarde. Een raamwerk voor economic
capital moet het markt- en beleggingsrisico uniek toewijzen aan een specifieke
beleggingseenheid. Dit is mogelijk door de Marktzinsmethode toe te passen.
Het Solvency II project zou voort moeten bouwen op de vooruitgang rondom de
actuele waarde die is gemaakt in het kader van economic capital. Tegelijkertijd
zou het haar ambities moeten aanpassen en een modelstructuur moeten
voorschrijven om verzekeringsmaatschappijen een leidraad te bieden bij het
bouwen van interne risico modellen. Daarnaast zou het Solvency II project zo
snel mogelijk concrete tekstvoorstellen moeten uitbrengen in plaats van de
basisprincipes te blijven bespreken.
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